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ERRATA

p. B. Delete lines tB_20 (after definition 2.I.7).
Substitute rar for r the I in line f4 ( tw_ice ).

P.I/r. Del-ete tine 6 ((¡) or theorem 2.I.I3).

p'16' Line 2, derete the ph::ase rand because w Ís closed uncrr:r these too'

p.29. Line 19, replace rsubstitution instances, by ,theoremsr.

p.38. Line 2, replace ran admissible, by ,a derivedr

p.I/r7 . Line 11, insert the following after ríntensionaÌ base; r 
:

Ithe substitution of equivalents rule (x) (Avg) = A v (x) B (r,,here
x is not free in A) to the substitution of equivalents rules ¡ermil r,ec1
in obtaining generalised disjunctive and conjunctive normaf fcrms
( ¿erlnlti on 2.I. g), .

p.1118. fn the statement of the rules ( g 
l_ I and (f-v) replace 'A&Br þr.

'{A&B}r and
{A&B}

rAvBr by '{AvB}',
{BvA}

respectively.
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SIJUMARY

I use a natural generalisation of Anderson and Belnapts definition

of variable sharing, based on similar intuitions, in order to characterise

intensional logics which contain theorems of arbítrary degree. This

characterisation limits the interplay between the intensional + and

extensional connectives &, v to this generalised notion of variable

sharing. Thus the extensional/intensíonal interplay is completely

perspicuous, as well as remaining faithful to the intuítions underlying

the Tautological Entailments - contrary to the case of the standard

relevant logics and their axiomatic formulations.

This new method for characterisíng logícs delivers a very broad

class of logics, because the method can be applied to any intensional

base (i.e. implication-negation logic) and extensional base (usually

just adjunction). This class includes some of the standard relevant

logics (notably R) but not others (such as those weaker than E).

I prove that many of the logics so characterised have a corres-

ponding axiomatic formulation, which jusÈ involves adding purely

extensional and/or purely intensional axioms and rules to, those of

Ufd". Thus the extensíonaL/ intensional interplay is grounded, in the

axiomatic formulation, in the axioms and rules of Efd". This adds

weight to the claím that such interplay is an intuirive generalisation

of variable sharing. For those logics which can be formulated as the

axíoms and rules of B plus purely intensional and/or purely extensional

axioms and rules (which includes the standard relevant logics), Ehe

process amounts to weakening the axíoms (n*s) & (A.>C) : n * (B 6 C)
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and (A-+c) & (B+c)l(avn)+Crorherules l-e*Band l-e*c ->

l-a* (¡tc), and l-¿*cand l-n*c :> l- (trs)*c. Thus obraining

a logic with the same purely intensional and purely exËensíonal basís,

but which mediates the extensional/intensional interplay via our

generalised notion of variable sharing. Letting BL represent the logic

obtained when the process is applied Ëo L, the following relationships

hold:

E

T-I^1

R=BR

E fde

BT

B(T-I,ü)

BE

T

B

BB
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I set out the algebraic ""*.,iai"" 
for BB and its exËensions

and use these to prove that BB and many of its extensions are decidable,

and that BB and a couple of its extensions are both prirne and negation-

consistent (thus satisfying y).

I then set ouE a relaËional semantícs for BB and its extensions,

which leans heavily on those for B and on the recipe of ESL. A notion

of theoryhood is introduced which is a useful analytical tool for

understanding the relaEional semantics.

I also point ouÈ some errors in ALG II and give alternative

proofs whích provide a partial resurrection of the required results.

Finally, I conclude wíth some ruminatíons and open problems.

lì/ ")r1 - I ! r ri
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

S 1.0 A new class of logics

The major aim of this work is to describe a new method for

generating intensional (and in particular, relevant) logics. This

method is a natural extension of the Tautological Entailments (Anderson

& Belnap 1962), and so is strongly intuitively motivated. The new

class of logics so generated includes some of the standard relevant

logics, notably R and some of its extensions. The corresponding

alternative characterisatíon of these logics clarifies the interplay

between the extensional connectives (O and v) and the intensional

connectives (- and +) which is more difficult to fathom from the usual

axiomatic formulations. In this chapter T¡/e set the scene by indicating

how the Tautological Entailments can be generalised, and how this

generalisation can be exploited in defíning intensíonal logics.

In chapter 2 we more rigorously address these questions and define

the logic generating procedure. we also prove, for a large class of

such logics, their equivalent axiomatic formulations. This enables a

comparison to be made with the standard relevant logics, with the result

that we adopt BB, a proper sublogic of B, as a base logic' It also

enables determining which of the standard relevanE logics (extensions

of B) can be formulated by our logic generating procedure. One such

logic is R (but not E or sublogics thereof).

In chapter 3 we develop algebraie semantics for BB and its

Iextensions.' Inle then use an appropriate algebra BMo which separates

E (and its sublogics) from the logic BE obtained when applying our

procedure to E ; (and the corresponding L ;) '

l. By extension I mean throughout axiomatic extension. That is, Lt is
(continued on page 2)
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In chapter 4 we continue to utilise the algebraic semanEics to

prove that BB and many of its extensions are decidable. And we show

that BB and some of its extensions are both prime and negation-consistent,

so they have dísjunctive syllogism as an admissible rule (y).

In chapter 5 we develop relational semantics for BB and its

extensions. Two types of semantics are needed to cater for all extensions

of BB - model structLrrs and unreduced môde1 structures - as for the

standard relevant logics. We follow the strategy of ALG II which,

however, is flawed (an essential Priming Lemma for the algebras is in

fact false) . The unreduced model structures overcome these difficulties.

We íntroduce a ne\nr notion of theoryhood whích, together with the standard

one (closure w.r.t. provable entailment) provides a strong analytical

tool for understanding the relationships between the two types of

relational semantics and also the algebraic semantics. FinalIy, we

compare our approach with the relational semantics for B and for connexive

logics.

In chapter 6 we point ou[ the mistake in ALG II and show how this

can be partially remedied by resurrecting the Priming Lemma for B and

some of its extensions.

Chapter 7 present.s some extensions and open problems which indicate

the high degree of generality of our logic generating procedure.

Finally, chapter 8 contains some concluding remarks'

(Footnote continued from page l)
an extensíon of L iff Lrhas an axiomatic formulation which includes
the axioms and rules of L. This holds iff the theorems of L are
theorems of L' and the rules of L are admissible in L?.
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S l. I Settine the scene

Anderson and Belnap's definition of variable

involves two components. One is to do with what we

Ëhe other is a basis of independently& and v, and

sharing (nNt, p.156)

signify by extensional

motivated entailments

(c. f. $2. I ). The

thoseA+Awhere

I^l-ATEs provide

hierarchical fashion

following chapters.

us wíth a mechanism

This method will

for generating logics in a

be exploited extensivelY in the

independent basis irr this case is just taken to be

A is a propositional variable or the negation of such'

The definition can be generalised, making it relative to a set of inde-

pendent theses trl, by taking the basis to be those enta'ilments in LI.

Hence vte arrive at a definition of tr'I-augmented variable sharing' I^Ie

denore rhar rhis is satisfied by A + n by (4, B) A.V.S. (W), and say

that A + B is a l,I-Augmented Tautologícal Entailment (1,{-ATE).

On weak assumptions about I^l , A.V. S. (trJ) corresponds to variable

sharing plus semisubstitution (directed substitution) (theorem 2-2.3) .

It simply amounts to, in the definifíon of variable sharing, replacing

the requirement for appropriate identities between atoms to holcl' by

the requirement that an appropriate entailment be in I'I'

Suppose we begin with an implication-negation logic L ;' Then

put I^r = L; (the set of substitution-instances thereof) and generate

the set of L; - ATEs. Close Ehis set under whatever exEensional rules

are desired (e.g. adjunction), and then under the rules of L 1, giving

a set of theorems LI ,. Repeat this process: take the I^I ,-ATEs and close

under the rules, giving a set lJr, and so on. In general the series,

Inl , Wl , NZ, is strictly increasing (as \'Ie will see later) ' so the

=UI^Jprocess is not trivial. Fina1ly, put L
t= I 1
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A logic L generated in this fashion endows the extensional

connectives with logical properties which accord with the natural

intuitions that lie behínd the Tautological Entailments. (Bearing in

mind that interaction with L ; may distort thís somewhat, but then from

this perspective stronger logical properties of the extensional connectives

can be attributed to strong intensional ProPerties). For such logics

the interplay between the extensional and intensional connecEives is

a clear and natural generatisation of that of the Tautological Entailments'

R can be characterised in this alternatíve manner (Uuit¿ing up from

R;), so it has these desirable properties. Those logics between B and

E (inclusive) cannot be characterised in this alternative manner' so

Ehe interplay between the intensional and extensional connectives in

them is not a natural extension of the'Tautological Entailments, hence

on this criterion R is to be preferred.

A hierarchical approach to intensional logics is not new. Ross

Brady uses such an approach to develop a model structure for dialecti'cal

set theory (Priest & Routley 198 ?) and a model structure to investigate

depth relevance (Brady l9B? ). However the levels of the hierarchy

correspond to the depth of nesting of +s. Thus the hierarchy is based

on syntactical complexity. The levels of our hierarchical specification

of L, starting from L ;, differ in logical complexity'
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CHAPTER 2

B ing : The basic process

S 2.0 Introduction

In this chapter I will first give a full account of how the

Tautological Entailments and their intuitive underpinning can be

generalised (section $2. I and 52.2), and a more precise definition of

the logic generating process described ín $1. I (section $2.3). I will

then prove an equivalence theorem which displays the corresponding

axiomatic formulations for a broad class of such logics (section $2.4).

This will show the relationship between the class of logics generated

in this fashion, and the standard class of relevant logics (sections

$2.5 and 52.6). The study of the properties of the new class of logics

so obtained is the central concern of this thesis.

S 2. I Generalising Tautological Entailments

The system FDE of Tautological Entailments is concerned with

entailments between extensional wff (so there are no nested arrows) and

constitutes the first deþreel entail*en'ts of the usual relevant logics.

I will bríefly relate Anderson & Belnapts variable sharing characteristion

of FDE (eNr cn. III). It is based on the following intuitions:

A conjunccion of atomic sentences entails a disjunctíon of atomic

sentences iff at least one of the former is identical with (in meaning)

one of the latter.

A sentence entails a conjunction of sentences iff the former entails

each of the conjuncts.

l. The degree of a wff IS the maximum number of nested +s in it
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A disjunction of senÈences entails a sentence iff each of the

disjuncts entails the latter sentence.

Definition 2.1.1

An atom is

A primitive

a propositional variable or the negation

con-junction is a conjunct ion of atoms;

of such;

A pr imi t ive

Br v Bz

explicitly tautological

Bk.

disjunction is a disjunction of atoms; A + B is a prirnitive

entailment if A is a primitive conjunction and B is a primitive

disjunction

Definit ion 2. I .2

A primitive enrailment is

one atom of the antecedent

consequent. That is A, &

v B . where
m-

each A. and
1

explicitly tautoloeical iff at least

is idenrical with an atom of the

Az & ..... & A
n

are aËoms, is

->

B.
1

iff at least one A LS identical with some
1

The first of the aforementioned intuitions corresponds Eo the

requirement that a prirnítive entailment is valid iff it is explicitly

tautological.

Now consider A + B where A is a disjunctive of primitive

is a conjunction of primitive disjunctions, i'eand Bconjunctions

of the form A ., At * Bl e g2 o & Bs where each Ai

is a primitive conjunction and each is a primítive disjunction

\¡re must require thaE A + B

1.2vA v

t
VA V

BK

To satisfy

valid iff each Al

va1id. And then

the second intuition, IS

to satisfy the third intuition, we must require that
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A + B is valid iff each AJ B for j]- ,randi->

s, is valid. llhence we expand our definition of "explicitly tautological"

Definition 2. I .3

A first degree entailment is in normal form iff the antecedent

is a disjunction of primirive conjunctions and the consequent

is a conjunction of primitive disjunctions, i.e. iff the ante-

cedent is in disjunctive normal form and the consequent is in

conjunctive normal form.

Definit íon 2. I .4

A first degree enta ilment is explicítlY tautoloeical iff it is

in normal form and the entailment beÈween each primitive

conjunction of the antecedenÉ 'arid every primitive dis junction'

of the consequent is explicitly tautological'

Finally, vIe extend this to any first degree entailment'

Definition 2.1 5. Dis'iunctive normal form and coniunctive

normal form.

llhere A is an extensional wff (i.e. it conLains only -, &, v and

propos i t ional variables) a dis iunctive normal form of A, (e) dnf'

is a wff of the form ("1 u "l & ..... & a
)')

) v (a] a ai

& an ). where each
mn

m

.i i" an atom, which is
J

equivalents using commutation'

negation and De Morgants laws'

("'] e, "! o

obtained from A bY substitution of

association, distribution' double

2çg &a ) v v
^2

The c onìunctive normal form of
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A, (A)--., of the rot* (al t'' cnr-
) t (a v

sat is fy variable

(¡.). and thednr
that everY

have an atom in

I

^2u
tk,rr(a, varv

r2

ttk
22
ru a2 v

2
&tk )e

Definition 2. I .6 A first

Tautolog ical Entailment iff

v is defined similarlY

degree entailment A + B is a

the antecedent has a disjunctive

consequent a conjunctive normal form

(B)..rf is explicitly tautological'

Variable shar in

)

normal

(s)
cnf'

form

such rhat (n)

( o) or,, , and the

.>
dnf

clearly, accepting thaE Ehe transformations needed for converslon

to normal form preserve co-entaílment, the Tautological Entailments

exactly capture our three intuitions'

I^le can encapsulate the path used to arrive at the above definirion

by the following notion of variable sharing'

Definition 2. t.7 .

Let A and B

sharing iff,

conjunct ive

disjunct of

common.

be extensional wff. Then A and B

the disjunctive normal form of A'

normal form 'of B, (n)' ,.,r, are such

and each conjunct of (l)"r.,,(e)
dnf

(Disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms of a wff are

equivalent up to the order and association of conjuncts

and disjuncts' which justifies "the" above')

Clearly'extensionalwffAandBsatisfyvariablesharingiff

A -> B is a Tautologícal Entailment'

Our aim in this section is to see how the

logical Entailments can be generalised' So let

definition of Tauto-

us consider a formal
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rendition of our three intuitions. The f irst intuition correspt-rnds Lo:

( i) Our basis 1S only

Bis

the entailments which hold between atoms'

a theorem, where A and B are atoms, iff A

and,

1Smoreover, A *

identical with B

(ii) If A -> C is a theorem, then A & B + C is a thêorem'

(iii) If A+B is a theorem, thenA-)BvC is a theorem'

And the second and third intuitions correspond to:

(iv) a + B & c is a theorem iff both A + B and A -) c are theorems'

(v) Av B+C is a theorem íff both A-) C and B+ C are theorems'

A1so, implicit in the definition of Tautological Entailments is

the requirement that:

(vi) Substitution of equivalents under commutation, association'

distribution, double negation and De Morgants laws preserves

Eheoremhood.

And implicit in the claim that the Tautological Entailments are

the valid first degree entailments is the requirement that:

(vii) A + B is a theorem, where A and B are extensional, only in

virtue of (i) - (vi) above.

(ii) - (vi) say nothing more, and nothing less, than that the

connectives & and v are to be treated in the purely truth-functional,

extensional sense. That is, we can regard (ii) - (vi) as an advertise-

ment of what ¡¿e take & and v to signify'
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The relevantist intuitions at the heart of Anderson and Belnap's

ENT are incorporated in (i) and (vii), and these are as much a matter

of what is prohibited as of whaË is allowed. For an enÈailment to be

valid it is required that there be a meaning connection between ante-

cedent and consequenf, that ís, they overlap in meaning. Anderson and

Belnap use variable sharing as Èhe criterion for meaning connection.

Thus relevance is ensured by restricting the basis to entailments which

hold between atoms (so to all A + A where A is an atom) and precluding

any other source of valíd first degree entailments. For the sake of

comparison, to get classical propositional logic we only need to add

A & - A + B and B + A v - A, for all atoms B and propositional variables

A, to the basis ((i)). Clearly these do not saEisfy relevance, and

Eheir exclusion is the key to Tautological Entailment.

C1early, the set of theorems determined by (i) - (vii) equals [he

set of Tautological Entailments (where A, B and C in (ii) - (v) are

restricted to being extensional wff). In any case' we shall shortly

prove this fact ( theorem 2. I . 16) .

The Anderson-Belnap recipe (i) - (vii) is crying out for general-

isation to cater for wffs of degree greater than one, thus providing a

generalisation of the three intuirions we began with. tr^le now consider

how this might be done. (ii) - (vi) are perfectly general, and can be

left unchanged, whilst (vii) simply ensures that our basis really is

a basis. But (i) is obviously inadequate in a more complex logical

environment. LIhere certain entailments are already independently given,

\^re can use these entailments as a basis to build up from in a manner

analogous to the Tautological Entailments -
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. So, let W be a set of wff, then we consider the class of entail-

ments determined bY:

(i') If A+Bel,I thenA+B ís a theorem. And (ii) - (vii)

exactlY as before.

This, we will see, corresponds to the following generalisation

of explicit tautologyhood, where arbitrary wffs are able to play the

role of the atoms in definitíon 2.1-4.

Definition 2. l.B Inl- augmented exp licitly tautological

Let I^I be a set of wff. Then an entailment of the form

2)v(¡. &A(
2

2
A & R2).,nz

(Ai

& &

&

A
I

2

r
2

A

A&

82
m... v ul ) u tnl "*r

\ " u| " l. . 'lr,
uj "vB

tr
&Ar )

nr

v

m.
J

_>
2

B )2v
2

& e (B

is l^tr- augmented exÞ licitlv tauEolosical iff for

and j = I,
::

At -nBJ eWn. m.rJ

each i

and B

,r

k there is a Pair of wffs A1n,
j 

",r"h 
th"t

Definition 2.1.9 General ised dis iunctive normal form and

seneral ised con'iunctive normal f orm

Suppose that A is a wff in the full logical vocabulary

(propositional variables, &, V, -, ) and conventional symbols

such as brackets - see RLR P - 286) ' Then a generalised

dis j unctive normal form of A, (A) gdnf is a wff of the form

';u "t)
v (a'l e

m
n
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from which A can be obtained by substitution of equivalents

using commutat.ion, association, distribution, double negation

and De Morgan's laws - except thaË no occurrenc. i,,.i of 'J

subwff of ri can be substifuted for. Generalised conjunctive
J

normal form, (A)g"rrfl is defined similarly' as an appropriate

conjunction of dísjunctions. I

Definition 2. I. l0

An entailment A + B ís a ül- nted Tautolo ical Entailment

(W- efe) where I{ is a set of wff, íff A has a generalised

disjunctive normal form (A)ga.r and B has a generalised

conjunctive normal form (B)g"r,r such that (A)ga.r * (B)g.nf

I^l- augmented expl ic it ly t autological .

1S

Note that there is a natural corresponding generalisation of the

notion of variable sharing (definiríon 2.1.7), which amounts to a

repetition of definition 2. I. lO. So I shall simply remark that whenever

A > B is a l^i- ATE we shall say that A and B satisfy I^J- au ted variable

sharing ( (n,B) A.v.s. (w) )

A.V.S. (W) generalises

\¡/ays: Any wf f can PlaY the

the requirement of identitY

an appropriate implication be in W.

the definition of variable sharing in two

role of the atoms in definition 2.1'7; and

of atoms is weakened to a requirement that

Hence it will be no surPrise that

Note that ttnormal formtt is a misnomer -
A1so, substitution of other occurrences
as long as these are not located wirhin

(a)
of ådB

f
u

ls
bwff

fr
"j

far
of

^r
5

om unlque.
is permitred,

some other
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the move from variable sharing to A.V.S. (I^I) corresponds to Ehe move

from (i) rogerher with (ií) - (vii), to (i') together with (ii) - (vii),

since only our basis has changed. I^Ie sha1l prove that (i') and (ii) - (vii)

do generate exacEly the I^I- ATEs, given some minimal restrictions on ül ,

(and whence we have that (i) - (vii) generate exactly the Tautological

Enrailmenrs). Bur firsr, nore rhar (i) - (vii) and (i'), (ii) - (vii)

correspond to the following axiomatic formulations.

Definition 2. l. I l. FDE

Axiom - scheme

Rule schemata:

(el)

Q)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

A+A

A+C :) A&B+c

A->B :> A+BvC

A+B&c(:) A+B and A+c

AvB+f,(:) A+C and B+C

Substitution of - commutation'

association, dibtribution, double

negation and De Morgan - equivalents

Definition 2 .1.12 I^lE

Axioms: (l') Al1 A + B such that A + B e W

Rtrle-schemata: Q) - (6) above.

trie now prove that, for a set of wff W which satisfies certain

minimal restrictions, I,IE is exactly equal to the set of I'I- Augmented

Tautological Entailments :

L The system of First Degree Entailments implicit in ENT, ch. III'



Proof. For

Theorem 2. l.13.

Let l,rr be a set of wff such that

(a) if Al + Bl and A, -> 82 are in l.I ,

extensionally as a sufwff of A,

as a subw tt of Brl ; and

(b) I,rI is closed under the rules (6).

Then a wff A + B is a LI- ATE iff I I^IE

t4

then neither A, occurs

nor Bl occurs extensionallY

A.}B

then Ëhere is

tautological,

tonly

+ (B)

A+

some (A)
gdn r

and such that

Each disjunct
.ia conlunct a."J

if', suppose that A + B is a W- ATE,

- which is l.l- augmented explicitly
gcn t
(n) - and B <-+ (B)

gdnl gcnr

i or (n) , - and every conjunct bk of
gdn r

. .kdisjunct bi, respectively, such that a

(s) - havegcnr

i*uke".
¡f

By

And

(6)

so

(l'), l-

and

]-

J

and (5)

. For

a ->
i .ka +bb

k
t and hence, ay (2) and (3), F",

we have l-", {algdnf * (B)g"r,r:

'if ' , suppose that l- 
"u 

n * n.

I^lE

by (a)

A+B

whence by

We prove by

a I^I- ATE.
I^lE

induction on

Base: If C

a W- ATE.

a deduction of A + B in !trE that A + B is

+ D is an axiom, then l-"u c * o

Thus all premises in a deduction

, and obviously C

are l^l- ATEs.

-> D is

Induction step: For (2), assume that C + D is a I^l- ATE, then clearly

E & C + D is a I^l- ATE, so the rule (2) preserves this property. (3) and

(4) =) and (S) => equally obviously do so too. So consider (4) (=.

o.
nd

may be defined
v B;

A occurs extensionally as a subwff of B' A

as follows: (i) a o.e' è A, A o.e. A & B a
(ii) if A o.e. B and B o-e. C then A o'e' C

in virtue of (i) and (ii).

e. B,
A o.e

( iii)
A
A o. e. B only
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Suppose

and (C)

That is,
gdnf, gcnf

(ql

v

thatC+DandC+E

(e) which->

are I,l- ATEs, then we have (c)ga.r, * (o)r"r",,

are l,l- augmented explicitly tautological '

C& cl v(e)

(l D

-r

) v (c &

) o (.....v D

2 )v

6, e)

v )o

(r

v2
j ->

I

2

&

v

&

v

2

J

(c -> lv )e

(e 2

have the appropriate entailments in W' Now C is equivalent to both

of the above antecedents (using Ehe usual transformations), so for

".r".y 
C}, eíËher (r) Ci is an extensional subwff of some 9f <tntt is,
J. J

they have the same degree of nesti"g - namely zero)' or (b) cl i" 
"tt

extensional superwff of one ot *or. Cf, or (c) ci i" identical with

v
so*e Cf. The restricrion on I^l allor¡/s us to construct an appropriate

(c)-,-". Make rhe following changes to (c)ganrr' 
.consider 

each ci'
gdnr 

k
rf (a) is the case then, if 9: is essential (i'e' qi * tl e I^l) ' replace

Ci UV Cl. If (b) is the case and one of the CT is essential, replace
J-t

ci uy u tci)^r-, using the Cl as "atoms"' rf (c) is the case' make no
J' Jgon

change. "smooth out" the (aj)ru.,, introduced under (¡)' to get (c)gd.,r'

rreating the "atoms" of (ci)garrr as "aromsttof (c)ganr'

Now the restriction on I,l means that all of the "atomst' in (C)ga.rf 
,

and (c) which \^7ere required for !J- augmented explicit tauËologyhood'
gdnI2

remain intact in (C)ga.,t. The requisite duplicates will also occur rn

the new disjuncts created by "smoothing out" of wffs introduced under (¡) '

Hence (c)ga.,r + (D)g"r,f r.d (c)gar.,t + (E)g"rrf tt" I^l- augmented explicitly

tautological, and so clearly (c)ga.r + (D)g.r,f & (E)*"rrf it, and obviously

(l) -6, (n) - is agcnf of D& E, so that C+D&E is aLI-ATE'
'-'gcnf gcnr

as required. (5) (: can be proved similarly. Finally, the conversions

) &
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under (6) preserve l,l- ATE hood because they are allowed in the gdnf and

gcnf process, and because l,rl is closed under these too. Thus the induction

step is proved, and so r^Ie have the result that any wff deduced in I^lE

is a !J- ATE, in particular A + B is a ltr- ATE, as required' !

We now show that variable sharing is a partícular case of A'V'S'(W),

thus conf irming that A.v.s. (I^l) is indeed a generalísation of variable

shar ing .

Theorem 2.1 . 14.

If I^I =

iff A

A-+Bis

{all subsrirution insËances of A + A) rhen (A,B) A.V.S. (I^I)

and B are substitu¡ion instances

a Tautological Entailment.

of wffs A and B such that

proof . suppose that (n,s) A.v. s. (w). Then there are wf fs (o)ru.,, and

(¡) - such that each disjunct of the former and every conjunct of the
gcnt

latter contain a conjunct c and disjunct D respectively, where c + D

€ I^l . But then it must be that C = D by the definítion of l'I' So clearly,

if each "atom" ot (A) '. and (¡)^^-' is replaced by a distinct proposi-
gclnt gcnr

tional variable, (a)gdnf * (B)g"rrt becomes an explicit taurology

Al- Blrh".r the replacements are made therein. And A + B becomes

A + B of which Al * Bl i" " normal form, so A + B is a Tautological

Entailment and we have that A + B is a substitution instance of a

Tautological Entailment as required. Clearly a substitution instance

of a Tautological Entailment satisfies A.V.S.(W) (the substituents are

the appropriate "atoms"), so the converse holds' t]
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Corollary 2.1.15. If {al1 instances

a substitution instance of

rhen (A,B) A.v.s.(ld)-

ofA+nlcwthen,

a TautologicalifA+Bis

Entailment

Proo f. Follows from the lemma and the fact that if X

A.v.s. (x) then (A,B) A.v.s. (Y).(4, s)

I{e now use the previous two theorems to show that, as already

claimed, FDE does capture the Tautological Entailments'

Theorem 2.1. 16 l- n + B iff A -> B is a substiturion' FDE --

instance of a Tautological Entailment '

proof. Let w, = {p * p : for all'propositíonal variables p

w^ = {substitution instances of A + A}'
2',

Clearly FDE is equal to the set of substitution instances of the system

\^l,E obtained when (nl) of def inition 2' l' ll is replaced bV I'1,' It is

also clear that the set of w, - ATEs is identical with the set of

substitution instances of the I^I , - ATEs. Now I^l , satisf ies the conditions

of theorem 2.1.13, so F",UO+B iff A->B is al'tl - ATE' Hence the

set of substitution instances of I^IlE is identical with the set of

substitution instances of w, - ATEs. That is, by the above observations,

FDE is equal to the set of WZ - ATEs' But by theorem 2'l'14 the set

of I^1, - ATEs is just the set of substituEion instances of the Tauto-

logical Entailments, thus the theorem is proved' I

In this section we have seen that the definition of Tautological

and intuitive waY. Furthermore'

in our basis I'l satisfY variable
Entailment can be generalised in a natural

C Y then if

!

) and let

as long as \^7e ensure that the entailments
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sharing, then this will also be true of the I,l- ATEs . Thus if w is

relevant, then so is the class of LI- ATEs (wU). The manner by which

our generalisation preserves relevance is exact.ly that by which the

Anderson-Belnap definition of variable sharing preserves relevance, from

the basis of A + A for all atoms A. It involves separating the machinery

of the logic which is simply to do with signifying that we are working

with a purely extensional notion of & and v, from the basis of indepen-

dently given valid entailments. So that \^7e can focus our attention on

the basis and ensure that it saËisfies relevance. Hence our general-

isation is faithful to the intuitions and strategy underlying Anderson

and Belnap' s de finition.

$ 2.2 Semisubstitution and ted variable sharing

The not ion of semisubst itut ion ( or , as I¡/e wil l somet imes say ,

directed substitution) provides a different perspective from which to

view our definition of augmented variable sharing. zemao has described

and investigated semisubstítution and certaín variants of the notion

in relation to modal logics (Zeman 1973). In this section, we define

it and shOw that, on some weak assumptíons about the set of wff l'I'

A.V.S. (W) can be defined in terms of variable sharing and semisubstitution

Definiríon 2.2.1 l,le def ine antecedent Part ofawffAand

I 10, 24o):consequent part of A as follows (fnf pp ' 34,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Ais

if B

ofA

if B

ofA

if -

a consequent Part of A;

+ c is a consequent part of A, then B ís an antecedent part

and C is a consequent Part of A;

+ C is an antecedent parË of A, then B is a consequent part

and C is an antecedent Part of A;

B is a conselluent part of A then B is an antecedent part

B is an antecedent part of A then B is a consequent part

(d)

of A;

(e) ir -
of A;

(f) ir B & C (or B v C)

are consequent ParEs

is a consequent part of A then both B and C

of A;

(g) ifB& C (or BvC) is anantecedentpart ofAthenboth Band

C are antecedent Parts of A.

Definition 2.2.2. I^Ieak semisubstitut ion for a logic L

A logic L sa tisfies weak semisubstitution iff, where A and B

are wffs everywhere the same except that

is replaced at one location by a wff Bt

B we have:

one subwff A of A

in B, then í f

-LA ->

(a) rf A is a consequent Part of A, then if r A ËhenrL
L

'L 
B;

(u) If Al is an antecedent part of A, then if þ, n ctren

F" o'
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l,leak semisubs tituE ion

prefíxing and rule-suff ixing

holds

is evidently a generalisation of rule-

(zeman 1973, pp. I l- 13, C l-r, A - B =ì

Fr. +A=) Fra-Band l-"e*n> F"t
in even quite weak logical contexts '

-> C=) whichl-" a * c),

Theorem 2.2.3

If {substitution instances of A + A} C I^l , which holds rn

cases of interest, then each A -' B such that (n's)A'V'S'

be obtained by a series of weak semisubstitutions from a

substitution instance of some Tautological Entailment'

the

(t^l ) c an

Proof. Consider the relevant "normal form" (A)ga.rr (s)->

^2)n2n
aa
I ) r ("2

gcnf

v v

)e &

( &

k

aq &
ag

(,i m
a

n
m

)& &

ub2& t2
2

-> (u

(u

v

v

vb (u lvtl

bk)tkv

Replace each b1 by the disjunction of "atoms" of (A)gd.,f thich imply
^Jtzt

ir in i^1. For example, suppose that just a i and al imply b i in I^I

, I I 2 I - ^r r.r\ rL.^- ..r¿ 
I

{.i * Ui and a] * bï tt" members of W), then we replace bi bV

"l " "1 in the above "normal form". This g'ives a subsÈitution instance

C of a Tautological Entailment, for whereever "o*".i 
* bl n"r¿ between

the ith disjunct and t th conjunct, tl i" one of the dísjuncts of the

ne\^r t th conjunct, so the ith disjunct of the antecedent and t th conjunct

of the consequent have an "atom", ^i, 
in common' The reverse of this

J

procedure obtains (A)ga.r + (B)g"r,f fto* c by repeated weak semisubsri-tution'
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For example, where ul t"" replaced by "l , ^1, "ir,"" ul "r,a "l occur

in consequent part locations, and ul * ol t.,a ^1 
* ol "t" in I^1, t\^¡o

applicarions of weak semísubstitution gives Ul " Ul. Deleting repetitions,

we arrive "¿ 
(A)ranf * (B)g".,t, as required. I

This result shows that, in the usual cases of interest, Che

definition of A.V.S.(w) tras two ingredients - variable sharing

(Tautological Entailmenthood) and a suitable class of weak semi-

substitutions. Thus, in these cases, its intuitive motivation is just

that for variable sharing, and that for requiring lheoremhood to be

preserved under weak semisubstitution. I^leak semisubstitution is an

independently desirable feature of a logic, as many have noted (Zeman,

Anderson and Belnap and others).

Note, however, that in cases where {substitution instances of

A -> AÌ Í: ¡t, not even the Tautological Entailments satísfy A.V.S. (!'I).

(After all, the defínition is intended to capture variable sharing

relative to hI. ) Augmented variable sharing may have interesting

applications in noncircular logic, where þ O * A (Martin 1984).

Noncircular logic (in pure + form) satisfies semisubstitution. Extending

ir to other connectives is an unfinished task'

S 2.3. The logics

We have defined and motivated augmented variable sharing (as a

generalisation of Anderson and Belnapts notion of variable sharing and

the relevantist intuitions it is based upon). In thís sectíon we show

how augmented variable sharing provides us with a general procedure for
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constructing logics, along the lines suggested in $1.1. In these logics,

it is clear that augmented variable sharing mediates the inÈerplay beEween

the extensional and intensional connectives. Subsequently, we shal1 see

how to provide an axiomat.ic formulation for a large subclass (¡^¡hich

includes all of the interesting cases) of these logics'

lle think of ourselves as beginning with an implication - negation

logic L ;, intended eventually to be the implícation - negation fragment

of a logic in Ehe ful1 language. L; has axiom-schemata (Al,), (AL2),

, (Rlrr) and rule-schemata (nr, 
t 
) , (nlr) , , (nr-n) ' rn addition'

\¡¡e are equipped with a zero d'egree logic in the &, V, - vocabulary,

specified by axiom-schemata (a,), (ar), (ar) and rule-schemata

(r 
,) , 

(r 
r) , , (rt) . Inle generate the set of theorems for a logic

l

L as follows.

Definition 2.3. I . The L - HierarchY

iall instances of schemata (At-,), (ltr), (¡,t )L no

:k = the closure of Lo under the rules (Rl ,),
(ru,

the closure of: It-o,t u {att instances of schemata

2

{r.o* ) } J

(nt 
n))

o
L

L

)Ì

L

L

under (r

>t = the closure of L,

= the close of: ltt

under (r, ) ,

under (RL ( ru'n))

*u {e, * n: (¡.,8) A.v.s. {r,,*)}J,
2

(r
1
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the closure of : [], u {R * n: (n,s) A.v.s. (tr.,-t*)}l¡t
n-l
(rr)

the closure of L' under (Rl,), (ru'u)

n

under (r )

L?k
n

Note thaË L C L
o

æSoU L
æ
U

L
1=o

1=o

To complete the definition, we Put: L
æ
U L
l-=o

L CL'KCL ,Cn - n n+l -
CLC

o

I
1

1

I^iewillseepresentlythatingeneraltheaboveseriesisstrictly

increasing, so the construction is not trivial. But now, let us describe

the above process more informally'

l,le can regard the L-Hierarchy as a recipe for producing

theorems'arecipewíthtwobasicprocesses.Thefirstprocessisthe

intensional one, which regulates the behaviour of + and - , but to which

& and v are opaque (so wffs of the form A & B and A v B are treated as

odd new names for propositional variables). This corresponds to the

movefromL'toL,*,andinvolvesclosurer./.r.t.theíntensionalrules.

The second is the extensional process, which regulates the behaviour:

of &, v and - ; and, most importantly' the interplay between & and v'

and + , through augmented variable sharing' The second process

corresponds to the move from L'¡l to Li*l' and involves augmented

variablesharing\,/.r.t.thepreviouslyobEainedclassoftheorems,and

then closure \¡/.r.t' the extensional rules' (tn the cases of interest

herethereisjustoneextensionalrule-adjunction).Thustherecípe
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involves alternate applications df the

indefinitely (as well as throwing in a

or: in Lo and L,).

first, ând Lhen [lre second process 
'

few ingredients - axioms - earlY

For a fixed set of extensional axioms and rules the intensional

process can be varied, corresponding to the choice of implication -

negation logic L ; , to produce an enormous class of logics. This class

of logics expresses a fixed intuition about the behaviour of the

extensional connectives and their interplay with + ; differences in

these features, expressed by different extensional and mixed theorems,

can be regarded as differences in the intensional process, L I since

the behaviour of the extensional connectives is determined by augmented

variable sharíng, its strong intuitive appeal provides strong support

for these logics, in thís particular respect' The extent to which the

intensional process distorts this feature might be an appropriate

criterion for evaluation within the class'

Thisthesiswíllfocusonasmallsubclassoftheaboveclass

of logics. However the L-Hierarchy is clearly a very general process '

In fact it can be generalised even further by adding modal operators

to the intensional part (although some of the tighter extensional/

intensional interplay of modal logics, e'B' I a 6 [ r * | (e e s)'

may not follow). Because of the intuitive underpinning of the 6t, v / ->

interplay of the L-Hierarchy, whether or not a logic has a corresponding

L-Hierarchy provides an important evaluative criterion'
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$ 2.4. Equivalent axiomatic formulations

In this section we will show, for a very broad subclass of the

logics defined in the last section, how to formulate them axiomatically'

This will allow us to compare these logics with the slandard relevant

logics, and to develop'theír algebraic and relational semantics.

!ùe have seen that if trI contains all instances of A + A, then

the set of entailments obtained by A.V. S. (I^l) contains all instances of

the Tautological Entailments (corolLary 2. l. l5). The Tautological

Entailments have an axiomafic formulation which is called Efd. (ah"

firsr degree enrailments of E) (¡nf Cn. III). Thus where L; has

A -+ A as a theorem-scheme, v¡e would expect that the corresponding
I

axiomatic system to the L-Híerarchy includes ErO"" In this section

we will show that in fact, on the assumption that L; includes A + A

and rule-contraposítion and rule-transitivity, the logic L defined in

the last section is equal to

E-- + (al.) +tcle I
(¡.t + (a + (a + (nr

n m
))

)+ + (nru) + (r +

+

) + (r I

Since Ëhe only addition to the axioms and rules h7e originally

supposed belonged to L are those of Efd., it is clear that, in the

broader context of including entailments of arbitrary degre", Efd"

corresponds Ëo the augmented variable sharing component of our L-Hierarchy

The f act that A.V, S. (I^I) is a generalisation of variable sharing which is

faithful to the intu,itions at the hea,rt. of, the J.atter, is here echoed

by the fact that Efd. í, all we need in order to achieve the function

s. (t-.rr) sreps.of the A.v

which is exPecting too much'
EH, say, which sPecifies De

contraposition.

!,le can expect a formulation: FDE or
Morgan laws direãtly and dispenses with
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E can be characterised by the following axioms and rules'
fde

Axiom schemata:- (nl) e * ¿, (ez) e & B + A (l¡) e & B + B

(as)n-+AvB (46)s'AvB

(48) A e (sv c) - (e & B) v (e e c)

(49)--A+A

Rule schemata: (R5)rfþe.'-n thenfn*-e
( Rule-c on tr aPos it ion )

(R.44)rf l-a*B andl-l*c then

l- e * B & c.

(n.az) rr l- e * c and l- ¡ * c then

þ n v B + c'

(rr.) TÍ. l-a*B andl-¡*c then

I a * c. (Rule-transitivitY)

( Th ere

1ater. )

is a poínt to the odd numbering, which will be explained

Theorem 2.4.1. Let L ; contain (nl), (n5) an¿ (fr'), and let

L be specifíed as

then

L = E-- + (ll.) +tcle I

+ (nrn) * (tl

in the L-Hierarchy process (detinition 2'3' l')'

+ (¡,1- ) + (a,)
nl

+ (tr)2.

+ (a ) + (nr,
m

+ )
I

) ++

2

(By Et¿e I mean the

ENT p. I 58

See Footnote 2 on Page 27 '

axiom and rule schemata thereof) '



Proo f . lJithout loss of generality, we may suppose thaE (ll,) is

(nr,,)is(nS)ana(nlr)is(rr')'I^IedenotetherighE-handside

above equality uy l-1.
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set of substituEion instancesbase case, to* is equal to the

which is specified bY (Ar,),

Since these'are also axioms and

A+4,

of the

I
I

that L C L' bY induction on the L.*sI^le prove

For the

of L ;
(ru.o).

C LI.

, (nlrr) and (RL l) ,

rules of Ll, clearlY Lo'!

For the inductive assume Ehat Ln* C L and we Prove that,

first C LI.

In the sPecial case kConsider ó e

be that d is

Lk* 
I

C LI,

steP r \^7e

and then "k+ I

T)k"k it mighto

)

( i) Lk* 
I

(a ); but
m

haveó€L

Otherwise, either

or (b) d follows

a substitution

since these are

I

(a) ó=A'

instance of one of (a

also áxiom-schema of L

+ B and (n,s) A.V.S.

{a * n: (A,B) A.v. sfrom tko u

by the

(ln't ) ,

. (lu*)i

(rr).

I^/e then'

&

+ (a )+

Case (a).

c'l e "j e

u_u2*

&..... &

+ (a )
m

)v ^z
&

rules (t

)o(¡

)

Consider the corresponding ttnormal formstt

2 (,i
& v( 

^',
I .l
ltb2t

) v

2
) and (b

{ul v u! v .....)
u a| ".....)

2 As suggested in a previous footnote t we can use a formulation o

the first degree "rrr"il*""ts 
different from E¡¿u to carry the

n. In fact \^Ie can rePlace E¡¿"
onlY the assumPtion that A ->

general result also holds, wh

,rirpt io.rs other than that l'tr is
ttt.r"formations, are needed'

f.

A
ere



For every I I

bj such that a
m

Hence "1 
* ojlm

(no) and (tr.)
Ie L'.

ny (12),

(al o

€ rl.

1 (uand I SjSsEhereisa

, by the definition

by our induction assumPtion

of E fde
(ol v

(43) an¿ (rr.) of E fde

I
->

1

CL

¡j c 1,.*
mK

par.r al

of A.V

.By
l:

bJv
m

28.

and

. s. (Lf

(es),

)

o)"v].tr* )

i
^2

I J b) )& & -> (t v

So for every (A)

bJ we have a' ->

r and (r) conj unctgcnf
i

ul

gdnf

uje L

disjunct a

So for rsis ur a b->

e Ll, bybs&

uva+b

2 repeated applications of

repeated applications of (R.47)

b &

(n.e+) of E

give
l2a va

But then

&

fde

& b" € Ll.&&b2

i.e. the "normal form" (n)
gdnf

(¡) - is a member of
gcnr

.>

L

Now this "normal form" can be obtained from d by using

substitution of equivalents restricted to commutation'

association, distribution, double negation and De Morgan

equivalents. These transformations are available in ErO"l

(ín the sense that they produce logical equivalents it tfU")

and hence in l-1. Thus in l-l d is logically equivalent to

,l .,., 
"2 ., 

au * bl u u2 & ..... & bs, and since the

latter is a theorem of L

l. ENT s 15.l

d is a theorem of L
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For case (b), we jusc need

, (r1) are rules of

V.S. (t-n,t)] + (a,)

to note that Ehe

L , so since LU*

rules (r, )

u{n*n:
is a subset of

these ru1es,

(n, n) n

Ll (uy

+ + (a )
m

the above), then its closure under

is a subset of Ll. So we havei.e. Ln*¡, L. CLk+l -

(ii) Consider d € to*lo - Lk*I' Lt

Lk* I ttd"r Ehe rules (ni', ) , ' '

of l-1.

So since Lt*l 9 Ll t" have Ln*t

the proof of our induction steP

* is just the closure of

(ruU), which are rules

which comPletes

+l

,t C LI,

induction L,* C L
K_

L.?t C I,K-

S INCE

I fot k = O, l, 2,There fore ,

andsoL=

by
æ
U

i=o

II. I^le prove that L showing Ehat the a)tioms of l-l

that L is closed under all of
CLby are all

the rules
theorem-schema of L, and

of l,l .

Clearly the axioms (Ll 
t 
) ,

Ll are theorem-schema of L,

(elrr) and (a,), , (a*) of

all their substitution-instances

of the L-HierarchY.are added at the L and L
o I stePs

.By coro11 ary 2. l.15, all substitution instances of ErU" are

delivered by A.V'S. (¡' * l) ' But more f ormally:

Consider the axiom" of Efd"' By supposition (al) ¿' + A is equal

to (¡.1 .). so (nl) is a theorem-scheme of L' The remainder' (42)'
I

(a:) , (45) , (46) , (¡'B) ana (e9) satisfv A'v' s' (lo't) where the

only theorem of Lo" used is A + A' and where thettatomtt sets of

each wff just corresPond to the sentential variables ' Hence every

substitution-instance thereof occurs in Lt



Thus all of the axioms of L are theorem-schemaEa of L.

The rules (tt ,) , (Rt-n) of L can be shown to

l-rA. atta

and

30.

hold for
let (ru. )

IL as follows. Suppose lrot' lr.oz'
be the rule: If l-A I , l- AZ, , l- A: rhen l- B 

r
lBz

and and l- 8". By the def inition of the L-Hierarchy,

there is a minimum integer u such that A l, AZ , Aj are

all in L,r*. But Lrr* is closed under the rules (nI- ,), . . . . .

(ru,U), and so in particular B¡, u2, , B" are all in Lrrx,

and hence in L as required.

The argument is similar for the

this case exploiting the closure

Thís completes the proof that all

and that L is closed under the rules of L

rules ( r , (rr)
under Ëhese

1n

rules

R5) and (rr.)

der them by

For (R.44)

a least integer

(a,sec)
A+B&C

are in L,

!

by the

ax10m

)

of each L
u

There remains the rules of Efd". By supposition, (

are equal to (Rt,) and (RL2), and so L is closed un

the above argument. This leaves (n.n+) and (n.lZ).

' A * B and t-, A + c, then there issuppose that l-L ,L

u such that A -> B € L,r* and A + C € a.ro. But then

A.V.S. (t x) where thettatoms" are A, B and C. So
u

E L C L.[r+l -

Thus L is closed under (n.a+). The argument for (n.eZ) is

exactly the same.

the axioms of L

,o Ll c L.

so on the assumption of some weak conditions satisfied

L-Hierarchy, namely that the intensional component includes the

A + A and the rules rule-contraposition and rule-transítivity' L can
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be formulated axiomaÈícallY bY

E-. to Ehe PurelY intensional
fde

of L.

simply adding the axioms and rules of

and purely extensional axioms and rules

s 2.s Compar íson with the standard re levant loeics

The standard relevant logics are extensions of the "basic" logic

B, which is not much bigger than Efdu' However for our purposes B' we

shall see, is too big.

In this section, I first briefly describe B' Then I will put

forward a sublogic of B, BB'

From our perspective of restricting the & ' v / + inEerplay to

that sanctioned by augmented variable sharing' BB is a much better

contender for the role of a basic logic'

,l
B has the following axioms and rules'

Axiom schemata: (al) A + A; (42) A & B + A; (n:) ¡' & B -) B;

(a¿) A->B & A+ clA+ B & c; (as) n+Av B;

(46) B+Av B; (47) A+ c & B+ clAv B+ c;

(na) e o (¡ v c) * (e & B) v (n e c);

(as)--A->A'

l. RLR, P. 287.



Rule schemata: (R r) rr
(nz) rr
(n¡) rr

| .t and

þaana

fn-'n

l-A->Brhenfn.
B then A&B

32

(modus ponens ) .

(Adjunction).
F l-

then l- s * c I A + c. ( nule- .\suttrxrng/.

(n+) rf l- n* B then l- c * Al c + B

(ns)rfl-t*-BLhenl- B.}-A

( Ru1 e-
prefixing).

( Rure-
contraposition)

Extensíons of B include T, Anderson and Belnaprs system of

tickeE entaílment; their preferred system of entailment. Ei R, which

expunges rhe modal structure built into E (using I A = df (A * l) + A);

and the classícal sentential calculus.l

B is stronger rhan Efd" i. that the rules (Al) an¿ (n2) are

added (which sirnply are not applicable when considering first degree

entaílments); rule-transitivity is strengthened to (ng) an¿ (R4); and

rhe rules (n.eA) and (n.¡.2) of E are strengthened to the axioms (a+)
fde

an¿ (e7). Our labelling of the axioms and rules of Efd. serves to high-

Iight this relationship between Efde and B

Note Ëhat (Rt), (n:) anA (n+) are purely in¡ens,ional, whereas

(nZ) is purely extensional. Thus the only part of the leaP from ErU"

to B which mixes intensional and extensional connectives is the

srrengrhening of the rules (n.A+) and (n.eZ) to their corresponding

SeeRLR,Ch'4andCh.5,foraninvestigationofBandits
extensions and their relational semantics '



axiom forms. From our sËandpoint, \^te must be suspicious of mixed

extensions of Efd., for if the mixed axioms and/or rules are not

redundant, then from $2.4 we know that such extensions dontE have a

corresponding L-Hierarchy and hence the & , v / + interplay is not

determined by augmented variable sharing. so \^Ie consider the system

which adds t,o Efd" jr"a the purely intensional and purely extensional

components of the move to B' Let us call it BB'

Definition 2.5. I BB

33.

(al), (tz), (43) (as),
Axiom schemata: Just those

(ao), (ee)

Rule schemata: Those for B plus (n. A4) and (R. A7) of Efd.'

for

and

Efd"'

(es).

I

Thus BB E + (nl) + (nz) + (R3) + (R4 )

( obviously

(n+) ).

fde

(rr ) of E-. is a derived rule in BB,' tcle
uy (n3) and

Hence by theorem 2.4.1 BB has an L-Hierarchy whose intensional component

has rhe axiom (el) n + A and the rules (nl), (n:)' (n¿) and (n5)' and

whose extensional component is just (n2) (adjunction)' In facE' as !üe

shall see, BB is a proper sublogic of B' and hence B does not have a

corresponding L-HierarchY'

Averylargeclassoflogics,whichincludesthestandardrelevant

logics'canbegeneratedfromBbyaddingjustíntensionalaxiomsandrules

ForsuchlogícsL,L=B+L;(ifLisnotaconservativeextension

of L -, the nomenclature is bad, but the process still works)' Thus

I . RLR P. 288
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vre can carry out the same procedure for these logics as for B' In effect'

this means adding those intensional axioms and rules to BB.

Definition 2.5.2. BL (n - ing)

Let'L have a formulation comprising the axioms and rules of B

plus purely intensional and purely extensional schemata' Èhen

we define BL to be the result of adding those schemata to the axioms

and rules of BB.

i.e. where L = B + L ; * (exEensional schemata), BL = BB + L ;

+ (extensional schemata).

By theorem 2.4. I all such logics BL have a corresponding

L-Hierarchy. For example, as is well known, E = n + (83) + (B4)

+ (l:) + (14) + (BRl)l where the axioms and rule are defined:

(s:) A->Bl B* clA+ c; (s+) n+ B?c-)Al c+B;

+ (ss)

+

(ss) A+ (A+ n) ÌA-) B; (o¡) A+-A-ì -A;

(D4)A+-B+B+-A

(snl) If A is a theorem then (A + B) * B ís a theorem

Hence we have the logic BE = BB +

(snl) and by theorem 2-4.1 it has

o

+ (s4) + (Bs) + (o:) + (14)

following L-HierarchY'

(ns), (13) an¿ (D4)Ì.

(s:)

the

E {<ar), (49), (n:), (84),
o

E:k =o
rhe ctosure of E^ under (Rl) an¿ (nRl) (which equals E;)'

E I = the closure of

t lo = the close of E 
t

[s x'u {e * n: (A,B) A'v's' tuox)}l under (nz)

2

RLR, p. 290.

(R:), (n4) an¿ (n5)

,rn¿"¡ (n I ) an¿ (sn I )

2 are made redundant uy (n3) ' (s¿) and (u4) '
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E
æ
U

i=o
BE

1

clearly, from our perspective of limiting the &, v / + interplay

tothatsanctionedbyaugmentedvariablesharing,theclassofBLlogics

is of primary interest. Since Èhese are extensions of BB, it is more

appropriate to regard BB as our basic logic' B imports too much logical

machinery into the &, v / + interplay'

ItmightbearguedthatBispreferabletoBBasabasicrelevant

1ogic, on the ground that B and its extensions have a simpler relational

semanti"" 
l, and can be conservatively extended to include a primitíve

fusion operator, which greatly simplifies the algebraic semantit''2

However a programme seeking a relevant proof theory oughE to put less

weightonsuchsemanticalnicetiesthanonexploitingrelevantist

intuitions - such as those giving rise to variable sharing and augmented

variable sharing as criteria for entailment between truth-functional

compounds of wffs. Anderson and Belnapts intuitions place considerable

weight on proof theory. of course both types of considerations might

come into play when evaluating logics, since some logics, notably R and

someofitsextensions'areextensionsoftherequiredsortofBB,as

well as being extensions of B (i'e' BR = R)'

BB can be thought of as being obtained from B by sirnply "dropping"

rhe axioms (n4) (a * s) & (A + c) 1a * (B & c) and (17) (¡' * c) 0

(r * c) ? (A v B) -> c, down ro rheir weaker rule forms (n.e+) | n * n

and I a* c =¡ l- a* (s e c) and (n'nz) l- A + c and I n-" 6 =¡ (av s)

-) C. Clearly obtaining BB

RLR, ch.4

AIG II.

+L-
-+

+L- -)

2

from B involves exactlY the same
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step. Thus a BL logic can be thought of as being obtained from a logic

L by simply weakening rhe axioms (¡,4) and (lz) to the rules (n'¡'¿) and

(R.47). However' care needs to be taken because the formulation of BL

issensitivetotheparLicularaxiomatisationofL.Ingeneralalogic

L such that L = B + L ; will have a much "neater" axiomatisation, and

simplyapplyingtheaboveproceduretothaJ.axiomat'isaÈ'ionwillvery

likely lead to error. For example, an axiomatisatíon of E' neater than

the E = B + E; one" is given on page 340 of ENT. one of the axioms

rhar woutd remain after replacing (A4) and (n7) Uy (R'A4) and (R'47)

is([AeIn)*!(¿.os)(whereIl=df'A+A+A)'whichexpresses

astronglogicalconnectíonbetween&and+whichnodoubtfailstohold

in sEl. so in characterising the B-ing process in the above way' \.¡e

needtokeepinmindthatthisísnottrueingeneralforalternaÈive

formulations of L.

In ENT it is suggested that we can think of E as ErU" (i'e' the

TauEological Entailments) plus E ; (nlT p' 231)' The L-Hierarchy

clarifies this problem, I suggest, by showing how tfd" "nd 
E ; are

workingwithinE.SinceBE=BB*E;(asEisaconservativeextension

of E ;) and Efde is a sublogic of BB' it is more accurate to say that BE

i" Efd" plus E ; (a11 else we need add is adjunction) ' In fact BE

comprises E 1 and entailmenrs Sanctioned by augmented variable-sharing,

the latter being intuitive generalisations of the Tautological Entailments'

l.Ithoughtlhadaproofthatthisisso'TESTERwasitsdownfall
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s 2.6 The L-ItíerarchY is not t.rivial andBR=R

InËhissecEionlwillredeemt\,toearlierpromises.Firstlwill

showthat,ingeneral,theconstructionoftheL-HierarchyisnoËtrivial,

in the sense that Èhe hierarchy collapses into L,* (sav) (promised in

$2'3).ThenIwillshowthatBR=R(i.e.applyingtheL-Hierarchy

procedure to R - gives R) (promised in Sl'l)'

In lighr of the fact that BR = R' the question arises whether

BE = E, or BB = B, or in general whether BL = L' 
' 
As I have already

indicated BB I B and BE I E' I^le defer demonstration of Ehe fact that

BE E (and that fot L C E where 'L is Ehe required sort of extension

I) until $3.2, since it utilises and illustrates the algebraíc

developed in chapter 3' Thus the relationships between some

of the standard relevant logics and theír B-ed counterparts

depicted in the following diagram:

BT

B(r-w)

C

of B. BL Ç.T

s emant ic s

are as

R

BE

E

T

wT-

I
B

Efde

BB
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And now the Promises '

Theorem 2.6.1.

A + A is an axiom

natural numbers i, Li

(¿erinition 2.3.1).

and

Andso s+(s*P) ->

If rule-prefixing is an admissible rule

of L ; and L I is non-trivial, then for

L L in the L-HierarchYi+l

and

all

c
I ].

c)t

proof. sinceA+A is inL;, P*p€"o*' Hence p+pvu and

p + p v q are in L, by A.V.S' (r'ox), but they are obviously not in Lo*

(= all instances of L; theorems) for if they v/ere we would have p + r

in L;, contrary to the non-triviality of L; i'e' p -)pvu and p -) p v q

€ Ll - 
"o 

o. llhence s + P ? s -) pvu and s + P ? s * pvq e L, :'" - Ll by

rule-prefixing. (ff these were in L,, since only the antecedents and

ccnsequentscanbe"atomsttbecausetheirmajorconnectiveis+'w€

would in fact have the entailments in Lo t'in order to satisfy A'V'S'

(L *). BuE then s * p ? s + r €L; ' contrary to its non-triviality)'
o

rrt e L.-L,*,
q¿tAnd so s +pl [ (s +Pv u) e (s +Pv q)J

s + (s * p) I s * [ ] v u, s + (s *P) ? s -] [ ] v q€L2n -L2'

"2n
+[].'q)l tt€L

q 3

s+(s+(s+p))ls

It(s*[]vu)o

-, (l[ ]l e t3*

(s

u
q ) -Lvand 3

and the process doesntt stoP
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I^le prove that BR = R via a more general result:

Lemma 2,6.2. Suppose thaË unrestricted rule-permutation'

l- o t B + C (=) l- t t A + C, and (rr') rule-transitivity are

included in the intensional rules (those of L;), and that (Al)

A + A and (D4) contraposition are in L ; ' then the

L-Hierarchy (aetinition 2.3'1) has the following theorems:

(n¿)a+n & A+C .> A->B&c

(nz)¡,-'c & B+c lAvB+c

proof. By theorem 2.4. I the logic L obtained by the L-Hierarchy has

anaxiomaticformulationwhichincludestheaxiomsandrulesofEfd..

HenceF"o*BeA+clA+B (uv(nz))

and so F" o t (l * s & A + c) -' ¡ using rule permutatíon'

similarly l-" A1(n*n A + C) + C, and so ¡Y (14) and(tr' ),

L
A I - C + - ( ). l{hence we get

L

- C + A + - ( ) using rule-Permutation

A+-B+-() and

&

Ft-

t- -B+A->-() and t-
L L

and so uy (n.az) l-, - B v - c I A+-( )
I *""r"tsing the procedure

and using De Morgan equivalents, this give" l-r,

A->B&Casrequired.

(47)iseasier: I^Iehavel-L A+C & B-tc?A+c (uv(nz))

A+B & A+C?

Al(A+c & B->c)*c and Frtt(n*c & B+C)
and so l-L

+ c ras before. ny (n.nz) þ" A v B I ( ) * c and so

Wecouldhavedoneanextracontrapositionstepandused(n.¿.4).
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A+C & B+C?AvB+C asrequired'

Theorem 2.6.3- Suppose Èhat tr is an extension of B which can

be formulated as the axiorns and rules of B plus purely intensional

and/or purely extensional axíouts and rules ' Then ' íf L ; has both

unrestricted rule-permutation and ful1 contraposiÈion (or'

alternatively, I e ? B * c (=) l- - (e + - B) + c and full

l.contraposifion') BL = L'

0
t-L

Proof. By the lemma, (14) an¿ (47) are

and BB + (e4) + (e7) = B, and so B Ç Bz'

and rules of the relevant formulation of

it is obvious from def inition 2'5'2 rhat

BL = L as required.

NoÈe that onlY rule-Permutat
ful1 contraposition is also
intensional conjunction) ' N

had used its dualt þ e 1 n

have come easY but (e7) woul
Inlhen we have (D4), both of t

theorems

Hence,

of Btr. BUT BB C BT

since the extra axioms

LareinBIrLç BL Also,

Thus

I
BL C in generalL

CorollarY 2.6.4. BR = R2

Proof.Rsatisfiestheantecedentconditionsoftheorem2.6.3

This is a big payoff for R' By theorem 2'4' I R has an alternative

characterisation,givenbytheL-HierarchyforBR.Thisalternative

formulationofRshowsclearlytheinterplayinRbetweentheextensional

ion and (n.¿.2) are needed for (lz) ' whereas

"ã"aãã 
for (n4) (we are reallv using

ä"-if, rather than rule-Permutation we

l'a.'=tÏ - Co + - B) + c, (¡'4) would

d have needed full contraposítion (l+) '

hese rules are interderivable'

2. Pointed out to me bY Bob MeYer
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and the motivation for that interplay

The standard formulations of R make this

and intensional connectives,

(augmented variable sharing)

interplay much less

R as E-- plustcle ^

E which, I have

perspicuous. Furthermore, it is

in line with the Anderson-BelnaP

argued ($2.5), actually hold for BE'

accurate to describe

íntuitions aboutR;,
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CHAPTER 3

The aleebraic semantics for BB and its extensions

$ 3.0 Introduction

InthischapterwewillinvestigatethealgebraicsemanÈicsfor

rhe Br sysrems defined ín Chapter 2 (definitio¡ 2'5'2)' In doing so

we will follow Routley and Meyer's approach in ALG II. The algebras

provide a useful theoretical tool for the study of these logics ' which

we will exploit in this and later chapters' In the first section \^7e

define BB-algebras and prove their adequacy for BB' then in 53 '2 we

extend the definition to caler for extensions of BB' Finally' in s3'3

we will reap some dividends by proving Ëhat BE I E (and hence that

BLlLfotLçE),aspromisedin$2.6,thusconfirmingthatthereis

a real distinction between B-ed and un B-ed logics in even quite strong

logical contexts.

s 3.1 BB-algebras

The approach of ALG II leans heavily on the fusion operator o'

which can be conservatively added to B and its extensions' (In the

case of R fusion corresponds Èo intensional conjuncÈio"'-Ã--t I ')

Fusion is intended as a tighter (relevant) premiss-bunching connective

than &, in the sense that if l- e o B + C, then boÈh of A and B are

used in the corresponding deduction A' s l- C

to satisfy residuaÈion (l- I o B + C i'ff l-

produces a relevant deduction theorem:

I H".r"" it

A I B * c).

is required

This in turn

R.K. Meyer, Aríthmetic formulated relevantly, typescript forthcoming'

pp. 32-34.
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Interpreting A l, Ã2,

o 4., I B, we have Al

'Ar,fnu"
""" Ar l-

(.....((4, o e
2 3

BiffA

) oA

An-l

)

A t-
2', It

A -} B.
n

(In general, the order of the A.s does matter')

But no such connective can be conservatively added to those Btr

such thar B¿ C BE. And here we take the fact thaE BE I E, proved in

$3.3, on credit. For suppose we add o to Btr, call the augmented logic

Blo, and require it to satisfy the above property' ttren (44) is a theorem

of B¿o, since:

t- o (A*g 6, A+C)7e+n (Az)

Res iduat ion

S imi 1ar ly 
'

uy (n.e4)

B¿

Fur"

Fu"o

t-

((n*s o A+C)oA)+¡

t- ((n*¡ o A+C)oA)+ç
B¿O

Frro

(e*¡ & A+C)lA+B&C Res iduat ion

Thar is, (¿,+) nof¿s in B¿o. (We will see that (e4) ¿oes not hold in

any B.L ç BE.) t'tow uy (L4) we also have

l-r"o (-C->-A & -c+ - B) lLc+ -A& - B

so if full contraposition hords in Br, then using that plus rule-prefixing

and rule-suffixing, and De Morgan properties' gives

((a->n e A+C)oA)* B&C

o(t+C & B-)C)?AvB+C whichis(nZ)'
BL

This provídes an alternative proof of theorem 2'6'2'
as originallY shown bY Bob MeYer'

using fusion,
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Thus fusion reinsËat.es (e+), and on the addition of contrapositíon' (47)

aswell,whichnegatesther¿holeB-ingprocess(whichcanbethoughtof

as dropping these axioms - S2'5)' So rre have to do without fusion'

Definition 3. l. I

A BB--aleebra is a structure ,*)whereG

is a seti lì, \./ and -+ are bínary operations on G; - is a unary

operation on G and F is a subset of G such that' for all a' b and

c in G:-

where a S b =df^ n b = ê¡

(l) ( G, û, \J ' - ) is a De Morgan lattice

(i.e. ( G, lì r lJ, - ) is a distributíve latEice s't' for

a, b€G, -- a = aand a I - b entails that b I - a')

(2) F is a filter on this lattíce (i'e'

E=( G,F, rì ' lJ' -

(4) aSbonlYif b+cSa+c'

(5) aSb onlYif c->alc-+b'

and b € r).

(Note: this

(3) a+b€FiffaS b

Dr

G such that:

(i) r (A -> B)

ensures that F is closed upward w'r't' S)

De fin ition 3.1.2-

An inter etation I is a function from the set of wffs into

r(¿,)*r(s) (ii) I(-A) I(A)

(iii) r (A e B) = r(A) n r(B) (iv) r (A v B) = r(A) u r(B)
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Definitíon 3. I .3

A wff A is true on I in G iff f(¿') e ¡', and otherwise A is

false on I in G.

A is valid in G (G-valid) iff A is true on all I in G

A is BB-valid iff A is valid in all BB-algebras '

trIe now prove that BB is sound and compleÈe h7'r't' the seË of all

BB-algebras.

Theorem 3. I .4 The basic al eebraíc adeq uacy theorem.

A iff A ís BB-valid.
BB

Proof (a) Soundnesst F* A only if A is BB-valid'

That the axioms of BB (aefinition 2'5' l) are BB-valid is

immediate from lattice properÈies and (3) ' And the rules

preserve validitY:-

(nl) rf r(A) € F and r(A -> B) e ¡" so r(A) -' r(B) e F'

then r(A) s r(B) bv (3), and so r(B) e F bv (2)'

(nz) rf r(A) € r and r(B) e F, then r(A) n r(B) € r'bv (2)'

uut r(A) n r(B) = r(A & B) '

(nS) Rule-suffixing follows simílarly using (4) and (3)'

(n+) Rule-prefixing follows similarly using (5) and (3)'

(ns) r(A -+ - B) e F i'rt r(A) s - r(B) irf r(B) s - r(A)

iffr(B+-R)eF.

t-
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(n.a¿) rr t (¡.*n) €nand I (n*C) €¡'ttren t(a) S I(B)

andl(A)5I(C)by(3).soI(A)sI(B)nr(c)uy(l)

LlhenceI(A+B&C)€r'.

(n.¿,2) Similarly-

This completes the Proof of (a) '

Completeness: F* O if A is BB-valid'

I^le prove this in the usual way, showing that A is noE BB-valid

it Fgs A, using the Líndenbaum algebra'

For a wf f A, def ine lel tc A++Cit- . SetG=

and define the
BB

{lal; Aisawff} setF={lll; Fu,

operations on G as followst lal n lnl

lnl u l¡l =dr la., nl ; - lnl =dr l-rl

AÌ

drlaenl ;

lnl * lsl =dr le ' nl .,

l.Ie remark that obviously provable co-entailment is an equivalence

relation on the set of wf fs, and that substitutivity I¡7' r ' t ' provable

co-entailment holds for BB, so the above are well defined'

I^Ie verify that I = ( G, F, fì , U, - ' 
-> ) ís a BB-algebra'

That n and tJ are idempotent ( lal n Inl = lal ) ' commutative and

associative is trivial. I^Ie check absorption:-

lal n(l¿,1 u |tl) = lnl nlAvBl = lro (avs)l =

{c,FrrA&(Av¡)-'c}

Bur Fuuoo (avB)<+4, soR.H's' = {c'Fu, l*-'c} = lel

simirarly lel u <lllnlsll = lnl

The above ProPertres

p. 42) .

ensure we have a lattice (Skornjakov 1977 '
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Note that tnl s lsl iff Fuu o + B (where, as usual, lnl S lsl

=df Inl n lsl = lall. The proof is exactly that of ALG II which I

reproduce here (AlG rr, p.7)- First, suppose thar lll s l¡l' i'e'

lnln Inl = lol, then l¡. e sl = lnl bv our definition, so that

Fuu o & B ** c iff l-ru a *-' c whence Fuu o & IJ .* A and since

Fu, o & B + B ((43)) uy transitivity we have l-u, n * n' conversery'

íf l-u, a * n, then by (Al) an¿ (R.R4) Fru A + A & B, so sínce

Fuuo&B+4, wehave Fuuo&Bt_,'A lù'henc" FruA&B<=-+c iff

Fru o + c for every wff c, and so la e nl = lal, that is to say

leln l¡l = lel as required.

I^le continue our verification that the Lindenbaum algebra G is a

BB-a1gebra.

t-

( Fru

(R.A4)

BB

Similarly

rhar lnl s

Dístributivity follows from l-uu

(e a n) v (a e c)+ ¡. o (s v c)

and (R.A.7). ) -- lrl l-al

--A** a (by (el) an¿ (ns)).

A e (B v c)<-+(A & B) v (l c c)

is provable (as in ErO.) using

l--nl = lal since

So ( G, [ì, V, - ) is a De Morgan lattice'

F is a f ilter, by the axioms Gù l-

and Ehe rule adjunction. Since lnl

íff. F* O + B, which holds iff lAl

l-¡l irr Fu, A *- B irr Fu, u +- A

írr lnl sl-rl írr l¡l s - lel

A & B+A and (43) l- I e B-> B,

+lul =la*ul ,lal *lsl er
S lsl, so (3) is satisfied'

lnl s -l¡l itr lnl

(4) and (5) fol1ow from the rules (n:) and (R4)' and Ehe fact

lsl t-íf f.
BB

A-}B
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This comPletes

interpretatíon I bY:

the proof that G is a BB-algebra' I'Ie define Èhe

r(A) = dr lnl

definition of F, thus A is false on

So (b), and the theorem, is Proved'

the definition of Ehe operations on G' I is an interpretatron'
By

But it Fuu A then t(t) þ F bY the

I in G, and so is not BB-vaIid'

s 3.2 Extending the BB-alsebras to extensions of BB

For the extensions Btr of BB, \^7e simply add the algebraic analogues

of the extra axioms and rules to the definition of a BB-algebra' and we

calltheresultingstructureaBtr-algebra.Theproofofthecorresponding

soundness and completeness theorem requires just verifying the exEra

cases, which will obviously carry through' I offer Ehe following as a

reason why we know jt will work:

L and the Lindenb aum algebra

u

DÍgressron on the relat ionship beËween

ofL

GivenanylogicL,definetheLindenbaumalgebraasusual'Define

L_algebrasinthemannerindicatedforBB.Noweachinterpretationlis

a homomorphism from the set of wffs to G' in the sense that I(A * B) =

I(A),k,I(B)where*,isthecorrespondingalgebraicoperatortothe

connecrive * DenoËe rhe Lindenbaurn argebra by lsl = alcl, lol, rì, u,

- , +) Now H: lCl=, G where ¡¡ ( lAl) = f (n) (where I is an interpretation

= fl( lA "' Bl)

=I(A*B)

= r(A) *' r(B)

= ¡r(lal¡ *' ¡l(lsl), etc.

on G) is a homomorphism: ¡J( lAl r' r ln I I



i/ ís well-def ined, since lel = lnl if f l-" I ** n'

r(A) sc r(s) and r(¡) sc r(A) , i't ' r(¿') = r(s) '

manufactured to ensure thaE F, O t B entails that I(A) r r(B). )

Defínition 3.2.1. An interpretatíon I on G is redundant if it

is not onto G, otherwise irredundant.

Suppose that I on G is irredundant, then ll t lel =) G is onto'

so by the Homomorphism Theorem there exists an isomorphism I from

G onto the quotient lattice !$ , where ô is the kernel of Il

(Skornjakov 1977, p.4ù. (So ô is Èhe relation: lel O l¡l iff

H( lAl) = ¡i( lsl l, i'e. if r r(A) = r(s) ' )

lgl is defíned:g=>
--ð-

the congruence class of

49.

which holds onlY if

(the L-algebras being

l,Ihere r(R) = a € G, then r(a) equals

under ô

to ensure that l-" A onfY if I(A) € F,

of lol has an image in F under fl'

lgl , the image of n incrudes $
--6--o

ï

lnl

Since che L-algebras are defined

for all I on all G, every element

So under the isomorPhísm r : $ ->

1.e c r (F).l-{i
ô

This shows that for every pai <I,9>, where I is an irredundant

interpretation on the L-algeb a G, there is an isomorphism r to a

quotíent lattice of the Lindenbaum algebra g ' where ô, is the
ô_ lol cl(r).

congruence relation , lnlOrlnl iff r(n) = r(ni' Furthermot" 
+

Thei converse also holds' For suppose we have some quoÈient lattice

lSl for some congruence relation ô (i'e' a relation such that if
Ä

lÃlol¡l and lclolrl, ttren (lAl \r lcll 6 (lBl u lnll a"a (lel n lcll

ô(lslnloll.),thenwecandefineinterpretationrUasfollows:
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<I A'

l-ql
ô

regarded

F or lgl
-T-

latt ices

I gl, where r^_õ_ u
o

. (we define

I (A) is equal to the
6

congruence class

an irredundant

the filter of tsl
........-

ô

sound and

r-l
that lrI-6-
itsel f ,

of lel under ô

interpretat lon

ro be ¡"". $

. This gives

on the L-algebra

i.e. Lhe set of
IS

lnlcongruence classes of where

Hence the class of (I, G) where I is irredundant, can just be

Fro

it is suPPosed that the filter

models are just quotient

of the Lindenbaum algebra'

ObviouslY, L is

follows from the fact

the Lindenbaum algebra

complete \¡r. r. t. the tt^, -Elt ' soundnesso -6-
C F and completeness from the fact that

with the usual interpretation ' rs a

the identíty relation on lgl' for ð)
member of this class (just use

Therefore, L is sound and comPleËe w

all L-algebras 9; given that these are

class of (I, G) can be regarded as the

So L is sound and complete w'r't' the class of (I' G) where I is

irredundantonG.Nowsuppose\¡'ehavesomelredundantonsomeG,Èhen

we can define a ne\¡I L-algebra G' by putting Gr = {r(a) : A is a wff} and

using the operations of G restricted to Gr' and putting Ft = G' O F' This

will be well-defined because if the application of the operations

eventually took us out of G" then the corresponding wff A (uuilt up

using the corresponding connectives) would have I(A) Ø C'' contradicting

the definition of G,. Clearly the elements in G - G' don't figure, under

thisI,ínconsideraLionsofsoundnessandcompleteness-allweneed

look at is (I,9') where I ís irredundant ott It

interPretations I

defined, so that
rl,'Í l9l >-.ô' -T-

on

r. t. all

corr ec t lY

class of
the
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Now suppose that L satisfies the above proviso' and consider

extensions Lr of L. suppose that Lt-algebras are defined just by

adding algebraic analogues of the new axioms and rules to the definition

of L-algebras. Bur rhe class of <Il, .]!L- ) for L' will just be that
ô' -ô-

subset of (16, for L which satisfies the algebraic analogues of

the extra rules and axioms. Ilence the correspondence will be maintained

- rhe crass of (r,, g,) for Lf can be regarded - as the class of <ri' 
S 

for

L,. And so L, will also be sound and complete r^t.r.t' all interpretations

I' on all L'-algebr"" 9'.

BB satisfies the above proviso. (Examination of the argumenE

p. 4g - 50 shows that BB-algebras have the required properties for iÈ

to go through. ) Hence extensions of BB are sound and complete I^I'r't'

the subclass of BB-algebras which saÈisfy the algebraic analogues of

the extra rules and axioms End of disression

After the long digression, here is the short proof' For extra

axioms,simplyaddthecorrespondingalgebraícconditiononFandthe

corresponding operators. For example, on adding l- e * B ì C -> A ì C

-¡8, simplyrequire that: a+blc*a?c->b€F fot all a' b' c

€ G, similarly, for l- a .' - A, require that a \l - a € F for all a € G'

etc. For extra rules, do the same. For example, on adding tif þ n

then l- (o * B) -) B', simply requíre that: 'if a € r' then (a + b) * b

€ r for al1 a, b € Gt. clearly this ensures soundness' and since Èhe

corresponding axioms and rules are in Btr, the Lindenbaum algebra will

remaínaBtr-algebra,andsocompletenessholds'Letusstatethe

result as a theorem:



Theorem 3.2.2. Extensions of BB,

the subclass of BB-algebras which

of the extra rules and axioms of

52

Btr, are sound and comP1eÈe w.r.t.

satisfies the algebraic analogues

BL, i.e. w.r.t. the B¿-algub."".l

Our algebraic models are, of course, blatant copies of their

correspo¡ding logics. However, Ehey do reassure us of one fact' Namely,

that as for the standard relevant logics, the extensional connectives

behave very classically in the Btr systems - the algebras are De Morgan

lattices, after all. Thus, one should be cautious about rejecting B-ed

logics on the grounds that they have "funny" conjunction and disjunction'

This is an illusion which might follow from an over-emphasis on the

simplicity of the relational semanÈics for B eompared to that for BB'

But from the present algebraic point of view and also the previous

proof-theoretic point of view as exernplified in the L-Hierarchy and

assocíated I^lE formulation discussed in the previous chapter (defínicion

2.1.12), conjunction and disjuncÈion have their ordinary extensional

sense in the B-ed logics. The differences are in the interplay between

the intensional and extensional connectives. Moreover, Ehis interplay

in the case of the BI systems is very natural, being an intuitive

exLensíon of that for the Tautological Entailments '

Obviously, the theorem holds for
they satisfY the B-L requirements

aIl extensions
(see definition

, wheEher-or-not
2).

BB

5.
of

2
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S 3.3. Some al braic ffs

In this section l^le reap some further algebraic dividends' As

promised earlier I will prove that BE I E' To begin wíth' letrs

consider T-!1 . T-I^I is B plus prefixing, suffixing, contraposition and

reductio axioms (nln, p.289). So we add these to BB, and the corres-

ponding algebraic requirements to the definition of a BB-algebra:

Definition 3.3. I .

AB( T-W)-aleebra is a BB-algebra ' Plus :

(O) a + b I c + a I c + bFor all â, b, c € G,

(7) a + b S b + q | ¿ -+ c

(9) a+-aS-a

0

I

2

3

x4

x5

(8)a+-bSb+ -a,

The following crystal lattice is a ¡(r-w)-algebra (and an example

of a 6-valued logic).

-> 0 2
.L

43 -xx
ú
5

5

2

4

0

5

4

3

2

I

0

0

I

2

3

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

I

4

4

4

4

I

4

4

0

Ì

oolll4
p= 5{+,

ñandlJarerepresentedintheusualwayintheHassediagram.

TESTER verified thaE (6) prefixing an¿ (7) suffixing are satisfied'

Many thanks to Igor Urbas, who-introduced me to TESTER'

"r"ttot" 
- Anderson, Belnap and Dale Isner'

and to iEs
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(8) follows from symmeÈry about. Èhe left-bottom to right-top díagonal

of the + table. (9) corresponds to every element in the left-bottom

to right-top diagonal beíng less than or equal to the column-name' The

requiremenrs ( l) to (5) (nefinition 3. l. l) are trivial to verify'

Theorem 3.3.2.

Vse-Ð A -+ B 6, A + c I A + B & c and

Fs1-Ð A+c6'B+clAvB+c

Proo f The above wff is not B(T-W)-valid, as

C = 3 in the above algebra gives:

((s -' z) n (s .> :)) * (s-+ (2 n 3))

lnl->0

l-+0 ø F

theassignmenÈA=5,

A.} C & B + C l A v B+ C can be falsified putting A = 3,

B=2andC=0

Note that contraction (l + A + B -> A + B) is falsified because of

l+ O = 1,, since then l-ì (1+ o) = 4 but 4 $ l' Unfortunately it is

necessary to move to a slightly more complex lattice in order to over-

come this and accommodate E ; The strong relatíonships between the

various elements comprising the counter-example have Eo be loosened'

(l^lithout TESTERTs he1p, the diligent reader will be sorry Eo hear' )

However'I¡IeareobviouslyalreadyinapositiontoconcludethatEhe

distinctionbetweenB.Landtrforallsublogics.tofT-trI(ofthe

requisite sort), holds good, including BB I B'

u
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To obtain BE from B(T-!ü) we just need to add contract'ion and rule-

assertion (f a =¡ l- (o * s) + n) (run' p' 290)'

Defínit ion 3.3.3. A BE-algebra satisfies all of the conditíons

foralla,b€G:-for a n(f-W)-algebra as well as'

(lo)a*(a*b)Sa+b

(ll) rf a € F then (a + b) -+be F

Definition 3.3 4. Call the following algebra Bl"lo

01234567x

-x

->

0

I

2

?k3

4

5

6

¡k7

7654321 0

*
7

,!s

320 4 65
7

3

2

3

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

I

3

3

I

3

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

5

4

F

0

={: ,2 }
0
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Theorem 3.3.5

BMo is a BE-algebra:-

aA Q): F is clearlY a filter

ad (3): BY ínsPection of the + table' a+b 3 iff a É b

ad(B):Symmetryabouttheleft-bottomtoright-topdiagonal

ad (9):

shows that

a->-al

less than

- a srnce

or equal

b b-> a

every

to iÈs

¿->

ad (l): The

al

ad (lO): To show a J a + b

onlyifa+b 0

lattice is distributive and - - a = a'

_ b iff b S - a foltows from (3) and (8)

Thus the lattice is de Morgan

element in that diagonal is

column-name.

By inspection, this failsla+b

ora+b

similarlYífa+b

inspectionala*b

0rthenala*b=0

and
If a + b then bY

ad ( ll) By inspection, if x equals 3 or 7' x + b S b' so

by (3) x' b I b = 3 € F as required'

I

There remains (6) and (7), prefixing and suff ixing' to prove' ^ l'Ie first

note Ëhat the rule forms (4) and (5) hofd: These (loosely) correspond

to nonincreasing values as you move down the columns, and nondecreasing

va].uesaSyoumoverightalongthero\47s.(Looselybecausethereisno

needforthistoholdinthecasethattherowvaluesbeingcompared

Thanks again to Igor Urbas,
satisfies (O) and (7) '

who confirmed, using TESTER' that BMo
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columns. e.

incomparable

corresponding to incomparable elements, and similarly for

C. 6'> | = I whilsE 5 + I = O is O'K', since 5 and 6 are

.) So nowto (6) a+b S c+ a? c +b and (7) a+b 3

3ande o
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equal to I or 3

these values. So

a + c + b = 0 (or

acros s

Thus

b+c?

If a + b

and b ->

b+c?

Clearly

element

a->c

c(a->

alc=

(6) an¿

of BM

3 then a 5 b and so by (4) and (5) we have thaË c + a S c -+ b

c for every c € BMo. And so c + a I c + b = 3 and

3, by (3), thus in these cases (6) an¿ (7) are satisfied'

(7) are also satisfied if a + b = 0, since 0 is the least

There remains the cases where a + b = I' 0f these'

the subcases

sarisfy (6)

we only need

b+cìa*

Nowd+e=

Cases (a + b

where c + al c + b (or b + c + a + c) are

(or (7)), since I is less than or equal to

to look for cases where a + b = I and c +

c = 0).

O only if either (i) d =

or (ii) d = I and e=0

l)

2 -> (a) Check the 2-column for any c + 2 equal to 3 or l '

Note that for every such c, c * | I 0 (just look

at the corresponding locations in the l-column) '

prefixing is satisfied in this case'

(b) Check the l-row for any I + c equal to 3 or l '

Note that for every such c, 2 t c I O (just look down at

the corresponding location in the 2-row) ' Thus suffixing

is satisfíed ín this case'



Repeat fox 2 '> 4,

6 -> 4 and 6 + 5.

2 -> 5, 3 * l, 3 + 5, 4 * 1, 4 -> 3, 6 + l, 6'> 3'
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u

This completes the proof of (6) and (7), and proof of the fact that

BM is a BE-algebra.
o

Theorem 3'3.6. (¡f+) and (e7) are not theorems of BE' that is

F"u o -' B & A -> c I A * B & c Fu" o + c & B -' c I A v B+c'and

Proof. Assign A = 4, B = 3 and C = 6 in BMo

(4-3) n (++O)+4+(3 n 6) (l n 3) - (4 - 2)

l+0

0 € F

So (¡,4) is nor BE-valid and hence by theorem 3'2'2 is not a theorem of

BE. for (47) we simply need Èhe dual assignments to the above (since

we have contraposirion, ((a * b) n (a + c)) t (a + (b n c)) =

((- u*- a) n (- c*- "))t 
((- ¡ u - c) *- a))

Thus putting A = 4, $ = I and C = 3 falsífies (AZ) in BMo I

Corollary 3.3.7. If B¿ ç BE, then BL I L, where 'L is an

extension of B (includíng the trivial case where ¿ = B)'

Proof. BM validates all

nence (44) and

theorem 3.3.6. BuÈ (n¿)

extension thereof.

of the theorems of any logic B'L such thaË

(eZ) are not theorems of such B'L, by the

and (17) are theorems of B and hence of any

I

o

B¿ç BE
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This confirms that the diagram depicting the relationship beÈween

some of the B-ed and un B-ed systems in chapter 2 t-s correct'

i'tre

applies

also have the following slightly stronger corollary' which

to all sublogics of E.

Corollary 3.3.8- For

rule forms and axiom

any tr C E, the distinction between the

forms of

A-'B&C and

AvB+C

A+B&A-}C?

A-}C&B-}C ->

can be maintained.

So what is it that distinguishes E from R, or more particularly

E ; from R ; , such that the latter is strong enough to facilítate the

derivation of (e4) ana (aZ) from the rules (n'¿'¿) and (n'aZ) 
' whereas

the former is not ? I^Iell, obviously it is unrestricted permutation'

Unrestricted rule-permutation is what is used in the proof of theorem

2.6.2 - al1 else used to prove that f- f¡,2) is available in BB. In

facr R; is just E; plus unrestricted permutation (ltlt, p' 144)'

(44) an¿ (¿.2) arise from a desire for deducibility for the system

to correspond with entailment within the system. so, good first-degree

inruitions resulting in (n.e+) and (n.AZ) are shunted to (e4) and (47)

bytheabovedesire.I^IeoughttobesuspiciousofhowÈheabovedesire

wi1l, or should, cash out in practice, given the somewhat complex narure

of deducibility in Ehe relevant systems. Recall that when a relevant

deduction theorem is available (using fusion) then in fact (44) and (n7)

can be proved from (R.44) and (n.17) (contraposition is also needed for

(¿,2)) ($3. l). So in a system where deduction behaves somewhat normally'
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is the firsr logic, in its

'tnaturally" and again,from B, where a fusion operater arisescha in

(n.¡.¿)

oBl-cirrBoAl-c;

A o B l- c iff [- e t B + C, results in the intensional

component of the logic satisfying unrestricted rule-permu¡ation' Hence

again (¡.4) an¿ (R7) follow from just (n.l¿) and (n.AZ) (theoren 2'6'2) '

an¿ (n.n7) are all that is needed.

Note that, if

the fusion operator

our deduction theorem is even more ttnormaltt then

is commutative, i.e. A

whích, given that

In contexts where it apPears ÈhaË

and (47) follow from

our intuitions abouÈ deducibility

might apply, (44) ( n. ¿.+ ) and ( n. ¡,2 ) , anyr^'ay

The Relevant deduction theorem holds for B and its extensions

only because (44) and (n7) are axioms of B. Otherwise, as the argument

of $3.1 shows, a fusion operator cannot be conservatively added to B

and its extensions. So, in effect, including (44) an¿ (e7) in B is just

a tool for forcing through the deduction theorem'

Rather than distort the extensional/intensional interplay away

from good first degree intuítions in order to force through a deduction

theorem, might it not be more perspicuous (and honest) to 1et it come

when it comes naturally, out of the intensional part of the logic' For

surely, the rightful guarantor of a deduction theorem is the intensional

component of the logic '
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CHAPTER 4

Decidabili ameness cofis is terrc and

$ 4.0 Introduction

In this chapter we will reap some more algebraic dividends'

First,IshowthatBBisdecidable,althoughtheproofwillnotdeliver

an efficient decision procedure' and I sha11 comment on this later' I

willalsoshowthatalargeclassofextensionsofBBarealsodecidable,

and discuss where the general type of proof breaks down' In section

$4.2IwillproveEhatBBandsomeofitsextensionsarebothprimeand

negation-consistent, and hence ^y holds forthem (if | - e ana l- e " 
n

then l- s). That is to say, modus ponens for material implicatíon,

2E, is an admissible rule of these logics' I will indicate why y is

an important requírement for logics to satisfy'

$ 4.1 BB is decidable

InleprovethatBBisdedicablebythestandardmethodofshowing

that BB satisfies the Finite Model Property; namely' that any wff which

is not a theorem of BB is falsified by a finite BB-algebra' the number

ofelementsofwhichhavinganupperbounddeterminedbythenumberof

subwffsinthewff.ThatBBisdecidablethenfollowsfromthefact

thatthereisacalculablefinitenumberofBB-algebraswithafixed

upperboundofelements,andjustafinitenumberofpossibleinter-

pretationfunctionslfromthesubwffsofthewffinquestionintoeach

Hencethewffinquestionwill,inadeterminedfinitenumberofsteps,

eitherbeshowntobevalidinallsuchBB_algebras,andso,bythe

In fact we do not need to display an upper

are recursivelY enumerable'

bound, since the theorems
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Finite Model Property, Eo be a theorem,or be shown to be invalid'

so not a theorem. That BB is decidable is not surprising' since

close relative B is also decidable (nln, p' 401)'

Theorem 4.1.1. BB has the Fínite Model Property'

and

its

Proof. SuPPose that /BBA, then by Ëheorern 3' l'4 there

, + ) and an interPretation I

is a BB-algebra

such that I(A)

finite BB-algebra from Q, which also falsifies A'

on g
I <G, F, n, \J' -

\nle generate aÇr.
as follows.

Let e be anY elemenË

smallest sublattice

a subwf f of AÌ \'' {u

of F. LeË G be the set of elemenËs in the

of (G, lì, !J , - > which contains {f (s) : B is

We proceed to construcE

=) ). The operations n

a finite BB-algebra

G areon\,,<d,F, N,\J,G

those of G to Gjust the restrictions of

Note thaE G is finite, since it is a finitely generated (De Morgan)

lattice. Reason: Every element in ( G' ñ' U' - ) is identical with

itsdisjunctivenormalform,becauseaDeMorganlatticesatisfiesthe

requiredidentities-commutation,association,distribution,double

negation and De Morgan's laws' Suppose that A has m subwffs' then the

maximum possible number of atoms needed to generate G equals 2 (m + l)

(including negations), since there can be at most m proPositional

variables in A and G includes e' Hence the rnaximum possible riõ of

,crs, (*ì n "i ¡""'o *lr'' is
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2(rn+ l)
T

r=o

(x

,n(*l

2(ur+ I )
2(m+ I )

t
r=o

2(m+l) I 2
2(m+ I )

U

( )K= T
r] (z(m*l) - r) I

(=totalnumberofpossiblesubsetsofÈhesetofatoms,excludingthe

empty set) and so the maximum possible nõ of d'n'f's of elements in õ

h n *2)tz
Ixtr

,("(^* 
l)- 

t )

)lJ(x 2 n n t,
n *z

nn nxr
n

IS

l.u.b. {oee : olx'Y} otherwise

N 2K

N is the maximum Possible size of G

( I is just the

(seE-theoretic intersection) and I = df g'1'b'

finite intersection of all of the elements of F) '

All that remains is to define the arrow for G

For allx,y€G,

K
T

n=o
)

K

n

GNFPutF=

ofF

x=)y=df

t
(l.u.u. {oec : crl **yi¡u I if ¡¡+v€F'

where vle suppose that 1'u'b' { } = g'1'b'

I^le needed to define a neÌrl arro\^r o., d, because a lattice generated

byafinitenumberofelementsofGwhichisalsorequiredtobeclosed

under + on G may not be finite. since as \^7e shall shortly prove F is

afilter,l€F.SotheabovedefinitionensuresthaEifx+y€F,

then x => y e F' (F and I are well-defined' because e ensures that

F is ,ronemPtY, which ís all e is needed for - the process is effective

as \^re could Put e = f (A) + I(A) ' )

of C.



l^le now Prove that

BB-algebra.

Fi"
a lì beG n F

a filter on G-

our def ín"d I = < õ, F, n, \J , Ð)ísa
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for any

rì, u, - )
ad (l): Clearly ( d, fl, tJ, - ) is a De Morgan lattice'

counter-example would also contradict the facÈ that ( G'

is a De Morgan lattice'

ad 2)2 a filrer or,õ, a€C O F and beG n F Ltf.

that F is
, by the definition of G and the fact

a¿ (3) : (i) suppose ÈhaË a + b e F' Now if {clec:cr5a*b}

is empty, then it must be that a + b € F and a =) b = I (since
_t

otherwise l.u.b. {a * U}v = g'l'b' G' which is not an element

of F as at least one elenent of G' namely I(A) ' is not an element

of r). But by (3) for G' we have a I b' The remaining case is

where i. t UIV is nonempty' By our supposition I S a =) b' Now

if a+bgF, theri aSb as required; otherwise a-+bf rand

a=)bla+binG,butthenlSa+bandsincel€r'â*beF

contrary to our "rr-nno'ition'

a¿ (3) : (ii) Suppose that a S b for a' b e G' Then by (3) for

I " 
* b€ r'. (The partial order o" G i" the restriction of that

on G). Hence a =) b = l'u'b' {" - u}V () l' so I S a =) b' and

since F is a filter, 4 =) b e F'

{*}v.l. I shall abbreviate {cr € c : a S xi uY
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ad (4): Suppose that a, b, c € G and that a S b'

fhen by (4) for G, b + c I a+ c.

Hence {t * c }Vg {" * 
"}V 

and so

1.u.b. {t * 
"}V 

S 1.u.b. {a * c}V.

It a -> 
" é r, then b - " ê F and b =) c S a =) c

SosupposethaEa+cef

If both b + c € F and a + c € F, Ehen

bÐc=(l.u.b. {u * "}v) u I < (l.u.b. {" * "}v) u I = a =) c

Ifa+ce¡'butb*"êr, then

b =) c = l.u.b. {u t "}V 
s t.u.b. {. * "}V u I = a =) c'

This exhausÈs the Possible cases '

ad (5): SirnilarlY-

This completes t,he Proof that G is a BB-algebra.

trrle now def ine an interpretation f on G as follor¿s:-

For each propositional variable Pi of A, f(p') = I(pi)'

For wffs A and B, r (A & B) = ¡(A) n r(B)

¡ (A v B) = r(A) rJ r(B)

r(_A)=_-r(A)
r (A -' B) = f(A) + r(B)

By the manner of its definition, f is an interpretation'
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tr^le now Prove that r(A) = r(A), by induction on the complexity of A.

clearly this holds for the propositional variables of A' suppose thaÈ

subwffs B and c of A satisfy f(B) = I(B) and ¡(c) = I(C) ' Now for

D = B & C, D = B v C and D = - B, I(D) edUy tttt definition of G and

the fact that r is an interpreEaEion. Arso, for the latter reason'

¡(o) = r(D). Now I (s * C) = r(B) -+ r(C), where B -) C is a subwff of

A, is in c Uy tne definicion of G' Now f(B * C) = /(B) => r(C)

= r(B) => r(c)

By our induction assumPtion'

BuË clearly where a * b € d, a =) b = a + b' since then

l.u.b. {*ec t * 3 a+b} = ¿*6' and if a+b€ F' it

l l a -> b, by the definition of l' so a + b |.J l = a + b

rhus r(B ') c) -= 

;:r';,"']" required.

is in F, then

This comPletes

result : ¡(A)

the proof of the inductive step'

= t(A).

hence r^re have the

r). so A is
lTow r(¡,) 0 o Uv suPposition,

falsified bY -I on G

so r(n) Q F (asF=Gn
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Theorem 4.1.2. BB is decidable

Proof Follows immediately from theorem 4'l'I'

Thetheoremcanbeextendedtocoveralimitedclassoflogics

BL - 
BB. The only ímpediment is in the proof of the extra clauses

needed to show that I is a Bl-algebra . If triple or more nestíng of

arrows ís involved, Ehen =) is not sensitive enough to do the job'

For example, prefixing cannot be added, for then we need a + b ? c + a

lc*beF, i."'a+b 5 c+a lc+b; andwhile it is thecase

rhat a =) b S c + a =) c + b (if c + a e G and c + b g G)' in general

a =) b S c =) a =) c =) b fails to hold. But where Ehere are no nested

arror^rs on eíther side of (, the requirement carries overt for example

a+b5-b+-aentailsthata+bl-b=)-a.Sothelogicsobtained

from augmenting BB r^rith one or more of reductio (l * - A I - A),

contraposition (¿' * - B ? B + - A), and the rulc l- A=> l-(a*B)-)8,

are decidable. Hence we have the following theorem.

I

Theorem 4. I .3. Let tr be any logic

axiom and ruleschemata of BB Plus

degree greater than two. Then -L is

which can be

schemata none

decidable.

specified bY the

of which are of

Proo f

bec aus e

That is,

carries

As indicated, the extra requirements fot L-algebras follow

=) is order preserving on fírst degree sentences '

if a+bSc+d then a=)bSc=)d' Sotheoreur4'l'l

over and -L has the finite model property, and thus is decidable.

u
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so BB can be augmenEed by many of the extensional and mixed rules

and axioms listed in RLR, and Eheorem 4. I . I - suitably modified - will

carry through. However in most of these cases logics which dontt have

an L-Hierarchy, or which entertain nasÈy paradoxes of relevance, will

ensue. In fact, that B is decidable follows from theorem 4'l'3' A fact

which, as tte have noted, is already known'

Another

result carries

manner in which BB can be augmented and for which Èhe

over, is where the

language, and the following axioms

sentential constant t is added to the

to the formulation of BB giving BBt:

(nln, p. 350)l-. and l-.:A-)A

As usual, t can be regarded as the conjunction of all logical truths'

For all entailmentsA+8, if FsuaA+B then Fuuao+AlA+Bby

rule-prefixing, and hence Fnna a -> A + B' A swift proof follows' by

induction on Èhe length of a proof of a theorem in BBt, of the fact

thaÈ, if l-rut A tt,ur, l-3gt t * A. (411 cases, except the rules modus

ponensandadjunction,followfromtheabovefact,andthelattercases

follow from rule-transitivity an¿ (n.¿4).) Now BBt-algebras are jusE

algebras < G, F, l, rì, U, -, + ) defined as for BB-algebras with the

additional requirement that I is the g'l'b' of F and that I € F'

Interpretations on BBË-algebras are just required to satisfy the extra

condition thaE t(t) = l. obviously, BBt is sound and complete w.r.t-

the class of BBt-algebras' And, the finite BB-algebras of theorem 4' l' I

are also BBt-algebras. Hence we have the following corollaries:

Corollarv 4. l -4. BBt is decidable

Corollary 4. I .5 - BB
t i" " conservation extension of BB
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Proof BY Eheorem 4. l. l, any

BBt-algebra, hence is not a

for BB

non-theorem of BB is fatsified in a

l.
theorem of BB- -

a conservative

I

Obviously these results can be extended ín the manner indicated

t any logie which can be sPecified

axiom and rule schemata none of

than two. Then ¡f is decidable'

Corollary 4.1.6. Let L be

by the schemata of BBt Plus

which are of degree greater

Corollary 4.1.7 Let tr be as in theorern 4. I .

Then ¿t is

3 and let ¿t be the

corresponding extension of BB

extension of tr.

As indicated earlier, the decision procedure ís very inefficient'

My feeling is that a more efficient decision procedure could be based

on the L-Ilierarchy of BB. Attempts along these lines in the case of

BE have so far been unsuccessful' 
I

In fact I believed there r¡ras a proof that BE and BR are decidable,
before it was shown (Uy noU Ueyãr) that BR= R (Uictrael McRobbie

pointed out that distribution was its downfall). Alasdair Urquhart

has shown Lhat T, E and R are undecidable (Urquhart, 198?), however

inspection of his argument.shows that iË fails-to apply when (44)

and (47) are not theãrems (as in the case of BE) '
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S 4.2 ConsÈruct ine prime and cons 1s tent algebras

InthissectionwewillprovethatBBandsomeofitsextensions

are borh prime ( l- n ., B iff either þ e ot l- n) and negation - consistent

(nor both I a, ana l- - n). I^le also indicate where the proof breaks down

for others of its extensions ' This will provide one route for proving

the completeness of the relational semantics for BB (investigated in

chapter 5).

ourstrategyistosho\^'thatgivenaninterpretationlonaBB-algebra

G= ( G, F, fì,l.J, -, +) such that I(A) êF, we can construct a BB-algebra

g'=aG,,F,,O',lJ',-',*')whíchisbothprimeandnegation-consistent
(i.e. ífa ut ber'theneiËher aet'orbeF'and fornoaeG'is

a € ¡,, and -, a € F,), and define an I, or 9' such that It(e) Ç r". The

idea ís to add a nevr filter Ft on "top" of F, where Fr is isomorphic to

F, Ft,,leaves behind,,any avb€F such that both.er andbÇr" An

appropriaÈe redefinition +r of the arrohT ensures that the required

intensionalpropertiescontinuetohold.Asimpleexampleoftheprocess

is as follows:

Add 3^ (and -3^ = 0v) and Put

[= {¡} FI {¡^}

I ll 2 is no longer t'truett'

3

0

3

I
3

o

l"
o

2



I^Ie begin by def ining the prime extensíon G

need the following definition'

of G. But first we
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Then the Príme

>, is defined as

eacha€F,isa

Ditto. Read a^

U _FI

Definition 4.2 I The supersc rIÞ t alqebra, IJ,

consists of S = {^, o, v} and operations ô and l'J determined in

the usual way from the Hasse diagram' and - as according to the

table.

nI = ( s'

x
I

o

I

¡OV

vo^

Inwhatfollowsorepresentstheabsenceofasuperscript.

De finit íon 4.2.2 Pr ime extens lorr

-x

extension of

fol1ows. Put F? = {t^

distinct new element'

Let G = ( G, F, fì, U, +)beaBB-algebra.

Gt, Ft,

: a€r'i
Put -Ft

ot, lJt, l+l
,

^Each a for

{"u -" € rÌ'

as ,,a-up,, aard av as tta-dovlntt . Put G 
t = G l.l F I

Fora1l a,b€Gandcr,ßeS

"o 
rl I bß (anb) 0nß

df

bß (a lJ b)

(a+ b)^ if a I b and cr S ß (i'e' if

'o <' uß) ,

a + b otherwise'

O,IJ ß
ro tJI

,^0

df

(-a) *

r0 *' bß
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well-defíned.

sobotha€Fand

n b)^€¡'as

b. (iii)unß=v,

i.e. only if

=albeG,

Lemma 4.2.3 For any BB-algebra G, the prime extensíon Gr ts

well-defined.

Cons ider

b€F;

hence

(an
-a \J -b € r',

b)ue-F'as

since F

required.

fìt : (i) a n ß = ^, then ct

operatÍons are

= ^ and ß = ^,

aOrequired. (ii)anß

theneifher0,=vorß

thus, since F is a filÈer, a n b e F and (a

o, then (a o b)onß

Suppose w.1.o.g.

is a filter; i. e.

that c! = v, so -a € F and

-(a n b) € ¡', so that

The argument for L' I is sirnilar co the above

Consider - t

(ii)-o¿=0 then

and (-a)u e - F'.

(i) 0=^ , then 0, = v, so -a € r and (-a)^ e rt

(iii) - c = v, then cL = ^¡ so a€ FcLa=a

a+b€F,sothat(a*b)^€

Consider +f , "o 
t' bß (a * 6)^ only if a S b,

Ft . otherwise .o *' bß u

Lemma 4 .2.4 For

.os'ußirtaSb
alla,b€Gand0,ß€

inGandolßi"å.

S

a ll b = a and cr n ß = c[,

Proof By definitíon, to <t uß itt "0 rì' bß = "0, which holds iff

(a n b)0nß

aSb and clS

0, which holds iff

ß

that is
a

I
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Lemma 4.2.5 For any BB-algebra, 9, the prime extension Gr 1S

also a BB-a1gebra.

Proof ad(l): ( G" rìr, \J" -' ) is a latEice' For clearly s' is an

order relation on G| (reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive),

bylemma4.2.4,soG'isapartiallyorderedsetunderlr'and

for aII x, Y€G', X fì' y and x l.J' y exist' The lattice is

distributive, since: For all a, b' c € G and o' ß' Y € S'

((anb) u.)

((a\Jc) n (ut,tç¡¡ (cruV) n (ßuY)

Since the tr^/o corresponding lattices are distributive ' But,

(r0 rì' uß) \J, cY

R.H. S.

(añb)0nß [J I CI

(on3¡ lrY

11¿\./c)o\JY) rì t ((¡u")ßUY)

1.0rj,sY¡ r'ì I (uß r.J' 
"Y)

and hence distribution holds '

Now for a, b € G, to <' -' bß iff a

íff. a S -b and cr I - $ bY lemma 4'2'4

-',4'2'2);
and hence by contraposition for G and S' b 5 - a and ß I - cr'

a-.v.--,B.rrO¿
which holds iff bp s' (-a) *' i'e' iff b- :' a '

Also -, -, "o = -, (-a)-o = (--a) o = "o, 
completing the proof

that ( Gt, O', Ut, -t ) is a De Morgan lattice'

Oú <' (-u)-ß, which holds

(by the definition of
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ad (2): Fl

andY=6^

a filter, and so (anb)^ exiscs and

definition of Fr. But (añb)^ = "^
required.

is a filter. We have

wherea€randb€F.

a+beFiffalbinG,hence
^.o

ß, rhich holds iff au S' bu by

andy€Friffx=a^

nbeF,sinceFis

element of Fr, by the

x€Ft

Thus

is

rìr

a

a,

,by
0 *t

an

ad (3): * +r y € Fr iff x S' y. For

"0 
*' ¡ß e r" iff a + b € ¡' and o s ß

b^, sox f'ì I y€Ft as

b € c and cr, ß e S,

the definition of +'.

ußer'' iff alband

4 .2.4 .

aBut

0s

ad (5):

_0,fhat a

cY *t a

€r'and^¡S

lemma 4 .2.4

c + a, then,

This comPletes the

"o <, 
"Y 

*t bß

as above, cY +r 
"o 

<t b

lemma

ad(4): Suffixing. For a, b, c € G and o, ß, Y € S, suppose Èhat

"o S' bß. Then a S b in G and o S ß. So b + c I a + c

Now if bß t' "Y = (b * 
")^ then both b + c €r' and ß S

a -' c € ¡'and 0 S y, so Èhat ro *t .Y = (a * c)^. And

(b * c)^ <' (a + c)^ uy lemma 4.2.4, i.e. bß *' "Y 
<' t

as required. Alternatively, if bß *' cY = b t c, then

.o *' 
"Y 

>' a -> c (it is either a -) c or (a t c)^), it

that bß +, 
"Y 

<, 
"0 

*, 
"Y.

i" 9.

y, hence

Ëhen

s ]-nce

fol lows

cY->0

Prefixing. For â, b, c € G and o, ß, Y € S, supPose

<r bß. As above c -> a ( c + b in I and o S ß' Now if

* = (" * 
")^ 

then both c + a € r and Y S o, hence c + b

ß, so that cY *' bß (c + b)^ whence, as above, bY

AlternaLivelY, if cY +' 
"o =cY *t

.Y* ß

uproof that G is a BB-algebra'
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Lemma 4.2.6' For

prime and negation

Proof ad(i): SuPPose that a

ll t (4.2.2), it must be

of 0,, ß

element

any BB-algebra G, its príme exÈension Gr is both

consistent. That is:

D

U' bÞ € Ft, then bY the definition of
^.o

that ao U I bÞ = (aUb)^ and aÈ least one

But then either a^ exists and is an

(i) If x \., I y e F' then either x € r'' or y € F'

(ii) For no x € G' do we have x € Fr and -t x e F'

O¿

ad(ii):

is equal to

of Ft, or b^ exists and is an element of F' (ot both) '

Suppose that x € Ft, Ehen x = a^ where a € F'

(-a)u, and clearly (-a)v I r'' because Fr = {b^

-r " e F'.

Now

: b € n);

I
a=

Ëhat is,

Theorem 4.2.7. SuPPose that we have a BB-algebra

-' > Then there is a BB-algebra

-t, *t ) such that:

U-

(i)

(ii)

( iii) for every

< G, F, fì, U,

( Gt, Ft, lìrrlJt,

Fr is a prime filter;

for no x € G', do we have x € Ft and-tx€Fti

there is an interPretation

A, if r(A) Q r ttt.tt

inEerpretat ion

such that for

IonG

all wffsII

r'(A) ë n' .

Proof We set Gr as the prime extensron

That G' is a BB-algebra follows

(i) and (ii) follow imrnediatelY

remains to Prove (iii)'

Gon

of G (definition

from lemmas 4.2.3

from lemma 4 .2 -6.

4.2.2) .

and 4.2.5.

It only
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LetlbeanyinterpreËationong.l.Iedefinel|o''9'as

follows:

For all proposíEional variables p, I'(p) = I(p)' and'

for all r^rffs A and B:

I'(A & B) = I'(A) fì , I' (B) ;

t'(ev n) = r'(A) l.Jr I, (r) ;

I'(_A) = _, I'(A) ;

I'(A + B) = Ir (A) *' t' (S)

lle now prove thaË, for all wffs A, I'(A) is equal to eiÈher I(A) '

t(R)^ (and I(A) € F), or I(A)v (and -I(A) e r). The proof is by

induction on the complexity of A. clearly the result holds for

propositional variables. Fof our inducÈion assurnption' I¡/e assume

that the result holds for wffs A and B'

(i) r'(A & B)

by the induction assumPtion'

R.TI. S. (r(t) n

I(A & B)

wherect, ß€S'

as required.

by assumPtion.

T' (A) il ,

r(n)q rì I

I' (B)

r(¡)ß

( ii) t'(¡, v n) = I' (A)

= t(R)0

However t

r(n) )0 
n ß

o¿nB

r' (B)

I(B)ß

r(s) )ou ß

ur

ur

= (r(a) tJ

= l(Av¡) ouß



(iii) r'(-A)

(iv) l'(A * n)

{lel ' I

= -, r' (a)

= -, r(e)0

= (- r(A)) *

= r(-A) *
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by assumption.

by assumption

if r(A) I r(B) and o S ß,

otherwise.

if r(A) 5 r(B) ando 5 ß,

otherwise.

= r'(n) *t

= r(A)0 *'
r I (s)

r(¡)ß

{ 
tiCel * r(s) )^

( r(a) * (¡)

so r' (n * s)

This completes the proof of rhe induction step, hence the result holds

for all wffs A-

So now suppose that I(A) e F f.or some wff A. But in such a case

f (¿.)^ simply doesnrt exist, by the definition of G' and F' and -Ft' So

it cannot be that I'(A) = a^ € F', for any t^ e r't (a € G), since F'

consists only of "up" elements. Hence either It(A) = f(A) or I|(n) =

r (¡,) 
v 
, and in e ither case r ' (a) / r' I

IrIe are now in a position to prove four further significanÈ propertíes

r(R * s)^

I(A * B)

of BB.

Theorem 4.2.8. BB is both prime and negation-consisEenE'

Proof ItIe simply apply the above Process

For all wf fs A, let lel = {B t Fu, A<-*B}

to the Lindenbaum algebra'

, c={ lnl : Aisawff},

F=
BB

AÌ and defíne the operations as follows:
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lnl n lnl =leosl ,lnl ,.r lsl =lr.,rl , -l al = l-el, lal -> lsl = le*nl'

Srandardly, g is a BB-algebra (as proved in theorem 3.1.4). Applying

theorem 4.2.7 we have a BB-algebra Gt = ( Gr, Ft , rìf , lJt, -t, *r ) where

Ft is both prirne and negation-consistenE. Using the canonical inter-

prerarion (f(A) = lel ) ru have that for all non-theorems A, f(n) Q r"

using the corresponding interpretation It ott 9t (as given by theorem

4.2.7) we also have that it YgS A then I'(A) 0 r'. Now suppose that

F* o v B and tttt [u, A and /"uu' Then r' (a v n) € r'' because BB

is sound \n/.r.t. all BB-algebras, and borh f '(l) I n' and I'(n) Q f" '

But I'(A v ¡) = I'(A) U' I'(B) and the above supposition entails that

Fr is not prime, hence by reductio there is no such theorem of BB'

Sirnilarly, if both l-uu e.,,a Fu, - o, then we have I'(A) € ¡"

and I'(-A) € F', i.e. t'(n) € n' and -t It (A) e Ft, contrary Èo the

fact that Fr is negation-consistent I

Theorem 4 .2.g. BB sat is f ies "¡; i'e' if l- BB -Aand BB
A v B,

then B
BB

Proof This follows immediately from theorem 4'2'8 - the class of

theorems of BB is both prime and negation-consistent'

The recipe of definition 4'2'2, for generating prime and

negation-consistent BB-algebras, is of limited applicarion because the

nev/ arro\,¡ +, is not very sensitive to arro\^/ properties of Ëhe original

algebra. Hence, the y proof doesnrt extend very far to bigger logics

(which is not surprising since primeness doesn't either)' For example'

consider the following BB-algebra which also satisfies reductio

(¡. * - A + - A):

t-

t-

I
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*
320->

3

2

)t3

0

Applying theorem 4.2.7 vle get:

0

I

2

33
23

3

2

3

3

3

3

f= {:i

3

a 0123

3210
0123

J

I

Ando+t-o o +t 3 3

2

so o+r-o*r-orsince3 +'

Thus reductio fails in the corresponding prime

extens ion.

The procedure also fails to preserve' in general, rule-contraction and

rule_permutation.However,therecipecarrbeextendedtocaterforthe

axioms prefixing, suffixing and contraposition'

Theorem 4.2.10. Inlhere Bl is BB augmented by one or more of

þn*n I c*Al c + B, l- e* Bl B+ clA+ c and

l-t--BlB->-4,
then for every B-L-algebra I = < G, F, n, tJ , -r + ) there is

a Btr-algebra Gr=( G', Ft, Ô', \Jt, -', *t ) such that (i) 
' 

(ii)

and (iii) (of theorem 4'2'7) hold'

The only amendment we need make to the proof of theorem 4'2'7

is to check thaÈ if the foll0wing properries hold in G, rhen

they also hold in Gr (i'e' that G'remains a Btr-algebra)'

I

o

Proo f



(4t) a + b S b -' c I a + c

"0 
*' bß

cl
a

d .t

->t 
"Y 

i"

are 2t b +

ln

+r (a + c)

+t (a * c)^

80

d

(a * b)^

(5') a + b I c + a I

(6) ¿ + - b S b -> - a

c+b

ad 4'):

and that

Cons ider

Fina1ly, suppose

Now bß *' .Y I'

ê, b, c € G and cl , ß, Y e S

+a+cinG

b

(a * b)^

a+b
if .o <'

otherwise
Now

Suppose first that

Thenb+cla+c

are:

(l) (b * c)

(3) (¡ * c)

Suppose that

a-+blb+c

"0 
*' bß and ß -> cY lt "0 

*t 
"o

bß,

bß, i.e. a S b in G and c S ß S

in G Now the Possibilities for b
ß *r 

"Y It
c[ Yc->

+' (a + c) (2) (b -> c)^

(a * c)^ (4) (b * c)^->

But since o, S ß \,¡e cannoE have ß S Y

we have b I c and a $ c' Hence our

In the remaining cases (l), (3) ana

((u * c) t (a + c))^' sittce a + b S

S, (b * c + a+ c)^, i.e. ro*t bß

that a +' bß arrd t0 *' bß a+bct

ana cl $ Y. Nor, since a I b can

supposition Precludes case (2)'

(4), bß *t "Y l' ¿0 +' 
"Y 

-

b+c

<r bß

eitherb+c?

cla+c i.9

la-'cinGwehave

+r 
"Y lrro lt"Y.

a+cor(b+cla'c)^

Sosincea+bS'b+cBut both of these

I a -) c, t0 *' bß <r bß -'t cY -¡'t 
"0 

+r .Y in this case too'



ad(5' ): Prefixíng. S imi lar

I pluse

to (4') , the Proof exPloits the

same properties of G (s') i" 9.

ad(6): Concrapositíon. Suppose that a, b e G and 0,,

-r bßb I b + - a in G. Consider "0 
*t

Bl.

ß e s, and

and

Then

and ßS-

that a

bß r'
0,¿ +'

Hence

(a * -

bß *t

but b

->

,a 0 . Suppose first that a I - b and o

^. _a
= "o 

*' (-b)-Þ = (a * - b)^, and b

(-")-0 = (b + - r)^, and since a ->

<t (b * - ")^ by lemma 4-?.4, i.e' a

. The remaining case is where "0 
*t

<, 6ß *, (- r)-0, so since a + - b

nl)

ß

a {[
b

bß +t

b)^

tt0

a

blb-> a,

0*t b ß <r

ßb b,

->
<r b _> a r I^7e

have c[
a .t bß <t b -> -t ao

So we also have, where BI is BB plus one or rrlorê of suffi:ring, prefixing

and contraposition:

Theorem 4.2.11. BI is both prime and negation-consistent'

Proof ExactlY as in theorem 4'2' 8 use Ehe Lindenbaum algebra' t]

Theorem 4.2.12. Bl satisfies 1

0

ß

Proof This is just a corollary of theorem 4'2' I I above'

I^IeshallseelaterthatthisprocesscanalsobeappliedtoB

and its corresponding extensions (chapter 6) '

Bobl,IeyerandMikeDunnprovedthatyholdsforEandR,aswell

as many other systems (Meyer and Dunn, 1969). Proof, using the relational

semantics, that y holds for these and other logics is given in RLR section

5.6
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Theyproblemiscloselyrelatedtothethornyissueofthestatus

of disjunctive sy1logísm apropos relevant logics' I will not delve into

the ,,debate,, over the "rejectíon" of dis junctive syll0gisrn by relevant

I
logics,'except as to poinc out the significance of'¡ for one of the

maj or pos it iorr" . 
2

This position (expounded in Mortensen 1983) is that it is perfectly

correct to use disjunctive syllogisar in normal, everyday contexts, but

that for validity we need to take into account negation-inconsistent

and non-prime contexts (such as classical Peano ariËhmetic) ' If we

assume that our meta-theory is such a normal context, then \"e can prove

(using disjunctive syllogism in the meta-theory) that negation-consistency

and primeness ensure closure \^r. r. t. dis junôtive syllogism' From this

perspectiveitishíghlydesirablethatthesetofthesesoflogicare

closed rù.r.t. disjunctive syllogism' for the following reasons'

lhesetoflogicalthesesoughtreflectv'hatobtainsinthe

broadest class of possible reasoning contexts. That is, what is logically

true ought remain invaríant w.r.r. the different reasoning contexts' But

if the logical theses \^7ere not closed under disjunctive syllogism' then

in normal contexts they would be augmented by extra t'logical truthstr'

contrary to the above invariance requirement. Hence y ought hold for

the logic.

I^Ihatseemsanaturaloutgrowthofthispositionappearstobe

implicit in Meyer 198?? (where it is argued that relevant logics do not

reject dis junctive syllogism): Def ine the class of =E-theories 
of the

Stephensen 1976,
, Read 1983.

2

See Anderson and BelnaP
Burgess 1981, 1983 and

Which don't include the

1962, BelnaP and Dunn l9Bl'
1984, Mortensen 1983 and 198?

fourth ' correct Pos it ion '
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logic to be those Ëheories closed under provable materíal implications'

That is, if A is in the theory and A=B is a theorem of the logic, Ehen

B is in the theory. Then the class of :=E-theories corresponds to the

class of presumed normal conEexts. The distinction between rules of

the logic and admissible rules is somewhat muted in the case of relevant

logics when notions of theoryhood are taken into accounE. Standardly,

theories are jusE required to be closed under provable entaílment, and

not under modus ponens for + (* n). That is, closed under: If A is in

the theory and l- I * B then B is in the theory. But noE: If A is in

the theory and A + B is in the theory then B is in the theory' Thus

the theories aren't required to be closed under the rulesl of the logic'

The distinction between rules and admissible rules in the case of the

logical theses, that the former can be Used to generate theorems ' whereas

the latter cannot, no longer holds when we consider theories.

so why not regard the logie as describíng two sorts óf implicâtion,

and include the classes of theories closed under bôth versions of provable

implication as part of our formal apparatus. l'Ihence we are on the path

towards a universal logic (why stop at just t\^¡o types of implication) '

Sosupposewehavevariousnotionsofinrplication,whichcanbe

correctly applied in corresponding particular types of reasoning contexts'

For example entailment + which is supposed applies in all reasoning

contexrs, and material implication= which is supposed applies in normal

reasoning contexts. (Sy the sense in which a notion of implieation can

l. And maybe Lhis isntt such a good thing. For more on theories see $5'4'
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be correctly applied, I mean merely that modus ponens for thaÈ type of

implication is a correct rule of inference in the corresponding type

of reasoning contexts - not that we have an otherwise adequate notion

of implication. ) Thus whether-or-not modus ponens for a type of

implication is a rule (not just admissible) of the logic is simply an

indication of whether-or-not Ehat type of implication corresponds to

logical entailment.

For the same invariance of the logical theses considerations

applied to disjunctive syllogism, it is desirable for the set of theses

of the logic to be closed under modus ponens for each type of implication'

In particular, the set of logical Eheses ought be closed under modus

ponens for material implication, since the logical truths ought obtain

in normal contexts, where modus ponens for material implication is

permissible. That is' once again we have that Y ought hold for the

1ogic.

Irrespectiveofthemeritoftheseposirions,itisclearthat

a requirement that y holds for logics is an important consideration in

the philosophical problern of the status of disjunctive syllogism apropos

relevant logics.
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CHAPTER 5

Relational semantics for BB and its extens]-ons

S 5.0 Introduction

In this chapter we will develop a relational "worldstt semantics

for BB and its extensions. However, these semantics, as will be seen'

are almost directly induced by Ehe algebra of che logics ' They are of '

theformofthesemantícsdescribedinEsL,andoweaheavydebttothe

relational semantics for the standard relevant logics.l I^¡e follow

RoutleyandMeyerrsstrategyinALGllmuchoftheway,whichdisplays

the lovely connections beEween the algebraic and relational semantics'

Unfortunately, there is a bug in that strategy' A representation

theorem which shows how Ëo convert prime algebras into relational model

structures' is crucially used in proving completeness \^/'r't' the

relationar semantics. rn order to do so, \^re need a result that all non-

theorems can be falsified in prime algebras' Unfortunately we have

proved in the last section that this is so only for a liurited number

of extensions of BB. In fact it is not true for some extensions of BB,

and indeed of B, as \¡Ie will show in theorem 5'5'8'

To overcome this we will develop t\^ro types of relational semantics'

The first (stronger) notion is that of an L-model structure' which

fairhfullycharacterisesthoselogicsL=BBwhosenon-theoremscanbe

falsifiedinprimeL-algebras.Thesecondnot'ionisEhaÈofan

unreduced L-model structure which faithfully characterises all exËensions

of BB. The dichotorny is similar to that between reduced and "unreduced"

relational L-models in RLR'

l. Richard RoutleY & Bob MeYer 'Modality, ed.
"The Semantics of Entailment
H. Leblanc; also RLR, Ch' 4

Truth. SYn t ax,

I
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The bug in Ëhe strategy of ALG II ís not only a hindrance fo us.

It lurks in ALG II and in fact Theorem 7l of that paper, which expresses

the above priming result for extensions of B, is false. In chapter 6

I will show why the theorem fails in general, demonstraÈe a counter-

example to an essential lemma, and then resurrect a proof for B and a

couple of its extensions (along the lines of theoren 4.2.7).

In the first section of this chapter we define L-model structures

and prove that each extension L of BB is sound w.r't. the class of

L-model structures. In the second section \^Ie continue to follow the

strategy of ALG II and prove completeness vI.r.t. model structures for

those L which satisfy the required priming property'

It is instructíve to prove the same completeness theorem using

the canonical model structure, so in the third section r¡e do that,

adapting methods from ESL.

The fourth section is the key to providing comprehensive relational

semantics for all extensions of BB. In ít we distinguish between two

notions of theoryhood, the standard one (closure under provable entail-

ment and adjunction, which we call I. theories) and closure under the

rules (which we call D. theories - D for deductive). Inle will show that

the class of regular D. theoríes corresponds to the class of truth

filters F of the algebras. Thus the approach of ALG II will be

successful when priming works for the D. theories, which it doesn't in

general. However priming does hold in general for the I. theories' so

to provide completely general relational semantics we define unreduced

model structures, the completeness result for which only requires priming

to hold for I. theories.

parts inËroduced 'L groupoíd.
I^Ihere L is any one of the
A is a theorem of L iff A

exEensions of B, or its
is valíd in evãrY Príme
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I^le will see that the notío.n of D. theoryhood plays an importanE

explanatory role. In section $5.5 we investigate the inter-relationships

between the tr¡o notions of theoryhood and the two types of relatíonal

semanÈics. These investigations clearly indícate that the notion of

D. theoryhood introduced in $5.4 merits further study.

Finally in $5.6 we compare the BB relational semantics with the

standard B semantics, and wíth alËernative approaches suggested by the

relational semantics for connexive logics.

S 5. I Model structures and soundness.

lJe begin by defining model structures and ínterpretations

model structures.

on

Definition 5.1.1 A BB-mode1 structure

*) where K is a set, O

(n¡-rn.s.) is a structure

e K, V is a subset of the

VxVand*ísaunary

M = (O, i(, V, R,

pohrer set of K,

operation on V,

R is a relation on K x

such that:

2

3

ROo¿ß iff oCß

For all cr, ßeV, {aer : R a o ß} eV .

rf R O o ß then (i) if R a ß 1 then R a cry' and

(ii)ifRaycrthenRaYß

6¡:l:t=q

Rocrß irr Ro$*¡¡*

V is closed under set-theoretíca1 intersection and

4

5

6 un10n

I^le can regard K as a set of worlds (or setups, or theories) and

o as the actual world. Each element of v can be regarded as the set

of worlds at which a particular sentence is Lrue - its "rangett'
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* determines Ëhe negaÈion propertíes. The fact that:t is needed to

provide a loose enough connection between the class of worlds at which

a sentence is true and the class of worlds at which its negation is true,

shows the intensionality of negation. Otherwise inconsistent and

incomplete worlds cannot be catered for, and the paradoxes of suppression

ensue (where premises which are used are not acknowledged, because they

are supposed true at all worlds). I R determines the implication

propert ies :

l. says that, from the perspective of the actual world' o implies ß

iff aÈ every world where o is true, ß is true;

3. says that, if o, ímplies ß at the actual world, then, if from the

perspective of world a, ß implies Y, then from the perspective of a

o implies Y - and sirnilarly for prefixing;

5. says that cl implies ß at the actual world iff the negation of ß

implies that of o at the actual world'

Definition 5 .1.2. An interpretation I onM is a function from

Define, for anY{wffs} x r i.tto {r, r} generated as follows'

wff A, lel to be {a € r : t(4, ") = T}.

FirsÈ assign to each propositional variable

value : r(p, a) e {r, F},

satisfying the restriction that for every propositional variable

P, lpl e v .2

at each world a

For a discussion of
Routley 1972.

This
RO
the

requirement, and the requirement
cl ß if f clt ç ß, is analogous to
standard relãtional semantics for

on model structures EhaE

the HereclitarY Condition of
relevant logics.

suppression, see UrquarÈ 1972 ar.d Routley and

2



Now exEend I to all wffs according to the following:-

íf.f. I(4, a) = T and r(8, a) = T

íff either I(4, a) = T or r(8, a)

ae lal ,t;
íÍf nalel l¡1.

(i)

( ii)

( rrl/

( iv)

I(A & B,

r(A v B,

r(-A, a)

I(A -} B,

a)=T

a)=T

=f ífL

a)=T

-ft
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are

Note that I is well-defined, since it is índucEively defined on the

complexity of wffs. Thus the possible trouble-spots (iii) and (iv)

o.k. since, ê-8. lel* is well-defined because r(A' a) is' on the

appropriate inductive hypothesis'

The following lemma justifies the manner of speaking about the elements

ot V.

lemma 5.13. For any wff A, lAl e V' Informally' this says

that the ranges of wffs are in V

Proof By induction on the complexity of A

The result obviously holds, by the restriction on I' for

propos itíonal variables .

Assume rhat lnl and lUl are in V, for our induction assumption'

By (i) of definition 5.t-2 le e nl = lol n Inl' wnich is in

V by 6 of definition 5. l. l'

By (ii) le ., ¡l = lel u Inl, which is in v by 6 of definition s.l.l.

Bv (iii) l-A.l = lnl*, which is ín v' since bv our assumption

lnl e V, and 't is an oPeration on V'
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Now by (iv) le * nl = {a e x : R a lel lnl }, tttich is in V bv 2

Thís completes the proof of the inductive step, so by induction

lol e V for all wf fs A. I

De fini t ion 5.1.4. A wf f A is true on an interpreÈation I rn a

BB m.s s iff r(A, o) = T

A wff A is s-va1id iff A is true on all interpretations I in M.

AwffAisBB m.s. valid iff A is M-valid for all BB-m's Y

l^le shall prove that BB is sound w.r.t. the class of BB-m.s., as

already indicated, by a representation theorem which shows ho\.I Ëo

generate a BB-algebra GM from an arbitrary BB-m. s. Y, such that íf a

wff A i" gM- valid rhen A is also M-valid. The result is then immediate,

for since BB is sound \^/.r.t. the class of BB-algebras, all its theorems

.t" GM-.rtlid and hence M-valid.

De finit ion 5. I .5. The algebra of ranges of model structure

(o, V, R, ,l) is the algebra GM

gt a

nKx
sense as operatlons on

0+ß={x€K:Rx

U +) where

o

0 ßÌ;

(V, F,

n and \J have their set-t.heoretical

and for a1l cr, ß e V : - 0 = cl * i

and F = {o e V : o € o}.

Clearly GMis well-defined, we check that it is indeed a BB-algebra'

proof ad(l) : (V, o, \J, - ) is a distributíve

the set-inclusion lattice of V, which by

Lemma 5. I .6. For

algebra of ranges

every BB-model structure M,

M
G" ís a BB-algebra.

the corresPonding

lat t ice . It is just

l.l)6. (detinition 5
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is closed under n and U. Also, by l' and 5" o 5 ß (í'e'

oÇß) iff -ß = ß* I s* = - ç¡' and by 4'' - - o = s** = (¡'

the lattice is De Morgan'

ad.(2): F is a filter since o € q and o e ß iff o e q, n ß

SO

ad(3): cr S ß

iffcl+S€F,

iff R O cl¿ ß, which holds iff O € cr * ß, i'e'

as required.

ad(4): Suf f ixing. Suppose that cl 5 ß' Then R o cx ß' so

{a€r : Ra gv}Ç {a€K : naaY} ror allYev

by 3.(i). So we have ß * Y I o + Y as required'

ad(5): Prefixíng. Similarly, using 3' (ii) '

This completes the proof that GM is a BB-algebra'

Theorem 5. 1.7

I4-valid iff A is

For any BB-model structure M, a wff A is

GM-valid.

Proof lle show that for each interpretation I on Y there

pretation Ir on GM, . nd vice-versa, such that for

A is true on I in M iff A is true on I' in $M, t"

is an inter-

every wf f A'

follows.

I^Ihere lnl = {x € K : l(e, x) = r} for all wffs A' we put

I'(A) = lel. By lemma 5.1.3 I' is well-defined, and the proof

of that lemma shows Ehat the function lnl, and hence r', satisfies

the assignment rules for interpretations on BB-algebras'

Now I(4, O) = T iff O e I'(A), so A is

r'(A) € F, i.e. iff A is true on r' in

true on I in Y iff

^M
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Suppose that we have an interpretation Ir ot' gll'

Define I on Y as follows:

I(p, a) = T iff a € I'(p) for all propositional variables p;

extend I as according to the definition of interpretations

( ¿e rinit ion 5 . | .2) .

I,Ie prove by índuction on Ëhe complexity of a wff A that

lnl = I'(A) for all wffs A:-

The result holds by the definition of I in the case of

propositional variables'

Assume that lal = r'(A) and Itl = r'(B)

r(A & B, a) = T iff r(A,a) = T and r(8, a)

írr a e lel n l¡l = r'(A) n r'(B) = r'(A o n)

-T or r(B,a)=T

or ae lnl

= I' (A) lJ r'(B) = 1'(A v B)

=J

r(A v B, a) = T iff either t(4, a)

iffeithera€lll

i-rr a e l¡,1 u l¡l

(Primeness is not a \'rorry in going in the reverse direction

because the partial order on V is Ehe subset algebra' so if a

e lal \r lsl then eíther a e lll o' ' € lrl )

I (- A a) = T iff " e lnl*. = I'(A)* = -Ir(n) = I'(-A)

r (A + B, a) = T if f R a lll lr[ wnich holds if f

a€lel *lul = r'(a)*r'(B) = r'(a*¡)

This completes Ehe proof of the inductive sËep' so by induction

lnl = I'(A) for all wffs of A' Hence, as before'

r(4, o) = T iff o g r'(A), giving the required result' t



Proof This

Theorem 5.I.8. BB is sound w'r't' BB-modeI structures'

is a corollarY

A then A is
BB

of theorem 5.1.7. and theorem 3' 1'4'

BB-m. s. valid.
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the ranges

lll, and for

If t-

The theorem can easily be modified to cater for arbitrary

extensionsofBB.InthemannerofEsLv'ecanusethealgebraic

analogues of the extra axioms and rules to generate the appropriate

restrictions on Èhe model structures' (Of course this will not

ingeneraldeliverthemostefficientspecificationorthemost

lucid class of model structures r¿hich can do the job') For

example:

If we augment BB by the axiom prefixing' then in the corresponding

Bl-modelswerequireo+ß Ç Y+oIY*ß '

so,nTeneed: If Rxo,ß then Rx(y+¡¡) (y*ß)

i.e.if Rxo.ß then nxiaeK:nayo] {a€K:RaYßi'

Vtrhich supercedes 3(ii) of definition 5' l ' I

This process can be formally specified by induction on the

complexity of the expressions involved' Both axioms and rules

correspond to conditíons on Ëhe membership of 0 in

of partícular wffs. For an axiom A we require O e

a rule l- n => | n t" require o e lel => o e lsl

Now, first replace all of the sentential variables of the schema

by variables representing arbitrary members of V' Then replace

the conditions l- c, UV O €' o, and begín to remove the connectives

as follows:
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o€a+ß

O€cr0ß

O€crVß

0e-o

becomes

becomes

becomes

becomes

nooß
o€o n ß

o€o lJ ß

0€crrt

And then continue to delete the logical connecEives as follows:

s+ß becomes {x€r:nxcrß}

o&ß becomes cLnß ;

oVß becomes q't'/ß ;

q, becomes 0 *

until alt of the logical connecEíves are removed. Finally, replace

R O 0 ß by the requirement that cr C ß

e. g. (i) ror the rule (nnl) l- I =, l- (R * s) * n

f cr >

o€cr =) o€(a+ß)+ß

O€o ->

O€o =) no{x€K:nxqß}ß

o€a =) IfRxoß then x€ß; for

0, ßeV and xe K

, v/e geÈ:

all

e.g. (ii) For contraposition l- e * - B ? B + - A qre get:

l-o*-ßfß*-cr
o€cl+-$lß*-ct

RO(o,+-B)(ß*-a)

Ro{x€K:nxc-ß} {x€K

RO{x€K:Rxcrß*} {x€K:

{x€r:Rxqß*} 9{x€r

nxß-oÌ

n x ß cr *Ì

: R x ß o *]

i.e. for all o, ß €V and x€K, if R x o ß * then R x ß cr *
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Definition 5 .1.9. An L-model structure where BB C L is a BB-model

structure which satisfies the conditions, according Eo the above

recipe, corresponding to the extra axioms and rules of L'

Interpretations on L-m.s. and the associated notions are defined

in exactly the same hlay as for BB-m's'

Our representatíon theorem carries

Theorem 5. I . l0 ' If we rePlace BB

of theorem 5.1.3, then the ensuing

L is an extension of BB.

Proof All we need to do is check that
M

L-algebra c" hold. But this is

over:

by L throughout

statement also holds, where

the extra requirements on the

obvious, since for extra axioms

e lA,l under all interPretations
M

interpretaE ions I I o.t g^ ' that

the statement

A our procedure ensures that 0

AeFunderallI on M so that

is,A is valid in GM, as required. Similarly the rules correspond

sort, leadingto appropriate conditionals of sentences of the above

to the required conditional statement being true for

Theorem 5. l. I l. L is sound w'r't' the class of L-m's' ' where

BB C L.

The result follows, just as in the case of BB' from theorem 5'l'10

and theor em 3 .2.2.

GM

Proo f
I
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s s.2. The other way the reverse representaËion theorem-

In this section we prove a limited completeness theorem for model

structures. frle continue to forlow the strategy of ALG rr, and show how

to generate model structures from prime algebras' The desired eompleteness

theorem ensues, but only for those extensions of BB which satisfy the

requirement that every non-theorem can be falsified in a prime algebra'

I^Ie will see that some extensions of BB (and of B) do not saÈisfy this

requirement (theorem 5.5.8) '

Definition 5 .2. l. Let G = (G, F, fì,

algebra. The associa ted model sEructure is defined as follows:

denoting {rer: a€P} tv l"l

l"lx = l-'l; and R P l"l lul

U, + ) be a prime BB-

MG

O=F; K={primefilters

fora11 a€c,V={l"l :

íf.f a -) b e P.

Lemma 5 .2.2

s tructure MG

Proof ad I RO

For every prime BB-algebra G, the associated model

is a BB-model structure'

l"l ltl iff a+b€o, i.e. íff a+b€F'whichholds

j-ff a 5 b in G,

iff for all P € K, a € P entails that b e P'

irr l"l ç lul

or gÌ;

" € eÌ ;

(l
Clearly Y" i" well-defined, we check that it is indeed a BB-model

structure.

(The reverse dírection of * follows from the Stone theorem )

ifa$bthenthere
contain b. Grätzer

is a prime filter
1978, pp.63-64.In any distributive lattice,

which contains a and doesntt
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2ad {per : RP |rl l¡l} = {per : a+uer} = la*ul
€ V by the defínition of V.

ad 3. : Suppose that R o l"l l¡l :

(i) If R p lUl l"l, rhen b + c € P; and sínce our suPposition

entails that a 5 b in G we have b + c ( a + c,

hence a+ c €P, i.e. Ro l.l l"l.

(ii) Similarly, using rule-prefixing of g

ad4 l"loo = l-al't = l--'l = l"l

ad 5. : Rol"l lul íf.f a+b€F,whichholdsiff -b+-a€F,

which holds iff R o l-ul l-'1, i.e. R o lulo l"l*

Irlu lul = {Per : a€P or b€P}

= {l€r: a lJ beP}

since each P is a filter (so {:} € p + a u b e P)'

and each is prirne (aUb € P =) either a € P or b e P)'

Thus l. I U ltl = l" U bl , which ís an element of V'

l"l n lul ={r€r:a€Pandb€P}

= {f e r: a fi b€P}

since each P is a filter.

Thus l.l n lul = la n bl , which is an element of V

So t"tG is a BB-m. s.

6ad



I,tre show that a wff A is t"tG

G is equal to (uP to structural

9MG or XG.

Proof Reca1l

o and
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-valid iff A is 9-valid by proving Ehat

isomorphism) the algebra of ranges

of

Theorem5.2.3.Fora1lprimeBB-algebrasGthereisastructure_
-.o

preserving isomorphism from I ao 9M", the a gebra of ranges of MG

that GMG = ( V, {, lì, \J , -, + ) where V is that MG,

U have their set-theoretical sense,

: o e l.lÌ, -l.l = l"l* andF il"l e v

l"l *lul ={r€K:Rp["] lul] (detinition5'l's)'

Consider Q : G l* V ¿"fined bv Q (a) = l"l for alla€G' Clearly

Q is onto V. Suppose that Q(a) = Q(b), that is Itl = lul' so

every prime filter which contains a also contains b' and vice

versa. Soneither u+bnorb { a ing (otherwise' by the Stone

theorem a prime filter would exist, containing one but not the

other), hence a = b and Q is I - l'

By the proof of ad 6. in lemma 5'2'2, Q (A l'l B) = Q(A) \J q(¡)

and Q(A n B) = Q(A) n Q(¡).

Also' Q(a - t' 
= l;::', a * b epÌ (¿erinírion 5 -2.1)

=ir€K:Rpl"l l¡l]

= l"l * l¡l in gMG (¿etinirion 5'l'5)

= q(a) + q(b)

And Q(-a) = l-al = ltl't = -l"l in gMG

= - q(a) as required'

So Q preserves all of the operaÈions on G'
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It remains to prove that the truEh filter F of I corresponds

(under rhe isomorphism) to the truth fílter F, of gMG. For al1 a € G,

a€F iff Fe l"l, that is, iff F€Q(a)' But F = o itXG' sovrehave

a€p iffo€Q(a), whichholds iffQ(a)€r, (sincer, ={l.le V : oeltl}),

as required.

Thus the isomorphism Q is completely s¡ructure-preserving. I

Theorem 5.2.4. For all prime BB-algebras,9, a wff A is 9-valid
I

iff A is M"-valid.

c t is GMG-valid.Proof By theorem 5.1 -7 a wff. A is M"-vali íff I

Clearly, by the above theorem 5.2.3, A is GMG-valid iff A is

G-va1id, because for any interpretation I o., GMG we have a corresponding

interpretation Q-l o I on € (which verifies the same set of wffs) and

for any interpretation I on G we have a corresponding inÈerpretation

Q o I o., çIG . Hence a wff A is MG-valid iff A is G-valid. I

Note that the algebra of ranges GM of a BB-model structure M is alwaYs

a prime BB-algebra, since f = {o € V : O € cl} (detinition 5' l'5), so

that o U ß e F iff either O €o, or o € ß, that is' íff either oeF or

ß e F. Hence the class of prime BB-algebras exactly corresponds to the

class of ranges of BB-model structures. In fact this holds for all

extensions L of BB.
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Theorem 5.2.5. BB is complete \'I'r ' t ' the elass of BB-model

structures.

Proof By theorems 3. l-4 and 4'2'7 BB is complete h7'r't' Ehe class of

prime BB-algebras. So by theorem 5'2'4' any non-theorem is

re futed in some MG

These results can be generalised to extensions L of BB

Theorem 5.2-6. Lemma 5'2'2, and theorems 5'2'3 and 5.2.4 hold

an extension
when BB is replaced throughouÈ by L' where L is

of BB

Proo f That the generalisation of the lemma 5'2'2 holds is obvious'

since the algebraic properties of G' corresponding to the extra

rulesandaxioms,carryovertotheextrarequirementsforL-model

structures in the associaled rnodel structure MG. statements of

the form a e F are sirnply replaced by statemenrs of the form

o e laf. Theorems 5'2'3 and 5 '2'4 apply because prime L-algebras

u
are prime BB-algebras '

ourlimítedextensíonoftheorem4.2.7(theorem4.2.|0)prevents

us from exploiting the above theorem in order to generalise our

completenessresult,alongthelinesoftheorem5.2.5.Never-the-less

\,re state the theorem for the corresporrding extensions, noting that iL

alsoholdsforalloftheotherextensionsofBB,thenon_theoremsof

which can be falsified in prime algebras'



Theorem 5.2.7. I¡Ihere BL is BB augmented by one or more

prefixing (l- n * B I c + A I c + B), suffixi"g (l- I + B ? B + c

I A * C) and contraposirion (l- l t - B I B + -Ð'then BL is

complete rnl.r.t. Ehe class of Bl,-model structures'

Proof As for theorem 5'2'5, using theorems 3 '2'2 atd 4'2'lO'

S 5.3. The alte rnative comp leteness theorem

trIe follow the method of ESL and in fact use theorem 5

it to the canonical model structure of BB'

Theorem 5.3. I . BB is complete \'I' r ' t ' the class of BB-model

structures (mark II) '

I

2.3, apPlYing

Proo f Consider the Lindenbaum algebra ç = (G' F'

where c = {lnl : A is a wff} <lnl = {B t þ

rì, u, -, + )

BBA*¡Ì)an¿

r = { lel , Fru A } and the operators correspond to the logical

connectives.l Sirr". BB is prime (theorem 4'2'8) c is prime'

so applying lemma 5.2.2 we generat" YG = ( O' K' V' R' *)

where0=F,r={r,lal tJ Inl e r irf eithet lale rot Inle t;

and if lnl e rand lal s lsl inGthen l¡l erÌ , V={llall}'t'.'"

lln ll ={re r: Inle ri, llnll*= l-lnll= tl-all' andRr llell llsll

irr la. nl e ,. NoÈing that lal < lsl ín G iff l-u, I * r' Èhen

l"fo corresponds to the canonical model structure of BB

I4c = ( 0", K", v", R", o" ) where: oc = {theorems of BB} 
'

rc. = iprime BB -r. rheoriesÌ, V" = {ll¡,ll } wt,.re llAll = {t € rc :

A e' rÌ, llnll*" = ll-all and Rc r lllll llsll irr A-) B e r' (Inrhere

l. As in the Proof of 3' l'4'
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a BB -I. theorY rs a

andA€TthenBeT,

correspondence is in

Mc ro XG, defined by I :

{lal : A€e}. rhis is

andA€P

suppose A

where I(A)

sentences T such that if Fru A+B

adjunction). The

an isomorPhism from

set of

which is closed under

the sense that there ís

l* K rh"t" for all P e Kc, c(P)

an

c
K

SoA

by r"

is falsified bY I' on

on Mc where rt'(A, P)

isomorphism because if l-u, e *- n

then B € P. Thus Yc is a BB-model structure' Now

is not a theorem of BB, then A is falsified by I on G

= lnl.

where r'(4, P) = T iff In l e r, and so

TiffAeP.
Y"

Obviously, this approach can be extended to cover those L=BB

which are prime, just as for the approach of 55'2' Note thaÈ the use

of the representation theorem 5.2.3 and l{G is dispensible, it simply

obviates the need for a direct proof o, ln" fact that the canonical

model structure is a model structure which falsifies all 0f the non-

theorems of BB (which is an easy mechanical procedure that mimics the

proof of the representation theorem - in the particular case that G is

rhe Lindenbaum algebra) '

s s.4. Relat.ional semantics for a11 extensions of BB

Aswehaveseen'ourrelationalsemanticsforBBisoflimited

applicabilitytoextensíonsofBBbecauseEheiradequacyhingeson

whether-or-not, for each non-theorem A, a prime algebra can be

consLructed which falsifies A'

are strategies available for catering for

the case of B.

Following RLR'

all exEensions of BB'

Ehere

as ln
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The two different strategíes involve seizing upon dífferent

notions of what constitutes a theory of a logic' and the pivotal

consideration is whether t'primingtt succeeds for that notion of fheory-

hood. By priming I mean thaE if some theory T doesn't contain a wff A,

then there is a prime theory Tr such that T c T' and a 0 r'. I'le have

already used the following definitíon of theory-hood (SS'¡):

Definition 5.4. l. A set of wff T is

A€Tand

an L-I.theorY of a logic

or theorY L

T is closed under adjunction.

This definitíon has the advantage that, where L is any extension

of E-. the class of L-I.theories satisfies priming' The proofs in
tcle -

RLRI for the case of B and its extensions also work for BB' (Proof of

Lemma 4.3 uses DR2 : l- A & B -> c and l- n * c v A =) l- t * c,whích is

also a derived rule of BB and its extensions. Proof of this fact is

of nln2 noting that only the rule form of T3'6 is

needed, which follows using (n'n+) and (n'lz) ' ) r sha1l prove the

result using Zorns lemma, as in RLR p' 3lO' since this will illustrate

some further points in our discussion'

iff, whenever F"o*BthenBeT,and

Any non-empty Partially ordered set' in which

an upper bound, has a maximal element'

Zor¡t s lemma :

every chain has

2

RLR,

RLR,

Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 (pp' 307-308)'

p. 291 .
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Zorn' s lemma is equivalent to the axiom of choice, which is used

in the alternative priming proofs, where the required prime theory is

"constructedtt from the original. First vre prove the following lemma'

Lemma 5.4.2. Let L be any extension of E fd.,l ttd 1et T be an

L-I.theory. Then for any wff A, the smallest L-I'theory which

conrains T [.r iai , cr(r L, ia]l is Ëhe set To = {B ' F" a 6, A + B,

for some C e TÌ.

Clearly TO is a subset of every L-I'theory which contains

T U {n}. Thus we only need to show that TO is a L-I'theory:

(i) suppose that Bl e TA and B, € TA, so F, t, & A + B, and

Proo f

\,tre

Proo f

(e:),
l" ", & A + B, for some c,, c2 e T' But then by (az) 

'

rule-transitivity and (n'R4) (page 26 ) ' we have

I & C2) & A -' Bl & 82. Since T is closed under
CtrL (

(ii) Suppose that B € To and l-, n * c' Then l-L

some D € T, and so by rule-transitivity l-"

adjunction B, 6,8 €T and T is closed under adjuncrion'
2 -É\

C€T and T is closed under L-entailment

D&A+Bfor

D&A+C,thus

u
A A

areno$Iinapositiontoprovetheaforementionedprimingresult.

Theorem 5.4.3. Let L be any exLension of Efd"'then if an

L-I.theory T doesn't contain a wff A' there exists an L-I'theory

T' such that T' is Prime, T C T' and A Ç r''

Consider the class of L-I'theories Y such that for all P € Y'

TEP and nSl. Y is non-empty since TeY' Every chain in

Y, Po g,f Ç'z Ç ""' ' has an upper bound - their union - which

l. lühere L is closed under the rules of Efd".
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I^le

and

and
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inY.SoapplyingZorntslemmaYhasamaximalelementT'.

just need to check that T' is prime' Suppose that C v D e T'

that CIttandDëf'. SinceT'ismaximal, AeCl (T'\J {C}l

A € Cl(T' tJ {lil. Hence by lemma 5.4'2, there exists

Bl, 82 € Tt such that l- ul u C + A and þ n

uy (az), (a:), rule-Eransitivity an¿ (n'47)
2

& D + A. But then

l-L ((Bl & B2) & c)

and rule-transitivitY((¡

(s

uz)

uz)

& D) + A and hence bY

e(cvl)+a

(As )&

&t-L

But by our supposition C v D € T' and so A e T' contrary to

T' € Y. Hence by reductio no such wff C v D exisÈs' and Tr is

pr ime .

so automatic assurance of prirning ensues from the L-I'theory noEion

of theory-hood. However, this notion of theory-hood is somewhat adrift

from that of deducibility espoused by the logic' This is most obvious

for the weaker logics with rules such as rule-prefixing' So that it

doesn,t follow from theorem 5.4.3 that rlle can cons[ruct a prime algebra

to falsify each non-theorem of a logic LP Et¿"'

Let me expand on Ehis point. The traditional notion of a theory

is that it is a set of sentences T which is deductively closed w'r'L'

the logic L in quesLion. By deductive closure ít is traditionally

meant that for every finite sequence of senÈences, if every one is either

a thesis (in r U L) or is obtaincd from preceding sentences by the

application of a primitive rule of L, then the final sentence in the

sequence is in T. such a definition is given in Mates 1972, p' 184'

That is, a theory is traditionally a set of serrtences which includes

the theorems of the logic and which is closed under the rules (primitive
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or derived) of the logic. Clearly the L-I. theories do not correspond

to this notion of theoryhood. (For example, they need not contain the

theorems of L.) However, \{e will see that the set of sentences true

on I in G, for any interpretation I on any L-algebra 9, is such a theory.

Thus the truth filters on the algebras reflect the tradiEional notion of

theoryhood. It is for this reason that the above prirning result for

L-I. theories (theorem 5.4.3) does not ensure the required priming

result for algebras (ín order to obtain completeness of L w.r't' the

class of L-m. s. ) .

Corresponding to each interpretation I on a model G is a "theorytt,

namely the set of sentences which are true on I in G' However such a

t'theory", as well as satisfying the constraínÈs on L-I' theories, is

closed under the rules of L and contains the theorems of L. For

example, in the case of BB' T = {a : r(n) € n}, for some BB-model G and

interpretation I, satisfies : modus ponens as a € F and a + b € F entails

that b e F ; rule-prefixing as íf a ->b €F then c + a I c + b €F i

(n.a+) as a-)b€F anda-)c€Fentails that a+b n c€f; etc'

That is, T satisfies the traditional notion of theoryhood.

ConverselY, if a set of sentences

of L, and S is closed under the rules of

algebraic model I and an interpretation

A e S for all wffs A. l-e-t me formalise

theoryhood before proving the above'

S contains all of the theorems

L, then we can construct an

I on G such that I(A) € F iff

this traditional notion of

arL L-D.theorY of a logicDefinitio¡ 5.4.4 A set of wff T rs

under Ehe primitíveL íff T is cLosed rules of L.
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De finition 5.4-5. An L-D'Eheory or L-I'theory T is regular iff

T contains all of the theorems of L'

Note that the tradítional notion of theoryhood corresponds Eo

regular L-D'theorres'

Theorem 5.4.6. For any logic L such thaE BB C L' if T is a

regular L-D.theory then there is an L-algebra 9 = ( G' F' Or U'

-, + ) and an interpretation I on G such that I(A) e F iff A e T

for all wffs A.

The procedure is analogous to the general completeness theorem'

which uses the Lindenbaum algebra (Lheorem 3' l'4)' Put lel

{c:A+-+ce r}, G=ilel}, F={lal :a€r}' lnl n lsl

la.e nl, hl r..r lul =le.'nl, -lal =l-al a"d lel +lnl =

ln* nl. Proof that G is a BB-algebra is exactly as in 3'l'4'(b)

anddependsonthefactthatBBiscontainedinT'andthatTis

closed under the rules of BB' The extra requirements for

L-algebras are satisfied analogously' in that T also contains

the extra theorems of L and is closed under the extra rules of

L. so I is an L-algebra' Now simply put r(A) = lnl' clearly

I is an interpretation, furÈhermore I(A) e F iff A € T' I

SoweseethattheclassofwffstrueaccordingEosomelonsome

GcorrespondstotheclassofregularL_D.theories.Toprove,fora

logic L Q BB, that in general a non-theorem A can be falsifíed by some

IonsomeprimeG,is,therefore,equivalenttoprovingthatthereexists

aprime,regularL-D.theorywhichdoesnItcontainA.l.Iestatethisresult

as a theorem.
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Theorem 5.4.1. Let L be any extension of BB' Then the class

of wffs Erue according to some interpretation I on some

L-algebra G corresponds to the class of regular L-D' theories'

That is, every such Pair (I,

T, and vice-versa.

G) determines a unique L-D' theorY

the discussion Prior to

I in G is a regular L-D'

converse.

theorem 5.4 -6) ttre

theorY. Theorem 5.4.6

t

lemma) since anY

condiÈions of Zorn's

set
Proo f Clearly

of wffs

provides

( as per

true

the

on

Since, where .f, o the guarantee of the existence of a prime

L-algebra which falsifies A is what we need to ensure completeness of

our relational semantics of $5'3 (by using the representation theorem

5.2.3) then, in effect, what we require is the guarantee of the existence

of a prime, regular L-D' theory which doesn't contain A'

So the gap in the adequacy of our relational semantícs for

extensions L of BB corresponds to proving whether-or-not each non-

theoremofLisrefutedbyaprimerregularL-D'theory'Ofcourselre

cannot expect this to be true of all extensions of BB, such as BB +

Av - A (see theorem 5.5.8). In such cases we need to modify our

definitíonofmodelstructuresalongthelinesoftheunreducedmodel

structures of RLR. Note that Èhe key to the priming proof (theorem

5.4.3) is whether the following holds:-

IfAeCl(TU{¡})"n¿A€Cr(T\J{c}).t,..,AeCr(rU{s"c}),

whereT is a,,Ëheory,,; i.e. if r, B þAandr, c þattt"tt

T,BvCìl-A'

This is the keY to

notion of deductíon

lemma.

any priming Proof (using Zornrs

þ will satisfY the antecedent
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BuE,asalreadyindicated,iftheabovefailstoholdandpriming

cannot be otherwise secured, we are not lost' for completeness can be

guaranteed for the following class of model structures' purely on the

basis of theorem 5.4.3. These semantics, rather than depending on the

properties of L-D. theories, only depend on those (in particular' priming)

of L-I. theories.

De finit ion 5.4.8. An unreduced BB-model scructure (nn-u.m's')

isastructureM= K, V, R, * ) where K is set'

P (K), R is a relation on K x V x V and * is a unary operatron

V, such that:

( o, o ç Kl,

çV

on

l. R x cr ß for all x € O, iff cr Ç ß'

2. For all ct., ß eV, {aer : R a c' ßi e

3. If Rx cr ß for all x € O, then (i) í1

and (ii) íf R a Y cr Èhen R a Y ß, for

RaßYthenRaoY'

all ae K.

4

5

6

ç¡ :t/r = ç¡.

Rxoßfor

V is closed

all x € o iff R x $* ¡¡* for all x € o'

under seE-theoretical intersection and uníon'

Rxoßforallx€O then l, 3 and 5 can be2
Putting cr S ß

written:

l. ct S

3. rf

5. cr 5

ß iff crQß.

o 5 ß, then

ß iff ß* S o't

d f

Interpretation s on unreduced model structures are

in the case of model structures (definition 5 ' l '2) '

l. To be contrasted with definition 5' l' I of BB-m's'

2. In stark contrast to the case for B' where cl I ß

for some x € o' RLR, P'298'

clefined exactlY

where O e K

=d.f.Rxclß

AS



Def inition 5 .4.9. A wf f A ís t.rue on I in U

unreduced model structure, íff I(4, x) T for

lr0.

where M is an

allx€0. Ais

i"Y.Ais BB-u.m. s. valid íf f

BB-model

M
--valid iff A is true on all I

all BB-u.m. s.A is M-valid for x

lle prove that BB ís sound rt.r.t. the

structures using a representation theorem,

BB-mode1 structures (theorem 5. I .7 ) .

class

just

of unreduced

as in the case of

Definition 5.4.10. The algebra of ranges GM of an unreduced

R, :t ¡ is de f ined ." qlfV

Clearly cM i"

But firsÈ, note that

well-defined: we check that it is

the difference with definition 5.

U have their set-theoretical

naoßÌ andF={creV:oÇo

a BB-algebra.

I .5. is only in

BB-model

( V, F,

sense, -

s truc ture

[ìr lJ'-'

Y = ( o, t<

+ ) where

CÌ = CX *, 0 + B

n and

{a€r: Ì

the specifícation of F.

Lemma 5.4.11. For every unreduced BB-model

the algebra of ratges GM =

s t ruc fure Y

( o, K, V, R, ,k ) < V, F, rì, u, +)

is a BB-algebra

Proof ad I

lemma

( v , o,

s.1.6).

\l , - ) is obviously a De Morgan lattice (as in

ad2: 0,n ß € F iff O C cr n ß, which holds iff o C o and

is, iff o € F and ß € F. so F is a filter. (rnis

the usual definition of S' ensures upward closure

0 C ß that

property, on

of F.)
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Nore rhar, since o s ß in Y iff ct c ß in v (definition 5.4.8),
M

we have rhat 0 S ß in M iff 0 S ß ir 9'^ (ttrat is, ct n ß = cr in

M
c^') .

ad 3: cl-> ß€F iff OC {x€K : nxo. ß}

iff R x cl ß for all x € 0, i.e

iff osß

ad 4: If o 5 ß, then{x€K:RxßY}ç{xeK

i.e. ß * y I cr + Y

R x cx. yÌ tv 3(i),

(The partial order o., gll is just that

algebra, since o S ß =df o n ß = ct'

induced bY the subset

)

ad 5: Sirnilarly, using 3(ii) of definition 5'4'8'

Theorem 5.4.12. For every unreduced BB-model structure M and its

algebra of ranges GM, a wff A is M-valid iff A is GM-valid

Proof trrle show that for each interpretation I on Y there is an

interpretation Ir or gM, and vice-versa, such that for every
M

wff A, A is true on I in M iff A is true on Ir in G"'

Suppose we have some interpretation I on M' then define

r' on GM ¿s; r'(A) = lel = {x e K : r(4, x) = T}, for all wffs

of A. Just as in theorerr 5.1.7 T] is well_defined, and clearly

r'(A) e F iff r(4, x) = T for alr x € o' Conversely' if we have

M
rr on G", then we can define r on S as: r(A' x) = T iff x € rt(A)'

to, ^t'lwffs A. clearly the same strong connecrion holds between

I and I', completing the proof of the theorem' I
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Soundness quicklY fol1ows.

Theorem 5.4.13. BB is sound \^/.r.t. unreduced BB-mode1 structures

proof clearly it follows from theorem 5.4.12 and theorem 3'l'4 that Lf

A then A is BB-u.m.s. valid'
BB

To prove rhat BB is complete w'r't' the class of unreduced

BB-model structures, \¡re shall use the fact that for every non-Èheorem

A of BB, there exists a prime, regular BB-I' theory which doesnrt

containA;andthatingeneralprimingworksforBB_I.theories.In

our earlier discussion \¡re sa\"r that the completeness proof for model

structures in effect. relies on a priming resulÈ for L-D. Eheories which

doesn'È hold for all extensions of BB (theorem 5.5.8). But priming for

L-I. theories does hold for all extensions of BB (theorem 5'4'3)' Hence

unlike our completeness resulÈ for BB-model structures' that for

unreduced BB-model structures is generalisable to a1l extensions of BB'

Definition 5 .4. 14 The canonical unreduced BB-model s Èructure

<o K", V", R", "" > i" defined bYMC

OC {prirne, regular BB-I. theories } ; ¡c = {príme BB-I. theories } ;

F

c

trc
^4. is{ lel

lnl

for

lr 1,,

is the

anyT€

= l-rl

a wffÌ where lel = {t € rc : A € T}, that is

set of prime BB-I.theories which contain A;

K", Rc r lsl lcl irr B + c € r; and
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Theorem 5.4.15. The canonical unreduced BB-model structure MC

is a BB-u.m.s.

proof l.tre check that Yc satis f ies the requirements of def inition 5.4 .8

ad I: To prove that lal S lsl (that ís, for all T e oc, Rt T lal lull

íff lal C Inl, r. first prove that lal s l¡l iff l-uu e * n' lle

prove 'only if' by contraposition - suppose that /uu A -> B, then

by theorem 5.4.3 there exists a prime, regular BB-I.theory which

doesn'r conrain A + B, but then it is not the case that Rc T lAl |tl

for all t € oc, i.e. lnl $ Itl. For the converse, íf. l-ru e' n

then A + B is in all regular BB-I.theories, in particular al1

elements of Oc, hence lal S l¡1. It remains to prove that

F*" o _> B iff lal ç lrl . 'only if ' follows immediarely from

the definítion of BB-I.theories. For the converse, suppose that

lol ç lul. Nowconsiaer T = {D t luua*o} . Bv the obvious

particular case of lemma 5.4.2 T is a BB-I'theory' Suppose that

S Ç f , then by theor:em 5.4.3 there is a prime BB-I.theory Tr such

that T C T' and B Ç r'. Since Fru o + A, A € T', and T' is

conrrary ro our supposition that lel ç ltl. Hence by reductio

B e T and so Fru o + B as required.

For lel, lsle V", {r e rc

-crs]-nV

c
R T lal lslÌ ln * tl,ad ),

which

ad 3 (i):

l-uu a*u.

B + C € T,

Suppose that lel S l¡1, then by the argument of ad I

Hence Fou u + c I A -> c, so if Rc T lul lcl, i'e' if

rhen A+ c€r, i.e. Rc r lnl lcl.

ad3(ii): SimilarlY
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*c*c , ¡tcA'-- = -Al - --A = [ since F A + -^4.BBad 4:

ad 5: lel < I'l iff A+B
BB

íf.f. - B + - A (by rule-conËrapositíon)
BB

t-

t-

iff

if.f.

l-'l s l-rl

lulo" s Inl*c

ad 6z suppose that lnl, Inl e v", then:

lel nl¡l = {t€,rc:Aerandner}
= le e nl uy (42), (ng) and closure of such

T under BB-entailment' and theír closure under adjunction'

(i)

(ii) lel \J lsl ={r€rc: eitherAerorn€r}

= ln .r nl uy (45), (46) and closure under

enÈailment, and the fact Èhat such T are prime'

This completes the proof that Mc is a BB-u'm's'

Theorem 5.4.16. BB is complete \^t'r't' the class of unreduced

BB-model structures.

Proof InIe use the canonical interpretation to falsify all non-theorems

of BB.

Ic is obviouslY an interPretation

I

PuÈrc(l,P)=Tiffrela.

Y"on
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rc (A c B,r)=T iff P e la o nl

iff P e lnl and P e lsl (as in ad 6(i) of
theorem 5.4. l5)

iff rc (t, P) = T and rc (8, P) = T.

rc (A v B, P) = I íf.fP e lAv nl

iff eitherPe lel ore€lrl (as in ad 6(ii)
of theorem 5.4. l5)

iff either rc (¡,, P) = T or rc (8, P) = T

rc(-A,P)=T iff Pel-ll
, ,-ciffPelAl^

rc (a* ¡, P) = T iff Pe le* nl

iffA+BeP

irr Rc p lnl lsl

Furthermore, for any non theorem A of BB, by theorem 5'4'3 (or

4 .2.Ð, there is a prime, regular BB-I. theory which doesn't contain

A. so for some P € 0", rc (¡', p) = F and hence A is noE true on

tc in 1". I

trle now note that the definition of unreduced BB-model structures

can be extended Èo that of unreduced L-model structures, analogously

to the case of model structures. Let the logic L have an axiomatic

characterisaÈion which includes the axioms and rules of BB' Uniformly

replace the sentential variables of Ehe extra axíom and rule schemata
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by variables rePresenting

O C ó in their statements.

as follows:

arbitrary members

Now replace the

of V. Replace by

occurrences of connecEives

lø

0¿ -) ß becomes {x € K : n x o, ß}

a & ß becomes

a v ß becomes

o¿ becomes

until al1

C{x€K

( set-theoret ical
intersection and union)

0nß

¡t*

0\./ß

Repeat this Process

Finally, replace 0

the logical

RxoßÌuvo

connectives are removed'

¿o
=p

Theprocedureisexactlyasint'hecaseofmodelstrucEures'

rather than O e lal corresponding to truth in the model' we

o c lnl.

Definition 5 .4.17 - An unreduced L-model structure, where

an unreduced BB-model structure which satisfies the

excePt that

require

IS

conditions, accoiding

extra axioms and rules

Theorem 5.4. 18.

unreduced L-mode1

Proof The onlY modifícation

check thaL the algebra

L-algebras. But since o

to the above recipe' corresponding to the
BBCL,

ofL

!,le now extend the soundness and completeness theorems'

Each L 2 BB is sound w'r't' the class of

structures.

required to extend theorem 5 '4 ' 12 is Èo

GM satisfies the extra requirements for

€ F iff o C a, the algebraic analogues

of the axioms and rules hold, by the definition of L-u'm's' I
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Definition 5 .4. 19 The canonical un reduced L-model s truc ture .

Let L be any extension of BB.

structure Mc = ( Ot, K

I^le define the canonical unreduced

xc> exactlY as

unreduced BB-mode1

replaced throughout

in the

( definit ion

IS

extra

axiom

t

c \?c RCL-model

definition of the canonical

5.4.14), except that BB is bvL

exÈension L of BB, the canonical

Mc is an unreduced L-model structure'

s tructure

Theorem 5.4.20. For everY

structureunreduced L-mode1

Proof That Mc is a BB-u.m.s. follows from the fact

proved exactly as in theorem 5'4' l5 Mc also

requirements for L-u.m. s. (¿etinition 5 ' 4 ' 17)

A occurs in each element of oc (so that o" ç

thatBBCLand

satisfies the

because every

lll I ; and if the

antecedent(s) of a rule occurs ín every element of Oc, then so

does the consequent (since by priming (theorem 5.4.3), the former

occurs iff that antecedent(s) is a theorem of L)'

Theorem 5.4.2t. For every extension L of BB, L is comprete vt.r't'

lhe class of unreduced L-mode1 structures '

theorem 5.4.16, by theorem 5'4'3 the canonicalProof ExactlY as in

interPretat ion o., Y" falsifies every non-theorem of L'

Sotheunreducedmodelstructuresareadequate

of BB. Where the (stronger) model structures of $5'

adequate ' \^7e can fall back onto the unreduced model

to characterise the corresponding logic'

I fail to be

for all exÈensions

structures in order
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S 5.5 Theories and nodel structures

In section $5.4 we saw thaÈ the impedimenÈ to universal applic-

ability of L-model structures as characterisations of extensions L of

BB corresponds to the fact that priming doesn't hold, in general, for

L-D.theories. And, that the universal applicability of unreduced L-model

structures is ensured by the fact that priming does hold for L-I'theories'

In this section we confinue to exami'ne the relationships between these

t\^ro notions of theoryhood and the two types of relational semantics'

First, it is ínstructive to prove the completeness result for

unreduced model structures using an alternaÈive strategy, that of ALG II

(and theorem 5.2.5), where an appropriate representation theorem is used'

Definition 5.5. l. Let G = ( G, F, fì, \J , +) be any BB-algebra.

is defined asThe associated unreduced model structure MG of9

follows: O

ç = {prime

alla€G,

a-+beP

{p' P

filters in

V {l.l

is a prime filter in G and F Ç PÌ;

gÌ; denoting {P e r : a e P} bvlal ror

a€c] ; lal;'= l-'lt andRP l.l lul iff

Clear ly

BB-mode I

Yt l" well-defined, we check that

sEructure. Note that, contrary

no restriction to Prime algebras

it is indeed an unreduced

to definition 5.2-1, there is

the associated unreducedLemma 5.5.2. For every BB-algebra G'

is a BB-u.m.s'model structure MG
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r l9

ad l. , l'l s l¡l iff l"l ç lul. Now R p l"l lul for all

P e O iff every prime filter which contains F also contains

a + b. Since G is a distributive lattice the latter holds iff

a + b € F (using priming once more) (Grätzer 1978, p.64), which

holdsíf.f albinG. ButaSbiff {PeK:a€p} ç{p€K:

b e pÌ, once again by the prime filter theorem. So we have

l.l s lul irr l"l ç lul as required.

l"l lulÌ e vad 2 For all

because the set

ad6

l.l, lul ev, {pex
is just lu * ul.

RP

ad 3.(i) : Suffixing. Suppose that l.l S lul, then as in the

proof of 1., a S b in G, and so b + c ( a + c in G, for a1l

c € c. Hence any filter containíng b + c also conÈains â + c,

soif RPI¡l l"l then RPl"l l'.l,asrequired'

ad 3. ( ii) : Prefixing. SimilarlY

ad4 Obviously l"l*o = l"l.

ad 5. , l"l s lul irr l¡ln s l'lo. clearlv

contraposítion in Ç, and the fact that l.l S

follows from rule-

lul if.Î a I b in G.

V is closed under set-theoretical intersecEion and

Proof is exactlY as in lemma 5.2.2'unton.



As in the case of prime algebras and their associated model structures
t1

(¿efinition 5.2-1), we show that a wff A is S'-va1id iff A is G-valid by

(:

proving that G can be regarded as the algebra of ranges of Y"' that is'

^-^MGu-u

120.

Let G be any BB-algebra' Then there is a structure-

phism from G to gMG, the algebra of ranges of YG

Theorem 5.2.3.

preserving isomor

that

proof consider rhe funcrion Q: G þv a"rirred by Q (a) = Irl. Recall

GMG = ( v, Fl, n, u, - , + ) where V is that of yG, fl andU

have their set-theoretical sense, Fl = {ltl e V : o Ç Itl}' - ltl

l"lo..,¿ l"l 'lul = {r€K: Rp l"[ l¡li (aerinition 5'4'10)'

I^tre check that Q is an ísomorphism' Clearly it is onto' by the

definition of V. That it is l-l is exactly as for theorem 5'2'3

That it preserves the operations is also exactly as for theorem

5.2.3. FinallY, w€ show thaÈ the truth filter F of G is the

inverse-image of F, under Q' For a1l " e g' a € F iff for every

P e O, a € p (by Ehe prirne filter theorem)' Thus' a € F iff

p e lal for every P e o, that is, iff o ç l"l' whieh holds iff

l"l en,. Thusae Firf Q(a)e tl'

Th"ot"* 5.5.4. For all BB-algebras G' a wff a is G-valid iff

A is ÙtG-valíd

Proof The theorem follows from the fact that u- GÌ"IG a.,d the fact that

a wff A is ltG_valid iff A is cMG-valid (rheorem 5.4.12), exac t lY

u
as for theorem 5'2'4'
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This obviously provides us wiEh an alternative compleEeness proof

along the línes of theorem 5.2.5.

Theorem 5.5.5. BB is complete h7.r.t. the class of unreduced

BB-mode1 structures.

Proo f The theorem follows immediately from theorem 5,5.4 above and

theorem 3. I .4. u

just

the

These results can be extended to

as before (c.f. theorems 5.2.6 and

is perfectly general, for

definition 5.5. I . So it

prime algebras.

extens ron

all logics L which contain BB,

5.2.7) . However, in this case

there is no requirement that

is not dependent on comPletenessG be prime in

results \,J. r. t

Theorem 5.5.6. Lemma 5.5.2, and theorems 5.5.3,5.5.4 and 5.5.5

hold when BB is replaced throughout by L, where L is an extension

of BB.

Proof That the generalisation of the lemma 5.5.2 holds is obvious from

the definition of unreduced L-mode1 structures (¿etinition 5'4'17)

StatemenÈs of the form a € F are simpty replaced by statements of

the form O C lal. Theorems 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 apply because

L-algebras are in particular BB-algebras. The generalisation of

theorem 5.5.5 then follo\¡Is using theor em 3 '2'2' U

Note that theorems 5.5.5 and 5.5.6 can easily be modified to

provide soundness of the logics w.r.t. the unreduced model structures



as frell. For given any unreduced model structure M we have

M
of ranges G-- with the corresponding YGM ",,"h th"t ; wff A is

iff A is GM-vaIid (theorem 5.4.1Ð, which holds iff A is MGM

(rheorem i.r.Or. So M-validity corresponds to MGM-validity

follows using theorem 5.5.4.

The above completeness proof shows Ëhat the move from L-model

structures to unreduced L-mode1 structures is a move from adequately

characterising only the prime L-algebras to adequately characterising

all L-atgebras, and hence L. This is highlighted by the fact that the

class of sets of wff true on interpretations I on L-model structures s

is identical with the class of prime regular L-D. theories (and hence

to the class of sets of wff true on interpretations I on prime L-algebras

g, uy theorem 5.4.7), whereas the class of sets of wff true on inter-

pretations I on u_üggucgg L-model structures Y is identical with the

class of aIl regular L-D. theories (and hence to the class of sets of

wff true on interpretations I on L-algebras G). I'le now prove these

122.

the algebra

M-va1 id

-va1 id

and soundness

facts.

Theorem 5.5.7. Let the logic L be any extension of BB' Then

the class of prime, regular L-D. theories is identical with the

class of sets of wff true on interpretations I in L-model

structures M. Alternatively, every such pair (f, U) determines

a unique prime, regular L-D. theory, and vice-versa'

proof Given a prime, regular L-D. theoryif, there is a prime L-algebra

G and an

wffs in

interpretation I on I which verifies all and only the

r (by theorem 5.4.7). But applying theorem 5'2'3 we have

the L-m.". YG which verifies exactly T' lAlternatively'an I' on
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one can construct the required T-canonical L-m's'Y = (O, K,

R, * > directly (c.f . theorem 5.3. l), putting : O = T; l( =

{prime L-I. theori.s}; V = {lnl: a is a wff} where lol =

{pe r:A€p}; Rxlal lsl irf A+B€x; andlnlo=l-al '

And use the canonical interpretation l(a,p) = T iff P € lAl'l

Conversely, suppose we have an L-m.".Y = (0, K, V, R, *) and

an interpretation I on M: r = {n : r(4, o) = T} (definition

5.1.4) is regular because L-m.s. verify the theorems of L

(theorem 5.l.ll). Furthermore, T is closed under the rules of

L because corresponding to each, l- ¿, t I l, t" have that

rt

O € o => O € ß where o and ß are the model-theoretic

of A and B respectively (as per definition 5' I'9)'

ensures that if O € {x € r : r(4, x) = T} then O e {

r(B,x) = TÌ, that is, íf A € T then B €

since r(e v B, O) = T iffeither r(4, O)

(detinition 5.1.2). Thus T is a prime,

analogues

But this

x€t<:

T is primeT. Finally,

= T or I(B,O)

regular L-D.

T

theory. I

Before proving the second fact, thaE the set of wffs true on

I in L-u.m.s. M is identical with the set of regular L-D.theories, we

prove the promised incompleteness result. Namely, that some extensions

L of BB cannot be characterised by the L-model structures' I^/e do so by

displaying a particular non-theorem of a particular such L which is a

member of every prime, regular L-D.theory' That is to say' we display

a counter-example which shows that priming (w.r.t. the L-D'theories)

fails for L. Hence, by the above theorem 5'5'7, that particular non-

rheorem is L-m.s. valid. This highlights the need to utilise the

unreduced model structures.
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Theorem 5.5.8. I^Ihere L = BB + Av - A (and L = BB + Av - A + (44)

+ (47) = B + Av - A), there is a non-theorem of L r¿hich is a

member of every prime, regular L-D' theory'

Proof The following is not a theorem of L

Av-(Av-A+A&-A)

(Ueirher - (A.r-A+A& -A) nor Av-A+A & -A is a theorem

of L.) ttre following L-algebra falsifies Av -(Av - A + A & - A).

3

->

0

2

*0123

ll33

rl13

x

ñx

0r23

3210
2

3333
l3l3

0

?!c a

Puttingl(A)=2 :

F= {g}

2\) Q v-2 -+ / n-2)

2\) (3*o)

=2U

=/ $r

Note that in fact (n4) ana (n7) are verified, so the above is

a B + Av - A - algebra, and hence the above wff is not a theorem

ofB+Av-Aeither.

hle show that no regular, prime L-D' theory T exists which

doesnft contain 6 =p v - (p v - p + p & - p)'
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For suppose thaË d ç T where T is a regular, prime L-D' theory,

(p .' - póe t. So - p &

*p& p)€r.

(T contains E-, and is closed under modus ponens so that
roe

De Morgan transformation and double negation is available.)

under modus ponens

our supposition.

(as T is regular),

is regular, and closure

p + p O - p € T.

regularity, rule-suffixing

- p -+ d and so by closure
L'

welrave ó€f contraryto

By reductio the claim is Proved

Thus for L = BB + Av - A and L = B + Av - A there are non-theorems

of L which are valid in every prime L-algebra, and L is not complete

\,r.r.t. the class of L-model structures. The same holds for any other

extension L of BB where some non-theorem cannot be rejected by a prime,

regular L-D.theory. In such cases our only recourse are the unreduced

L-model structures.

then since l-, ó " - d and T is Prime -

Now by (e2) ana (¡'3), the fact that T

under modus ponens, - P € T and P v -

By F" - n + p v - p, l-" I C - P > P,

(say) and modus ponens, p € T. But F

u

Theorem 5.5.9. Let

the class of regular

of sets of wff true on interpretations

structures M. Alternatively, every such pair (f, U) determines

the logic L be anY

L-D. theories is

extension of BB. Then

identical with the class

I in unreduced L-model

a unique regular L-D. theory, and vice-versa'
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Proo f The proof is similar to that of theorem 5.5.7. Given a regular

L-D.Ëheory T, there is an L-algebra G and an interpretatíon I on

G which verifies all and only rhe wffs in T (by theorem 5.4.7).

And applying theorem 5.5.4 we have an Ir on the L-u.m.". lG which

verifies exactly T.

[Alternatively, one can construct the required T-canonical

L-u.m.". Y = (O, K, V, R, Y' ) direclly, putting: O = {prime,

regular T-I.theoriesÌ; ( = {prime T-I.theoriesi; V = {lnl : A

isawfr) where lnl = {peK:A€p}; RP lul lcl iff B+c€P;

and lnln = l-nl (¿efinition 5.4.1Ð. since T is an appropriate

sort of extension of BB, we can use the T-canonical interpretation

I of theorem 5.4.21, and by the theorem I verifíes exactly T in

I.l
Conversely, suppose we have an L-u.m.s. S = (O, K, V, R, ¡!t ) and

an interpretationl o.,Y. U= {ntI(A,x) =T for allx€O}

(detinition 5.4.9) is regular because L-u.m.s. verify the theorems

of L (theorem 5.4. lB). Furthermore, U ís closed under the rules

of L because their model-theoretic analogues (as per definition

5.4.17) trot¿ in M. So U is a regular L-D.theory. I

Note, this displays some of the structure of the class of such

(r, l). The proper subset consisting of (t', S') where It is the

canonical interpretation on a canonical (w. r. t. a regrll,ar L-D. theory,

i.e. that defined in theorem 5.5.9) l-u.m.s. Y, rea1ly is canonical for

¡he class of such (f, U). For the rest are redundant from this perspective.



The above theorem states that Èhere is a function

funct Íon.

the class

Thus every

of (r', M')
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so I¡/e have that

(r, u) has a

each (rt, Mt)

F : {(r, u)

and a function G

GoF,{{r,I)}

unique (canoníca1) representative ín

representing its inverse image under

F {{r, r"r)}

G : ipri*e,

Ì l* {regular L-D.theoriesi

: {regular L-D.theories} Þ {<r', Y')},

Þ {rr', y')} is a

GoF

M

By

Obviously the same comment applies to the

is an L-model structure, and the set of prime,

theorem 5.5.7 we have the functions

þ {pti*e, regular L-D.theories},

regular L-D.theoriesi l--'{tr', Y')}, and

set of (r, Y) where

regular L-D. theories.

so

G o F r {(r, M)} Þ {fr', y')}.

Where the (I', S') represenÈ the canonical interpretations on canonical

model structures (determined by prime, regular L-D.theories) (c'f' the

proof of theorem 5.5. 7 ) .

Of course, given the correspondence between L-algebras and

regular L-D.theories (theorem 5.4.7), this is another Perspective on

theorems 5.5.4 and 5.2.4. The first giving an L-u.m.s. characterisation

of L-algebras, and the second giving an L-m.s. characterisation of prime

L-algebras.

This illustrates the key role playecl by the L-I.theories in the

move from L-model structures to unreduced L-model structures' The class

of interpretatiors I on L-model structures Y has a proper subset of

canonical representatives (f', Y') which deliver every possible set of

wffs true on any I in any M (identical with the set of all prime, regular
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L-D.theories). The same holds for unreduced L-mode1 structures (the

(I,, s,) corresponding to the set, of all regular L-D.theories)' The

canonical representatives are constructed using prime L'I'theories'

Since priming does not, in general, hold for L-D' theories (theorem

5.5.8) ttre L-m.s. canonical representatives (and hence the L-m's') ¿o

not adequately characterise L, in general. It is the fact that prirning

does hold for L-I.theoríes (theorem 5.4.3) which ensures that the

L-u.m.s. canonical representatives (and hence the L-u'm's') do adequately

characterise L.

ToproviderelatíonalsemanticsforallextensionsofBBwehave

exploitedtheweakernotionoftheoryhood,thatofL-I'theories'and

the corresponding unreduced model structures '

Let us review the various inter-relationships between the two

notions of theoryhood, and the two types of relational semantics

The class of Prime, regular

(i) equal Eo the class of

on prime L-algebras G

(ii) equal to the class of

on L-model structures

L-D. theories is :

sets o f. wff. true on interpretations I

(theorem 5.4.7);

sets of wff

M (theorem

true on interPretations I

5.5.7);

( iii)

( iv)

isomorphic with

ranges of L-m.s.

isomorphic with

canonical L-m' s.

the class of interpretations I on algebras of

M (theorem 5.2.3' and (i) );

the class of canonical interpretations Ir on

M
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The class of regular L-D.theories is:

(i) equal to the class of sets of wff true- on interpretaÈions I

on L-algebras Ç;

(ii) equal to the class of sets of wff true on interpretations I

on unreduced L-model structures Y (theorem S'5'9);

(iii)isomorphícwiththeclassofinterpreÈationslonalgebras

of ranges of L-u.m.s. M (theorem 5'5'3 and (í) );

(iv) isomorphic with the class of canonical interpretations If on

canonical L-u.m' s ' !1' '

The following diagram may be helpful' The Ir and Mr denote Ehe

canonical structures menlioned in the proofs of theorems 5'5'7 and 5'5'9'

(r t , L-u.m. s. Mt)

( r,c) regular L-D.theories ( r, L-u.m. s . M)

(r, prime G) = prime, regu lar L-D.theories = (I, L-m.s. M)

0

(r' , L-m. ". S' )

The top layer adequately characterises extensions L of BB, whereas the

bottom laYer does not, in general '

0
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It is clear that the traditional notion of theoryhood (corresponding

to the regular L-D.theories) provides an important explanaÈory and unifying

tool for analysing the relational semantics of extensions of BB' Further

study of the relationships between the two notions of theories (and others'

such as that akin to L-I.theoryhood, namely closure under provable material

(or orher) implícation - see page 83 ) is clearly warranted.

IsuggestthatonecanregardEheregularL-D.theoriesasdoing

as the logic L does, and the (regular) l-l.theories as doing as the logic

says it does. This means regarding the formulation of L as providing a

universal paradigm of good reasoning, as well as looking to the provable

entailments in L. For example, the set of theorems of Ackermannts system

II' is identical with rhe set of theorems of E (RLR, p.290), but II' is

formulated as E plus disjunctive syllogism. The class of iI'-I'theories

is equal to the class of E-I.theories. That is, the notion of

L-I.theoryhood does not distinguish between the two logics (both say

they do the same thing). Clearly the class of II'-D.theories is very

different from the class of E-D.theories, however. The formulation of

II' espouses a different paradigm of reasoning'

on this account, the desire for deducibility relations expressed

by onets primitive rules to be "supported" by a corresponding provable

entailment (the reason given by Belnap for dropping disjunctive syllogism

in formulating E, Belnap 1959), is a desire for the logic L to do as

it says it cloes. (nn¿ it is difficult to see why the above requirement

ought apply to the rules, and yet stop short of requiring the regular

L-D.theories to be identical with the regular L-I.theories.)
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since the L-I.theories do as L says it does, it is not surprising

that L is characterised by unreduced L-model structures (constructed

using the L-I.theories and dependent only on their properties)' Our

considerations suggest thaE an appropriate scratesY is Èhe following:-

(i) If priming works for the L-D.theories of a logic L (or even for

just the regular L-D.theories), then L can be characterised by

the class of L-model structures.

(ii) If it is not the case that every non-theorem of L has a prime,

regular L-D.theory which rejects it, or if proof of the contrary

is wanting, then we can characterise L by the class of unreduced

L-model structures.

The need to move from (i) to (ii) in the case of some of the

weaker relevant logics - both extensions of BB and of B - signals the

fact that our semantics, and the standard semantics for B and its

extensions, provides a characterisation of entailment (provable

implication) rather than of deducibility as espoused by the formulation

of the 1ogic.

Forsuchlogicsthegapbetweenthetwoisratherlarge.

Deducibilíty espoused by the formulation of a logic L is captured by

the regular L-D.theories, whílst provable implication corresponds to

the L-I.theories. Such considerations oughf incline one to view "strong

completeness" theor:ems fOr the relational semantics with a grain of salE'

For example RLR Theorem 4. l0(l)1,-

l. RLR, p.315'
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"lnlhere 17 is a set of wff not L-derivable from regular set S

of wff, there is an L-model which verifies every member of

S and falsífies every member of l/.tt

In this context an L-model is an unreduced relational model strucEure

plus a particular interpretation on it. L-derivability is closely tied

to L-I.theoryhood i.e. provable implication: X is L-derivable from Y

iff there exists wffs 41r.....,4* in Y and Bl,-....,B. in X such that

B->
m

AL^lL ^r & & v .vB The result also carries over to
n

our unreduced L-model structures.

It seems rather odd that, for the weaker losics (wittr rules oEher

than rnodus ponens and adjunction) it could be that It C Cl (S) w.r't.

L-D.theories, i.e. every L-D.theory which contains S also conËains U,

whilst the antecedent conditions of "strong completeness" are satisfied.

so according to the notion of deducibility characterised by the

formulation of L, I.r may be deducible from S, and yet an (unreduced)

L-model verifies S and falsifies tt. For these logics logical dependence

víz-a-víz the traditional notion of deducibility is not captured by the

relational semantics. A further manifestation of the split between

I.theoryhood and D.theoryhood (and the long haul towards a deduction

theorem! ).

These relevant (and otherwise intensional) logics open up a rich

horizon of possibílities apropos notions of theoryhood'

l. RLR, p. 3Ol
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s s.6 Comp arison with the relational semantics for B and its

extensions and connexive logics

our relational semantics for BB and its extensions are somewhat

unusual, in thaË the ternary relation R is on K x V x V and the binary

relation rr is on V x V. The relations are not defined just on the class

of,,worlds", but include the possible ranges of wffs (as in ESL)' This

is not the case for the standard semantics for B and its extensíons'

where it is noc necessary ro utilise P(K). Let us examine why we need

the different approach.

M <O, K, R, *) has R defined on K x K x K and * definedA B-m.s.

onKxK

In the case of B, we have, for all a, b, c' d € K:

(l) rf a 5 b and R b c

And the following

d, then R a c d

requirements on interPretations :

(2) r(A+8, a) =T iff, for everyb, c€x, ifbothRab c and

I(4, b) = T, then r(8, c) = T;

(3) r(A & B, a) = T iff r(4, a) = T and r(8, a) = T'

These three requirements swiftly ensure the valididy of

(e¿) ¡. -> B & A -> c I A * B & c, as follows'

I,Ie just need to

t(n+B&A+C

I on all model

check that whenever x S

x) Trhenl(l*se

structures M

yforxrYeK,

C, y) = T, for

then if

all interPretations

(Where ROxyholds iff

requirement that (44)

x S y, then the above is equivalent to the

l. RLR, p.298.

is true at O. )
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So

I(A -} B,

Rxzw.

suppose that x S y and t(R + B & A + C, x) = T.

x) = T and r(A+ c, x) = T. uowby (l), if RY

Consider the value of A + B & C at y- If R y

R x z w, by (2) I(B,v¡) = T and I(C,w) = T, so

ny (3)

z w then

z w and I(A,z)

bv (3)

Since the

(2) an¿ (3)

T, since

r(B & C, w) = T, and hence by (2) r(a + B & c, y) = T.

argument is perfectly general for model structures' (l),

suffice to ensure the validity of (¡.¿).

Since (44) is not in general a theorem of the extensions of BB,

this shows that the standard approach is inadequate for our purposes '

One might attempt to contain the relations over worlds by

loosening up (l), (2) or (3). (l) ensures that the class of valid wff

is closed under rule-suffixing, which we also need to be Ehe case. In

fact, retaining the evaluation rute (2), if (l) doesn't hold then we

can construct model structures where rule-suffixing fails to hold'

Q) is a natural evaluation rule for + , and it is difficult to see how

it might be modified yet still deliver rule-suffixing, along with some

modification of (l). The remaining alternative is to modify (3), the

evaluation rule for conjunction.

Connexive semantics provide a possible strategy for modifying (3)

and I will briefly indicate why that strategy is unsuccessful'

Three of the important theorems affirmed by modern connexive

logics are (A + B) * - (A * - S) (Boethius), - (A - - a) (Aristotle)

and -((n * n) & (A + - B)) (Strawson) (Mortenson 198??). Note that the

addition of any one of these to a logic which has a theorem of the form

A + - A results in a negation-inconsistent set of theorems (assuming

that l- a * A and adjunction hold). Furthermore, A & - A + - (n e - e)
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is a Tautological Entailment, so the addítion of one of the above theses

to any extension of Ufdu (rhich includes all of the standard relevant

logics, BB and its extensions, and classical logic) results in

ínconsistency. Thus, the Efdu ah"orems A & - A + A, and A & - A + - A

are rejected by connexive logics. A typical motivation for this rejection

is that - A cancels out A when they are conjoined, so that the content

of A & - A is less rhan that of A and of that of - A (Routley 1979).

So conjunction becomes an intensional connective. The semantics are

similar to those for B and its extensions, r¡ith the addition of a further

ternary relation S on the set of worlds K, as well as the generation

relation G on wff x K. The modifications in the specifícation of an

interpretation I on

a)

IfAGbthen

a model are:

T iff there exist b,

r(4, b) = r ana t(n,

r(4, b) = T.

c € K s.t. S b c a and

c) T;

I(A & B,

The latter clause ís a somewhat undesirable feature of a semantlcs

because it involves a relation between propositions and worlds, which

is a part-determínant of which propositions are true at which worlds'

Although G is only needed to validate the particularly connexive theses,

so that \de can drop it in the case of BB, it is necessary to impose

connections of a similar sort and of a worse order'

Routley provides the modelling conditions for all of BB except

(az), (43), (as), (¿.0), (n.n+) and (n.az) (Routlev 1979) ' To obtain

the first four axioms' \^7e need to add thar:

t If S a b c then a I c and b I c'
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The remaining rules are the stumbling bIock. To validate (n.n¿) wichout

also validating (e+), we need to impose an incestuous relationship between

I andS. NowA+BandA+C are true on I inM=(0, K, R, S, *) only

if for all x € K, I(4, x) = T entails that I(8, x) = T and I(C, x) = T.

If this is the case, to validate (n.¿,+) we need to require that, for all

x€x, r(4, x) =T entails that I(sc c, x) = T. (using lel = {x€K:

r(4, x) = rÌ we need: rf lnl ç lnl and lel ç lcl, rhen lel ç In e cl.l
But for this to hold we need: There exists m, n € K such that S m n x

and I(8, m) = T and t(C, n) = t. It is impossible to ensure that such

will be the case, in a manner not sensitive to the particular I, without

also validating (A¿). For suppose that, for some a € K, it is not the

case that S a a a. Then we can augment any assignmenÈ I using three

ne\,¡ propositional variables p l, p2, p3 putting I(p. , a) = T and otherwise

r(pi, x) = F for x€Kexcept where a ( x. clearly r(pl, *) = r(l'x)

= I(p' x) for all x€K. This ensures that pI-p2 and p¡ * p, are

true on I in M. For pl* p2 & p3 to be true, we need in particular

thal I(pZ & p3, a) = T since I(pl, a) = T. So we requíre that for some

m, neK, S m n a and ¡(v2, m) = T and I(l' n) = T, and by t, m ( a and

n ( a. But there are no such m I a and n ( a, other than m = o = â,

since by our assignment I(p., x) = F for all x ( a. Hence we require

S a a a. Thus to ensure that (n.A¿) is valídated for all interpretations

I, we need to specify that S x x x holds for all x € K. Thís renders

S redundant, for then r(A & B, x) = T íff r(4, x) = T and I(8, x) = T.

So we are back to our original assignment rule for conjunction (3) and

so (e4) is also validated. So Eo validate (n.¡'+), but not (44), we

need [o use the following I-sensitive condition:
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lal

lcl
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then

(wherethere exist m,

lnl = {xe r:
n € K s.t. S m n

r(A, x) = rll.

This negates the poinc of uÈilising a B-Èype relational semantics

rather than those I have presented in $5. I and $5.4, for it is clear

that the ranges of wff determined by the interpretation I (corresponding

to a subset of the power set of K) are coming heavily into play. Even

if such a strategy of modifying (3) were successful, it ought to be

regardecl very suspiciously, for Ëhe ensuing relational semantics would

misleadingly suggest that conjunction in BB is intensional rather than

extensional, which it clearly is not (as I have already argued). The

role of conjunctíon in augmented variable sharing, the algebraíc

semantics and the relational semantics (and their De Morganality), show

that conjunction in BB and its extensions is extensional.

of course, for those BL 
= 

BB such that BL = L, and so BL is an

extension of B (for example L = R), the standard

irs extens ions ) apply. So in these cases \^/e can

semantics rather than our specialised semantics

semantics for B (and

use the standard

which cater for

relat ionalextensions of BB. For example, since BR = R, the standard

semantics for R obviously also adequately characterise BR'
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CHAPTER 6

The mistake in ALG II and a Partial remedy

$ 6.0. Introduction

As mentioned in $5.0, there is a mistake in ALG II. The sErategy

in ALG II for the proof of completeness of B and its extensions \^7.r.t.

the relational model structures involves showing how to generate them

frorn prime algebras (groupoids) in a manner which preserves validity

in the model, and using the algebraic completeness result. An essential

ingredient ís what r^7e may call the Priming Lemma: That any non-theorem

of L can be falsified in a prime L-groupoid. Thís strategy is amply

illustrated in $5.2 where \^re utilise it for our ovln purposes. However,

as v/e found, it breaks down for some of the weaker extensions of BB,

because the above essential ingredient fails to hold (theorem 5.5.8).

In ALG II there is a general proof that for a large class of

extensions L of B, non-theorems of L can be falsified in prime

I

L-groupoids.' So it might be thought that our algebraic semantics,

or the class of BL logics (with base logic BB), are in this respect

inadequate compared to the standard relevant logics (wittr base logic B).

The purpose of this chapter is to point out that such is not the case.

The difficulties with priming do not sLop at B (as theorem 5.5.8 shows).

In the

extensions of

s ec ond

ALG II

first section we show that the essenEial Priming Lemma for

B fails (thus Theorem 7 of ALG II is false)2. In the

section we indicate where the proof of the Priming Lemma in

goes ar¡rry, by providing a counter-example to an essential lemma

I . ALG II, Theorem 7.

2. Hence the proof of
ALG II (Theorem l0)

the adequacy of the relational semantics
is invalid.

1n
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for Ehe case of B. (¡ is defined in the next section.) Note that this

shows that the

hold. Finally,

Lemma for B and

BB ( theorems 4.

proof fails for

we indicate how

a couple of its

2.8 and 4.2.11).

cases even where

to resurrect

extens ions ,

the Prirning Lemma does

proof of the Primínga

similar to our proofs for

S 6. l. The Prining Lemma fails

I^le show that Theorem 7 of ALG II is erroneous, the theorem states:

B is just B with

the language, plus the

(Ar0)

(no) l- (n"s) * c (:)

fusion o and the sentential constant t added to

following extra axioms and rule:

(arr) l-.tA+A t

ttl.rlhere L is any one

A is a theorem of L

of the extensions of B,

iff A is valid in every

or its parts introduced,

prime L-groupoid. " l

(residuation).

|.-t

l-ntB->c

(s is a conservative extension of B. )

Theorem 5.5.8 sfates that a non-theorem of B + A v - A is a member

of every prime, regular B + A v - A - D.theory. By the correspondence

between regular L-D.theories and the classes of wffs true on partícular

interpretations in particular L-algebras, just as in the case of

BB + A v - A, it follows that there exists a non-theorem of B + A v - A

which is valid ín every prime B + A v - A - algebra (theorem 5.4.7).

I^Ie show that the same holds for B + A v - A and

l. ALG II, page 26

B + A v - A - groupoids.
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Definition 6.1.1 ADeMo rqan sroupoid is a structure

I = (G, l, rì, u, +, o) such that:

(i) (G, n,\J, :)is a De Morgan lattice;

(ii) o is a binary operatíon on G and I a=afora1la€C;

(iii) aobScinGiffaSb+c,

(where as usual x I Y =df x

forallâ,b,c€C

o

n Y = x)'

De fin ition 6.1.2. An interPreÈation T

I is defined exactly as for BB-algebras

t(A.B)=r(A) r(B) and t(t) = I

on a De Morgan grouPoid

(¿efinition 3 .1,2) Plus:

are defined exactlY as

o

Validity in De Morgan groupoids ' eEc

in definition 3. I .3.

B is sound and comPleÈe \^I'r't'

(Theorem 2 of ALG II) '

the class of De Morgan grouPoids'

Definition 6- I.3. A B + A v - A - grouPoid is a De Morgan

groupoid which also satisfies: I I a U-a for all a € G'

Theorem 6.1.4. There is anon-theoremofB+Av-Awhich is

valid in every prime B + A v - A - groupoid'
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Now the truth filters of the L-groupoids are closed under the

algebraic anaÌogues of the axioms and rules of L'l So the set

of wffs true on an interpretation in an L-groupoid is a regular

L-D.theory (c.f. theorem 5.4'7)'

Note that p v - (P t - P+ P & - P) is

I^Je can use the appropriate conservatíve

augment the L-algebra of theorem 5'5'8

of fusion,

not a theorem of B +

or

Av-4.

s implyextension result

by the following de finit ion

32o

0

0

00

2

J

00

0l

0123

0

0

3

0

0

2

and put I = 3 (the grouPoid

"strongest truth"). This gives

a B + A v - A - grouPoid which

falsifies the above wff'

Now if some prime B + A v - A - groupoid falsifies

p v - (p t - p + p & - p) then we have a prime' regular

B: + A v - A - D.theory which d,oesnlt contain p v - (p' - p -}

p & - p). But the proper subset of wffs of such a theory' which

don'r contain o or t, is a prime, regular B + A v - A - D'theory

(since the rules and axioms of B are a subset of those for B)

which doesn't contain p v - (p t - p + P & -p), contrary to

theorem 5.5 - 8.

Hence by reductio no such prime B + A v - A - groupoid exists' I

l. See the soundness proof in ALG II'
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NotingthatB+Av

introduced in ALG II, the

A is amongst Lhe class of extensions of B

above result refutes Theorem 7 of ALG II.

$ 6.2. I{here Ëhe Priming Leuma goes arrry

The proof of Theorem 7 in ALG II fails in the particular case that

The proof uses a lemma which states that given an L-groupoidL= B:
G and a filter F in G such that I e F, â structure called a quotient

.lIG
L-groupoid x which "factors out" F, is an L-groupoid.' __ simply

Ft,
identifies elements which F says are logically (entailment-wise)

equivalent: I " I {u e c : (a + b) n (b + a) e r}.

And operations are defined representation-wise, e.B. l"l n lUl = l" n b 
I

However this fails to deliver an L-groupoid. The problem is once again

that gap between traditional deducibility and provable entailment, the

L-D.theories and L-I.theories. Factoring out w.r.t. equivalence according

to entailment will be successful where the underlying structures correspond

to L-I.theories, but witl fail where the underlying structures correspond

to L-D.theories. So the above sort of factoring process works in the

case of the relational model structures, whích characterise provable

implication rather than traditional deducibility, and fails in the case

of algebras (in general), ,which characterise traditional deducibility

(c.f. $s.s).

I shal1 simply specify the De Morgan groupoid (B-groupoid) and

filter F, which provides a counter-example.

l. ALG IT p. 28
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For the

Res iduat ion

a

a

I

x

-x

->

-a

a

b c -l

a

'd -t

-l

-t

a

d

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

b

a

a

d

a

a

a

b

-t
b

c

4

-a -a -a

-a-a-aba

-a -a -a -a -a

-a -l b c

d

o

-a

-l

b

c

-a -a -a -a -a -a

-a -l -l c

c

c

c

d

a

a

a

c

c

I

-l

b

b

-a -l b c I a

n and

pr ime

lJ are specified by the Hasse diagram in the usual way'

filter p = {6, l, "} å is not a De Morgan groupoid'
F

lul s l"l (since b + c € F) andfails because we have I ll'lul

lrl $ l¡l + l"l
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S 6.3. A valid proof of the Primíne Lemma for lími ted exËensíons of B

In $4.2 we proved that BB is both prime and negation-consistent by

showing that given any BB-model G and interpretaÈion I on it, there is a

prime and negation-consistent BB-model Gt and interpretatíon Ir on it

such that al1 wffs false on I in G are also false on I' it 9' (theorem

4.2.7). It immediately follows that every nontheorem of BB can be

falsífied in a prime BB-algebra, by the algebraic completeness result

(theorem 3.1-4) - one applies the priming process to the Lindenbaum

algebra. In fact the procedure of theorem 4.2.7 can be extended to

De Morgan groupoids, so that it is possible to use this strategy to prove

that B can be characterised by the class of prime De Morgan groupoids

(and similarly the extensions of B corresponding to those of BB for which

the process \^rorks - theorem 4.2.1Ù. hlhíchis Theorem 7 of ALG II in the

particular case that L is replaced by B'

Let us first note that the result holds for B-algebras.

Theorem 6.3. I

(az ) ( i. e. the

Proof l^le simply need

(i) (a + b)

(ii) (a * c)

then the

(i') (a0t'b

(ii') (a0 *'

The class of BB-algebras which

B-algebras) satisfY theorem 4'2

satis ty (t4 ) and

7.

to prove

n (a*c)

ß

that where G satisfies

la+bñc and

n

I

(b*c)la\/b+c ,forall a,b,ce G

' of theorem 4.2.7 satisfies

nr ("0 *,"Y) <r 
"0 -, 

(uß r'ì | "Y) and

r.ìr (¡ß *, .Y) <r ("0 lJ' bß) *' 
"Y

b, c € G and ct, ß, Y e S (definition 4'2'l)

)

"Y)
for all a,
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Suppose that G

("0 *' bß) rìr

saLisfies (i). Now by definitior. 4.2.2

(r0 *' cY) (a * b)x fìr (a * c)Y where

x,yeS

=(a+boa*")*oY

Where xoy = ^ iff a + b, â ) c eF and cr S ß and o S Y

,0., (¡ß ¡'cY) = a0 *, (b lì 
")ßnY

= (a+b O ")' where z€S-

v

{"} and

iffz=^ iff a+bnc€¡'andcrSßnY. Thusz

xny

Hence by (i),

The proof that

s imilar .

and the fact that m s' n^ íf m ( n ín G, (i') holds.

if G satisfies (ii) then I' satisfies (ii') is

so we have the Priming Lemma for B, and an independent proof of:

Theorem 6.3.2. B is both prime and negation-consistent.

Proof Apply the procedure of theorems 4'2'7

algebra of B, just as in the Proof of

and 6.3. I to the Lindenbaum

theorem 4 .2.8. !

The procedure only needs to be slightly augmented to cater

De Morgan groupoids. I will simply state the extra requirements

note thal the required De Morgan groupoid properties ensue'

for

and



I^lhere G ís a De Morgan groupoid, then for Gt

we also need co define the new fusion operator or'
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(of de.f inition 4 -2-2)

l{e do so as follows:

ß ß(a o b)

aob

o' bß

if it exists,

otherwise.

oa b

0 (
)
I

(a o b)v

aob

if it exísts 
'

otherwise.

Forc[l^ a

The trsEroqgest truthtr of It ].S where I is that of G.

I^lhence t^te arrive at the required result:

Theorem 6.3.3. A is a theorem of B iff A is valid in every

prime Þ-groupoid (le Morgan groupoid) '

Obviously the corresponding extensions of theorem 4'2'7 also aPPIY'

i.e.theresultholdswhereoneormoreofprefixing'suffixingand

contraposition are added to B (theorem 4'2'11)'
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CHAPTER 7

Extensions and open problems

$ 7.0. Introduction

In this chapter l^re present some open problems, ruminations and

extens ions .

s 7.1 B-ins and predicate logics

tr^ie have conf ined our cons iderat ions to propos it ional logics ,

however nothing prohibits extending our L-Hierarchy process to predicate

logics. I,rIe could add instantiation (x) Ax + At and generalisation

l-.f * B :) l- A * (x) n (where x is not free in A) to the intensional

base, and construct the corresponding L-Hierarchy (¿etinition 2.3. l).

Theorem 2.4.1 still applies and so the correspondence of the L-Hierarchy

and axiomatic formulation is preserved.

Since R = BR then the corresponding predicate logics are also

RQ has an L-Hierarchy. This alternative

provide a useful tool for research into

(..g. arithmetic, ni/)

equivalent, RQ = BRQ

characterisation of

RQ and íts theories

Thus

RQ might

S 7.2. Undecidability

Alasdaír Urquhart's proof that E and R (and a host of other

extensions of r) are undecidable (urquhart 198?) depends on their

particular extens íonaL/intensional interplay. I^Ihen Ëhís is weakened,

the proof fails to go through. Hence the decidability or otherwise of

BT antl BE and other relatively strong extensions of BB remains an open

question.
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s 7.3 Ortho - BL

Bob Meyer showed that Ortho-n (R minus distribution) is decidable

by displaying its equivalence to a suitable Gentzen consecution calculus

(Meyer 1966). This calculus is obtained by adding the following rules

to the Gentzenisation of R ; (ln ;) :

( l- e) cI,fa I n,0

cl þ a, t n, g

ß ß (el-l o,Al-e
A&Bl-ecxt

(l-") 0,þa ß (" l-) 0,Al-g 0,Bl-ß
0 I a .r n, ß O[t

an intens ional

B--) ), adcling the

add the

the above

equivalent

AvB -ß

where A and B are wffs and cr and ß are sequences of wffs ' Clearly

( l- &) and (v F) "ott""pond 
to the rules (n.a¿) and (n.nz) ' Inle can

only derive (n4) and (n7) wtren the interplay between the intensional

fragment and these rules is strong enough. Thus Meyerts result for

Ortho-R turns on the fact that R = BR'

I^Ie can similarly apply this process in the case of E' We

above rules to a Gentzenisation LE; of E;' But keeping in mind

considerations we ought not expect the resultíng calculus to be

to Ortho-E, since BE C E'

Con.j ecture LE; augmented with the above & and v introduction rules

is equivalent to Ortho-BE' In general, for

calculus L; which is an extension of BB; (=

gives Ortho-(BB + L;).

sequence

above rules

If such were the case'

Ortho-BE is dec iclable '

theLr as for Ortho-R we cotrld prove that
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s 7.4. BMo and modal logics

The g-valued logic BMo (definition 3.3.4) merits further

investigation. It is almost modal in the following sense'

The system Slo is formulated (Feys 1965, p' 43):

Axiom schemata: (l) a o B -+ A ; Q) A & B + B & A i

(3) (ae n) 6, C+A& (s o c) ; (¿) e+A&A

(5)(n*n)&(B->c)1n+c.

Rules:ModusPonens,adjunctionandreplacementofstrict

equivalents '

Definitions: (6) 'A + B'

ano v, -J

for r- O

*+ and fl

(¿. o - s)'

as usual.

Now

that

( 6A)

( os)

(6) says that A + B = df [ (l= B)

[A =¿t -A -] A. So we can regard (6)

and it follows from (6)

as incorporating both:

A+B= - A & -B + - A v B;
dt

-A->4.

and

[¿. =

Fact: BM
o

( l)

df

verifies (l) - (5), and hence the logic given by

- (5) an¿ (68).

Further fact: BMo verifies A + O

A-)Bl O A+ O Band

A, Ô (¡,e s)- O A,

!n*[Ü4.

Thus BM
o

s3-(64) and s4-(64).

either 7 ox 6 in BM

verifies whar we might call Slo-(64), Sl-(64), S2()-(64),S2-(64

I^Ihile ù O A is falsif ied, all iÈs values are

. I^le can add 6 to the truth filter of Blto (so

by F' = \2,3,6, Zll and we still have a BE-algebra
o

replacingF={3,7}
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which falsifies (e+) e + B & A-> C I A + B e, C and (47) ¿. * C & B -> C

I A v B -) C. So on rhis slight modification, BMo also verifies 56-(64)

and S7-(64).

Unfortunately (64) does too much intensional work in the above

formulation of Slo, as BMo does not verify 53; (Hacking 1963). The

stumbling block ís A + B I A + - B ? A * C, however this is verified

where A is sErict, that is, A is an implication. Similarly A -> B ? C

I A * B, for 54;, fails to hold' except when C is strict'

So BM is almost modal in the sense that it verifies many modal
o

theses of the standard modal logics. For example, if all the variables

in an s4 ; theorem are replaced by implications, then the resulting wff

is BM -valid. Thus it is clear that the L/BL distincËion remains a real
o

distinction for many "almost modal" systems - keeping in mínd that (e¿)

and (47) are invalid in BMo.

Of course, the perfectly general L-Hierarchy process (definition

2.3.1) can be applied directly to the intensional components of these

modal logics. It would be interesting to see how much of the modal

nature of the logics remained. For example, 54 = E + A+ BIC?A+B'

so BS4 exists (detinition 2.5.Ð and is equivalent to the L-Hierarchy

obtained using L; = 54; and adjunction' It seems to me likely that

l"rot'A4) and /rro(ot), and thaË

either & or v are Ëheorems of BS4

for 54 also holds for BS4).

Eheorems of 54 which don'Ë contain

that the reduction of modalities

all

(so
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s 7 -5. Exp loitins Ëhe L-Hierarchy

unfortunately, having proved the equivalence of many systems to

an alternative L-Hierarchy formulation (for example, all of the BL logics),

I have not greatly exploited that alternative formulation in considering

the properties of these logics. The L-Hierarchy provides sLrong intuitive

insights as to the extensional/intensional interplay in such logics and

ought, it seems, have much fruit to bear. The following questions come

to mind: can \¡re prove that BB is prime using the corresponding L-Hierarchy;

are al1 intensíonal extensions of BB (i.e. BB + L;) príme? The

L-Híerarchy míght also provide clues for more efficient decísion procedures

for those appropriate extensions of FDE (definition 2.1. I l) which are

decidable (and also for proofs of decidability) '
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CIIAPTER 8

Conclus ion

l,le have seen that Anderson and Belnapts notion of variable sharing

has a natural generalisation which can be used to formulate logics of

arbitrary degree. Furthermore, the extensíonaL/intensional interplay

of such logics is perspicuous and strongly intuitively motivated.

The L-Hierarchy process is very general' It can be applied to

any set of purely extensional and purely intensional schemata' However'

the process represents one fixed analytic perspective, which can be

summed up in the following dictum:

separate the process which gives rise to entailments purely

on the basis of extensional & and v from those entailments

and theorems which have other índependent motivation, and use

it as the core of the extensional/intensional interplay.

This is obviously rhe key ro FDE (definirion 2.l.ll), wE (definition

2.1.1Ð and the L-Hierarchy (definition 2.3.1)- From this perspective

the claim that classical propositional calculus merely depicts the

behaviour of extensional connectives, and so, properly understood, its

theses are valid, is somewhat misguided. For the purely extensional

and-gare, or-gare behaviour of 6' and v is captured by (2) - (6) of FDE

(and WE). To obtain the classical propositional calculus we need to

move out of Che realm of what 6. and v signify, and give particular

anshTers to the philosophical questions of what constitutes valid

deduction and the nature of truth in a1l logically (!) possible "worlds"'

For as I have already noted in s2. l, we need to add A & - A + B and

B + Av - A for all atoms B and propositional variables A, t'o (2) - (6),

in order to obtain classical proposítional logic (when + is replaced

bv=).
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The L-Hierarchy provides a sound bed-rock upon which to build one's

logic, which involves the bare presuppositions incorporated in purely

extensional & and v. It provides the most natural way of moving up frorn

the Tautological Entailments to logics of arbitrary degree.

l,le have also seen that from this perspective, the standard minimaL

(rutr degree) relevant logic B is ¡oo strong, and have put forward BB

as an appropriate base logic. The properLies of BB, and the fu1ly

developed algebraic and relational semantics for all extensions of BB

(including, in particular, the BL logics) displayed in chapters 3 and 5'

show that BB can perfectly adequately funcLion in such a role.

Finally, the notion of L=D.theory introduced in s5.4, as well as

the standard one of L-Ltheory, plays a crucial analytical role in

understanding the relational semantics forBB and its extensions' There

are clearly many philosophical and logical questions about notions of

theoryhood for such relevant (and other intensional) logics which ought

to be addressed.
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